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Preface

Over the past decade, with more and more students thinking of a China-related

career, interest in Chinese culture and China’s languages has grown rapidly.

In the meantime, at Stanford University where I teach Chinese linguistics, the

Chinese as a foreign language program has become the second-largest one

in terms of the number of students enrolled in different levels of instruction.

In writing this book, I hope to systematically introduce English-speaking

students to some basic linguistic knowledge, in addition to different socio-

cultural aspects of the Chinese languages to meet their diverse interests. I first

recognized the need for such an elementary book when I was preparing to

teach a new course on Chinese language, culture and society in 1998 and could

not find any published work in English specifically dealing with the topic.

It so happened that in the summer of 2001 Ms. Kate Brett of Cambridge

University Press visited me and, upon hearing of my search for such a book,

encouraged me to write one myself. The following year, I submitted a book

proposal and was very glad that Cambridge University Press quickly decided

to move forward with it.

In the course of writing the manuscript, I have received generous support

from my colleagues and friends. In particular I want to take this opportunity

to express my gratitude to the Dean’s office of the School of Humanities and

Sciences at Stanford University and Stanford Humanities Center for provid-

ing me with a Stanford Humanities Fellowship that has given me a year’s

time to write up this manuscript. I also want to thank the Stanford Center for

East Asian Studies that provided me with an undergraduate research assis-

tantship in the 2004 summer allowing me to work with Andrea Snavely, who

has corrected my English errors and offered many valuable suggestions to

make the manuscript more readable to a general audience. In addition, I want

to acknowledge my gratitude toward the anonymous Cambridge University

Press reviewer for valuable comments and suggestions making me clarify

my thinking and correcting many mistakes. I am also grateful to Cambridge

xi
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University Press editor, Ms. Helen Barton, for her patience. Finally, I must

mention my many students over the years as they are really the reason for me

to write this book. In the course of this effort, my knowledge of the field was

greatly extended either through our discussion and debate in and out of class

or through the research I did on various topics of our common interest.

Of course, all the errors in this book are completely mine.
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Introduction

The phonetic transcriptions used in this book for Mandarin data are the

officially adopted hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n spelling used in China. The data from vari-

ous Chinese dialects are transcribed in the International Phonetic Alphabet

adopted by the International Phonetic Association (see Appendix 1).

1 China and Chinese in the world

For centuries China stood as the most powerful country in Asia with a splendid

civilization, outpacing the rest of the world in many ways. With the longest

unbroken line of recorded history, its extant literature has lasted for more than

three millennia, with a legacy extending back to 1500 BCE and with many out-

standing Chinese scholars in science, philosophy, literature, and many other

fields that continue to influence the modern world. However, in the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries, China was devastated by a series of foreign inva-

sions, famines, and internal turmoils that prevented it from keeping pace with

the rapid developments in science and technology and caused it to lag behind

the industrialized world in many aspects. It was not until 1979, when Chinese

leaders decided to reopen China’s doors to the outside world and to convert its

state-planned economy into a market-oriented one, that China’s national econ-

omy started to develop at one of the world’s fastest growth rates. After more

than twenty years of sustained development, China is now the fourth-largest

trading nation and has the second-largest foreign reserves in the world.1 Its

major trading partners include the United States, Japan, Germany, France,

the United Kingdom and many other European Union members. In fact, it

has been claimed that, measured on a purchasing-power parity basis, China

currently stands as the second-largest economy in the world after the United

States.2

As the world is becoming more and more integrated, contacts between

China and the rest of the world have also become common. During the last

1
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ten years of the twentieth century, China actually sent more international

students than any other country in the world to study in the United States. In

recent years, many people, particularly overseas Chinese, have moved to live

and build up their careers in the People’s Republic of China.

The population in China alone accounts for about 1.3 billion,3 approxi-

mately one-fifth of the total population of the human race. With such a high

percentage of the human race growing up speaking different varieties of the

language as their first language, Chinese is indisputably one of the most com-

monly used languages in the world.

Against such a background, interest in the Chinese language has grown

rapidly outside China. Over the last decade, many colleges in the United

States saw the number of students enrolled in their Chinese-language classes

double, or in some cases triple. It has been reported4 that, accompanying

China’s becoming an official member of the World Trade Organization in

2003, the total number of non-Chinese students who were studying Chinese

outside the People’s Republic of China reached 25 million. In the same year,

there was a great shortage of qualified Chinese-language instructors in the

People’s Republic to teach some 50,000 foreign students who had traveled to

China to study Chinese.

2 China

China is a unitary multinational state which officially recognizes 56 eth-

nic groups including Han, Zhuang, Uygur, Hui, Yi, Tibetan, Miao, Manchu,

Mongol, Buyi, and Korean. Chinese, or zhōngguórén , is used to refer

to all citizens the People’s Republic of China regardless of ethnic national-

ity. Apart from the Han majority, the non-Han Chinese, with a total of more

than 96.5 million people, constitute roughly 8% of the total population in

the People’s Republic. Small as the percentage may appear, they neverthe-

less inhabit nearly 60% of the land mass of the nation. Nearly all the ethnic

groups have spoken languages of their own, and twenty-three have written

languages of their own (Map 1 is a linguistic map of China). In the south are the

Tai-speaking Zhuang people; in southwest China reside the Tibeto-Burman

speakers like Tibetans, Yi, etc; in the northwest corner live the Turkic branch

Altaic speakers like Uygurs and Kazakhs; in the north are Altaic speakers like

Mongols, Koreans, etc. With a population larger than 15 million, Zhuang is,

next to Han, the largest ethnic group in China. However, there are eighteen
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Map 1

other ethnic groups with a population larger than a million, including Manchu,

Hui, Miao, Uygur, Tibetan, Mongolian, Korean and Kazakh. Another fifteen

ethnic groups have a population larger than 100,000. The rest are smaller

(Zhou 2003).

The territory of China currently occupies an area of about 9,600,000 square

kilometers in East Asia, a country that is geographically almost as big as the

United States or only 700,000 square kilometers smaller than the entirety

of Europe. After the 1911 Revolution when the Qing Empire fell after a

popular revolt led by Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s Nationalist Party, the new Republic

was then known as zhōnghuá mı́ngguó “Republic of China.” Later,
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in 1949, the Nationalists under the leadership of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-

shek, lost the civil war and control of most of China to the Chinese Communist

Party led by Mao Zedong, and the name of the country was changed into

zhōnghuá rénmı́n gònghéguó “the People’s Republic of China.”

Nowadays, the Republic of China has jurisdiction over the island of Taiwan

where the Nationalist government continued to rule after its defeat in the

mainland in 1949. However, in spite of the differences in official names, the

Chinese people in modern times most commonly identify China in Chinese

with the shortened form zhōngguó , that is composed of the first and last

syllables of the two official names of modern China.

In Chinese history, the country was most commonly referred to in Chinese

by the name of its ruling empire such as dàqı̄ngguó “the Qing Empire”

(1644–1911 CE). Even the English name of the country, i.e., China, may be

phonetically related to the sounds of the name of the powerful Qin dynasty

(221–207 BCE), which defeated various warring states and established the

first Chinese empire with a highly centralized government. However, after

the 1911 Revolution, the country was commonly referred to as zhōngguó.

Furthermore, the Chinese people have used zhōngguó to denote the area

where the natives accept and carry on the Chinese civilization for a very

long time, although sinologists sometimes translate zhōngguó into English

literally as Middle Kingdom or sometimes Central States. In isolation, the

two syllables, zhōng and guó , that make up the short name actually carry

the meanings “middle” or “central” for zhōng and “country” or “state” for guó
separately. But the notion of Central States implies multiple entities, whereas

Middle Kingdom refers to one country. As early as the Chunqiu period (770–

476 BCE),5 zhōng-guó, refers to a geographical area with many warring states

and, therefore, Central States is an appropriate translation for the land at that

time. For example, in (1) zhōngguó was already in use referring to an area

contrasting with yı́dı́ “foreign countries” in a document written over two

millennia ago.

(1)

Huán gōng jiù zhōngguó ér rǎng yı́-dı́

Name duke save central-states and resist foreign-foreign

“Duke Huan saved the central states and resisted the foreign

countries.”
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Therefore, at that time, zhōngguó was already used as a term to distinguish

the states that embraced Chinese civilization from those that did not. However,

after all the warring states were unified by the Qin dynasty (221–207 BCE)

under one central government, the term zhōngguó, from its former sense, a

central area occupied by a number of states, naturally developed into a noun

for the unified country. This happened as early as the Han dynasty (206 BCE–

220 CE). In example (2), zhōngguó clearly refers to the entire Han empire.

Therefore, it makes sense to translate it as “Middle Kingdom.”

(2)

tiān-xià mı́ng shān bā ér sān zài mán-yı́

sky-down noted mountain eight and three in foreign-foreign

wŭ zài zhōng-guó

five in central-state

“There are eight famous mountains in the world. Three are in

foreign countries, and five in the Middle Kingdom.”

From these examples we can see that the Chinese name for China,

zhōngguó, originally refers to a number of states situated roughly along the

Yellow River in North China that defines the limits of Chinese civilization and

later becomes a noun designating the unified empire. In modern times, when

serving as a short name for China, the meanings of “central,” or “middle” in

this lexical item are completely lost.6

3 Chinese

Chinese, as a language name in English, refers to the Sinitic subgroup of

Sino-Tibetan languages in Asia. But it can be translated into various Chinese

nouns for the language encompassing many different ideas depending on the

context. First of all, Chinese can be translated as zhōngwén generally

referring to the language. Zhōngwén is also the right term to use for

the academic discipline in studying Chinese language and literature, such as

zhōngwénxı̀ for the Chinese department in a university setting. Second,

the term hànyŭ “Han language” is used in the context contrasting the

languages spoken by the Han nationality that makes up 92% of the 1.3 billion

Chinese citizens of the People’s Republic with all of the non-Han languages
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spoken in China and the rest of the world. Therefore, foreign students who are

now learning Chinese are said to be learning hànyŭ . Third, as hànyŭ is

a general term for the languages, many of which are mutually unintelligible

among speakers of different varieties of Han language, it by default refers

to the standard dialect of the country that is known as pŭtōnghuà lit-

erally meaning “common language” in the People’s Republic. Pŭtōnghuà
is a constructed norm based upon the language, a variety of Northern

Chinese, spoken in the capital city, Beijing. Moreover, Chinese corresponds

to a number of Chinese equivalents depending on the given speech commu-

nity. In Singapore, an important Chinese-speaking community, as well as in

the other Chinese communities in Southeast Asia, Chinese is known as huáyŭ
“Hua-language,” as Huá is another Chinese name for the Han-Chinese. In

Taiwan, for historical reasons, standard Chinese is known as guóyŭ ,

literally “national language.” Different as huáyŭ and guóyŭ may

appear, the standard is practically the same as pŭtōnghuà. Mandarin refer-

ring to Northern Chinese in English originated from the fact that the Mandarin

officials of the Qing Empire spoke to each other in that language. Fourth,

“Chinese” also refers to different Chinese dialects, or hànfāngyán , but

does not include any of the non-Han-Chinese languages spoken by ethnic

minorities in China.

An extraordinary phenomenon for the Han-Chinese is the lack of mutual

intelligibility among people within the same ethnic group. A Chinese person

from Beijing who has grown up speaking the most prestigious dialect of the

nation cannot speak or understand the local languages in the south, or the so-

called Southern Chinese dialects, such as those used in the streets of Shanghai

or Hong Kong. Traditionally, Han-Chinese is divided into seven major dialect

groups, Mandarin (or beifanghua Northern Chinese), Wu, Xiang, Gan, Kejia

(Hakka), Yue (Cantonese), and Min.7 Among the Han-Chinese, Northern

Chinese speakers comprise 70% (840 million), Wu 8.5% (102 million), Yue

5.5% (66 million), Min 4.5% (54 million), Kejia 4% (48 million), Gan 2.5%

(30 million), and Xiang 5% (60 million).8 In spite of sharing a large number

of cognates, or words of common origin, Chinese dialects vary most strik-

ingly in their sound systems. All Chinese dialects have tones with different

pitch contours for each syllable (for details see chapter 2). Table 1 shows

the tonal variations of different dialects as given in hànyŭ fāngyı̄n zı̀huı̀ “A

list of words with dialectal pronunciations” (Chinese Department, Beijing

University 1989).
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Table 1 Tonal variation in Chinese dialects. 55, 35, 214, etc. are tonal
values. For a more detailed description please refer to section 2.4.

Dialect City Tones (with tonal values)

Mandarin Beijing four tones: 55, 35, 214, 51

Wu Suzhou seven tones: 44, 24, 52, 412, 31, 4, 23

Xiang Changsha six tones: 33, 13, 41, 55, 21, 24

Gan Nanchang seven tones: 42, 24, 213, 45, 21, 5, 21

Kejia Meixian six tones: 44, 11, 31, 52, 1, 5

Yue Guangzhou nine tones: 55, 21, 35, 23, 33, 22, 5, 22, 2

Min Xiamen seven tones: 55, 24, 51, 11, 33, 32, 5

Table 2 Pronunciation of some Chinese cognates in different dialects.

City “mouth” “gold” “male” “province”

Beijing kou jin nan sheng

Suzhou k’y t� in nø *sən/saŋ
Changsha kəu t� in lan sən

Nanchang k’iεu t� in lan *sεn/saŋ
Meixian *k’εu/hεu kim nam *sεn/saŋ
Guangzhou hɐu kɐm nam ʃaŋ
Xiamen *k’ɔ/k’au kim lam siŋ

* The first of the pair represents literary pronunciation, wéndú, and the second colloquial

pronunciation, báidú.

The examples in Table 2 show the diversified pronunciation of cognates

for mouth, gold, male, and province in different Chinese dialects (Chinese

Department, Beijing University 1989).

The seven major Chinese dialect groups are actually like many European

languages that are members of the Indo-European language group but are

mutually unintelligible. However, unlike Europeans, the inability to under-

stand each other’s speech has not made Chinese speakers feel any less Chinese,

regardless of the variety of language they grew up speaking. Norman (1988: 1)

observes that:

The explanation is to be found in the profound unity of Chinese culture that has been
transmitted in an unbroken line beginning from the third millennium BC and continuing
down to the present day. Even in periods of political disunity at various times in the
past, the ideal of a single, culturally unified Chinese empire has never been forgotten.
The Chinese language, especially in its written form, has always been one of the most
powerful symbols of this cultural unity.
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Unlike European languages, the writings of which are alphabetical and bear

a direct relationship to the speech sounds in the given language, Chinese

writing adopts a logographic system with characters that are partially morpho-

syllabic (see Chapter 4).9 Although Chinese speakers from different parts of

the country may not be able to carry out a meaningful conversation in their

own spoken language, they can easily communicate in writing, which creates

a common, solidifying, and profound cultural bond among all Chinese dialect

speakers.

This connection is made possible by the fact that the grammar of writ-

ten Chinese generally follows the grammar of standard Chinese pŭtōnghuà
without incorporating into it too many regional dialectal features. All Han-

Chinese children, particularly those growing up in dialect-speaking areas,

must learn to write in this literary language in school. Fortunately, in spite of

some minor structural variations, the syntactic structures in pŭtōnghuà and

the various dialects do not differ substantially, thus making learning less oner-

ous for dialect-speaking children. Their primary task in learning pŭtōnghuà
is to a large extent simply to master the sound system of the national standard.

For example, other than the differences in speech sounds, the most conspicu-

ous difference between two sentences in pŭtōnghuà and Cantonese, or a Yue

dialect, is perhaps the perfective marker (glossed as PFV in (3), le versus zo,

that may not share a common origin.

(3) pŭtōnghuà:

wŏ măi le yı̀-běn shū

1st buy PFV a-CL book

“I have bought a book.”

Cantonese:

η o mai zo jat-pun Sy

I buy PFV a-CL book

“I have bought a book.”

Of course, these similarities do not mean that learning the grammar of

standard Chinese is completely effortless for dialect-speaking Chinese chil-

dren. Dialectal variations among the Chinese dialects go beyond speech

sounds and vocabularies and definitely reach sentence grammar. For exam-

ple, in (4) the adverb xiān “first” goes before the verb in pŭtōnghuà but
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the adverb Sin with a similar function in Cantonese takes the sentence-final

position.

(4) pŭtōnghuà:

wŏ xiān qù

I first go

“I go first.”

Cantonese:

η o haη Sin

I go first

“I go first.”

It is highly possible for a Cantonese speaker to learn to say something with the

correct pŭtōnghuà pronunciation, but with the Cantonese sentence grammar

like wŏ qù xiān “I go first.” In this case, even though the sentence may sound

very odd to a Northern Chinese speaker, the chance for her/him to comprehend

the sentence is still good. However, in the school setting, the wrong word

order in syntax would still be considered incorrect and not tolerated by the

teachers. In most cases, children growing up in a Cantonese-speaking area

would be taught to avoid speaking pŭtōnghuà and writing formally in this

kind of ungrammatical manner.

Standard Chinese, or pŭtōnghuà, is generally considered to be the most

prestigious variety of the Chinese language all over the country, perhaps

only with the exception of Hong Kong, which is located in the Yue-speaking

area. For example, whereas in the city of Shanghai, which is located in the

Wu-speaking area, the language that is most commonly used in schools is

pŭtōnghuà, it is not so in Hong Kong as its sovereignty was not returned

to the Chinese authorities until 1997. During the 150 years of colonial rule

under the United Kingdom, English was considered the primary language of

the colony even though the majority of the people living in the colony could

not speak this language. Compared to Hong Kong, Guangzhou (Canton),

another city located in the Yue-speaking area which was never placed under

British rule, has a profile in which English is hardly used at all in any sociolin-

guistic domain. It seems that even though pŭtōnghuà is most prestigious in

the two Southern-dialect-speaking cities, Shanghai and Guangzhou, English

is still the language that enjoys the highest prestige in Hong Kong as English

still figures most importantly in legal, governmental, and educational sectors,
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Table 3 A comparison of the languages used in the speech communities in
Hong Kong, Shanghai and Guangzhou. This is a translation of Zou and You
‘s (2001: 91–92) Table 2.1.4. The original is written completely in Chinese.
I have made some minor modifications in light of social changes since 1997.

Domain Hong Kong Shanghai Guangzhou

Family Cantonese Shanghainese Cantonese

Media Cantonese Pŭtōnghuà Pŭtōnghuà/Cantonese

Official meetings Cantonese/English Pŭtōnghuà Pŭtōnghuà

Official reports Cantonese/English Pŭtōnghuà Pŭtōnghuà

Chatting Cantonese Shanghainese Cantonese

Shopping Cantonese Shanghainese Cantonese

Newspapers Pŭtōnghuà Pŭtōnghuà Pŭtōnghuà

Campus language Cantonese/English Pŭtōnghuà Pŭtōnghuà/Cantonese

Airports/stations Cantonese/English Pŭtōnghuà Cantonese/Pŭtōnghuà

Court English Pŭtōnghuà Pŭtōnghuà

Police Cantonese Shanghainese Cantonese

Public transport Cantonese Shanghainese Cantonese

Restaurants Cantonese Shanghainese Cantonese

Local operas Cantonese Shanghainese Cantonese

a phenomenon that can be considered a colonial legacy. Table 3 is taken with

some minor modifications from Zou and You (2001), outlining different func-

tions that standard Chinese, local dialects, and English serve for the 98% of

Hong Kong residents who are ethnic Chinese as compared to the Chinese in

Shanghai and Guangzhou.

The characterization of the languages used in different social domains also

shows that, within the three cities under scrutiny, standard Chinese is most

widely used in the city of Shanghai and least used in the city of Hong Kong.

As Cantonese is perhaps the most developed variety of Southern dialects,

the linguistic situations in the cities located in Southern dialect areas vary

between those in Guangzhou and Shanghai.

4 Readership

To a certain extent, this book is shaped by my previous students who were

eager to find out how Chinese flourishes within the context of Chinese

civilization, how its writing system evolved over time, how it interacts with
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the different languages surrounding it, what make up Chinese, what the fun-

damentals of its grammar are, etc. There are two groups of people to whom

this book is addressed. The first group is Chinese-language teachers and spe-

cialists in different fields of Chinese studies. There are already a number

of textbooks and good descriptions of the Chinese language in English in

various areas of Chinese linguistics. However, there is not a book written in

English with an overview of the structure of the language at the introductory

level for students who are not necessarily linguistic majors but need to have a

good knowledge of the language in order to conduct research in a given field.

Furthermore, most students who have no previous linguistic background may

find many available books either too specialized as an introduction, or too

limited in scope of coverage. This then is a book written mainly for English

speakers about Chinese as a foreign linguistic system. Various aspects of the

language covered in this book are shaped by my experience in teaching such

an introductory course at Stanford University. In short, this book should be

of interest to students and teachers of Chinese who want to acquire a good

knowledge about it in general or simply to be sophisticated learners of the

language.

The second group of the intended readership is those who are not profes-

sionally involved in Chinese studies but, for the purposes of comparison or

broadening their knowledge base, seek a general understanding of the history

and linguistic structure of a major language such as Chinese. With these two

groups of readers in mind, I do not assume a professional competence in

linguistics but describe the structure of the language with a minimum of spe-

cialist terminology. Similarly, English-language references will normally be

given for recommended further reading, and Chinese sources will be provided

primarily as a supplement or when not available in English.

5 Structure and aims

This book provides an introduction to the linguistic structure of Chinese in all

its aspects including history, dialects, and sociolinguistics, as well as its sound

system, writing, morphology, and syntax. However, this book is not written

for specialists in various subfields of Chinese linguistics so they may find

the coverage of various topics somewhat cursory. Given the page limit, the

focus of the book is on standard Chinese, pŭtōnghuà, and the related linguistic
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aspects of which non-specialists would like to gain some insight and better

understanding. Chapter 1 provides a relevant history of the country and of the

formation of the standard language, including language policies, with respect

to the writing system or orthography. Chapter 2 deals with the pŭtōnghuà
sound system. Chapters 3 and 4 consider various word-forming strategies

in Chinese. Chapter 5 introduces the development of Chinese script and the

internal structure of Chinese characters. Chapter 6 examines the Chinese lexi-

con with an eye to the cultural underpinnings related to influential philosophy,

religion, and commonly held social beliefs. It also discusses borrowings from

English, Japanese, and other languages resulting from language contacts.

Chapters 7 and 8 deal with Chinese lexical categories, phrase structure rules,

and various Chinese constructions a student of Chinese should understand.

further reading

Chen, Ping. 1999. Modern Chinese. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Yuan, Jiahua. 1989. Yuyu fangyan gaiyao “An introduction of Chinese dialects.” Beijing:

Wenzi Gaige Chubanshe.
Zhou, Youguang. 2003. The historical evolution of Chinese languages and scripts. Trans-

lated by Liqing Zhang. The Ohio State University: National East Asian Languages
Resource Center.
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1 Historical background of the language

1.1 Prehistoric time

Chinese people regularly refer to themselves as descendants of the Yan

Emperor Yándı̀ and Yellow Emperor Huángdı̀ who are legendary

personages commonly believed to have lived in the western part of modern-

day China about 5,000 years ago. It is said that they resided along a Ji river and

a Jiang river, thus some of their direct descendants still bear the family names

Jı̄ and Jiāng today. Furthermore, the Yellow Emperor is said to have

been a great inventor with many extravagant tales about him. He supposedly

drew up the first Chinese calendar and was responsible for many inventions

enabling Chinese people to sustain the hardships of life in ancient times. Most

important of all, as a charismatic warrior who defeated the surrounding ene-

mies, he is credited with founding the nation from which Chinese civilization

emerged.

The first Chinese dynasty, xià, was established in western China near the

Yellow River around the twenty-first century BCE. As Xia rhymes with the

word huá , which could mean “flower,” Chinese civilization is also known

as “Hua-Xia civilization,” huá-xià wénmı́ng. For this reason, Hua is still used

in names for the ethnic group and its language in modern time, such as

huá-yŭ for Chinese in Singapore.

Chinese, as a Sinitic group, is most closely related to the Tibeto-Burman

languages currently spoken in the areas around the southwestern parts of

modern China. It is reasonable to assume that in prehistoric time a branch

of proto-Sino-Tibetan-speaking people migrated down from the mountainous

regions of central Asia and settled down around the Yellow River, or Huánghé
in Chinese, valley where they cohabited with the indigenous people

giving rise to the Chinese civilization. A comparison with some of the basic

vocabulary in Chinese and Tibeto-Burman languages yields similarities that

13
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Table 1.1 Sino-Tibetan comparisons, adapted from Norman
1988: 13, Table 1.2.

Middle Old Written Written

Putonghua Cantonese Chinese Chinese Tibetan Burmese

I wo ngo nguo ngag nga aŋ
three san sam sam səm gsum sum

name ming miŋ mjäng mjing ming ə-mañ

eye yan ŋan mjuk mjəkw mig myak

fish yu jy ngjwo ngjag nya ŋa

die si ʃei si: sjid shi-ba se

kill sha ʃat săt srat bsat sat

poison du tυk duok dəkw dug tok

cannot be an accident. The Middle Chinese, Old Chinese, Written Tibetan

(WT), and Written Burmese (WB) data in Table 1.1 are taken from Norman

(1987).1

1.2 Oracle-bone and bronze scripts

The earliest record of written Chinese is inscriptions carved on turtle shells and

oxen shoulder blades excavated from the ruins of the Shang dynasty (sixteenth

to eleventh centuries BCE) capital at modern Anyang in Henan province. This

type of writing is usually called “oracle-bone script” jiăgŭwén, and it

was carved there for the purpose of divination. It was first discovered acci-

dentally in Anyang in 1899 after a Qing-dynasty scholar, Wang Yirong, who

was an expert on bronze script, found a strong resemblance between bronze

script and the carvings on some “dragon bones” that had supposedly some

curative powers and were perhaps given to him as part of a medicinal prescrip-

tion (Gao 1996: 225–6). Currently, over 100,000 pieces of shells and bones

with engraved script have been recovered through excavation in Anyang.

A total of about 3,700 different characters have been identified from these

artifacts; however, only about 2,000 of them have so far been deciphered (Zou,

et al. 1999: 227). Closely related to the oracle-bone script is the bronze script

that is carved on the surface of bronze vessels supposedly placed in palaces
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and used for sacrificial ceremonies at the times of Shang and Western Zhou

dynasties.

1.3 Old Chinese (771 BCE–220 CE)

Old Chinese is thought to be a kind of koine, a common language that was

used for communication, for the people from the central states. This lin-

guistic system is also known as yăyán, “refined speech.” Traditional

Chinese scholars also called the pronunciation of this refined speech zhèngyı̄n
“authentic pronunciation.” It probably evolved from the pronunciation of

the languages spoken in the Xia and Shang dynasties around what is today

Henan province. Evidence of this common language can be seen from a sen-

tence in The Analects, (a collection of quotations from Confucius) where it is

recorded:

(1.1) ,
zı́ suŏ yă yán, shı̄, shū, zhı́ lı̌, jiē

master PRON elegant speak, ode, document, conduct ritual, all

yă yán yĕ

elegant speech Part.

“What the Master (Confucius) discussed are the Book of Odes,

the Book of History, and the maintenance of propriety. (These)

are all refined speech.”

In other words Confucius, a native from the state of Lu (in the modern-day

Shandong province), was able to conduct his teaching in a common language

yăyán to his 3,000 disciples who hailed from different central states. Thus,

even 2,500 years ago there already appeared to be a common language among

the people from the central states. The phonological sources from which the

Old Chinese (also called Archaic Chinese by some sinologists) sound system

is reconstructed include both the rhymes of poems in The book of Odes
, which Confucius thought highly of, and the phonetic hints provided

by the structure of Chinese characters, particularly through the descriptions

in dictionaries such as Shuōwén Jiĕzı̀ compiled by Xu Shen of the

Han dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE).
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Qin Dynasty

Xianyang

Map 2 The Qin Dynasty (221–206 BCE)

However, in spite of the existence of the more prestigious common language

such as the refined speech discussed above, in Confucius’ time, there was

obviously a lack of mutual intelligibility between the native tongues spoken

across the central states. Xu Shen observed that the people from the central

states spoke a different language, yányŭ yı̀shēng , and used a different

writing script, wénzı̀ yı̀xı́ng . Emperor Shi Huangdi of the Qin dynasty

(221–207 BCE; see Map 2 for a map of the Qin empire), after annexing the

central states into one unified Middle Kingdom, authorized his Counselor-

in-Chief Li Si to develop a standard script for the empire on the basis of the

script used in the former state of Qin. This constitutes the earliest effort on

record in Chinese history to standardize the written language.

Although the Qin dynasty is credited with the enormous accomplishment of

forming a highly centralized empire and making itself known in the West, it is
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the Han Empire, ruling the land after Qin for more than 400 years, that gave its

name to the people and the language in China. Nearly two millennia after its

fall, about 92% of the Chinese in China nowadays still refer to themselves as

Han people and their language as the Han language. During the Han dynasty,

the common language, a variety of the language functioning like the refined

speech in the Qin dynasty, was called tōngyŭ, .

During the second half of the Han dynasty, Buddhism was transmit-

ted into the empire from India. As the religion spread, Buddhist scrip-

tures were translated into Chinese, some of which have provided most

useful texts for modern scholars to investigate elements of the spoken lan-

guage of Middle Chinese as they were written in a vernacular style that

clearly diverges from the Classical style prevalent in the canonical Confucian

texts.

1.4 Middle Chinese (220 CE to 960)

After the fall of the Han Empire (see Map 3) in the third century, China was

ravaged by constant civil wars and internal strife until the Sui dynasty (589–

618) reestablished an empire somewhat comparable to Han in terms of its

territorial control. At the same time large-scale immigration had brought a

great number of speakers of the common language in central China, including

some wealthy and noble families, to the coast around the area of present-day

Nanjing. As a result the language spoken there became very similar to that

of the common language spoken in central China. It was also during the

Sui dynasty that an imperial examination system known as kējŭ was

established to recruit government officials from among the brightest young

scholars in the country. In this kind of examination, which was practiced

for more than a millennium until the beginning of the last century, a test-

taker had to demonstrate his ability to compose poems by following the

strictly regulated rhyming schemes extremely popular among men of let-

ters in Sui and Tang times. The sound system in the rhyme book Qièyùn
, published under the name of Lu Fayan (601 CE) soon after the Sui

dynasty founded its empire, was considered the accepted norm. This book

divides Chinese syllables, represented by characters into various rhyming

categories, according to their tonal qualities. Rhyme books like Qièyùn also

explained the meanings and formation of the characters, thus functioning
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Han Dynasty

Changan
Luoyang

Map 3 The Han Dynasty (206 BCE–CE 220)

as dictionaries that could be used by scholars from different regions of the

empire.

1.5 Early modern Chinese (960 to 1900)

After the fall of the Tang dynasty in CE 907, with the exception of the 160

years of the Northern Song dynasty and the 280 years of the Ming dynasty,

the vast area north of the Yangtze River, or the former central states, was ruled

by Altaic speakers for more than 500 years. Two rhyme books, Zhōngyuán
Yı̄nyùn and Hóngwŭ zhèngyùn , after the Tang dynasty are

of particular importance, as for many scholars they constitute the basis for
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the reconstruction of the early modern Chinese sound system. Zhōngyuán
Yı̄nyùn published during the time of the Yuan dynasty shows that, in the

spoken language of the capital city of Beijing, the Middle Chinese tonal

category, rùshēng “entering tone” or syllables that end with a stop sound, was

lost after several hundred years of rule by the Altaic speakers.

Nevertheless, the Mongolian emperors ruled the whole of China only for

eighty-nine years before the Ming dynasty reestablished Han-Chinese rule

over the entire country with the city of Nanjing along the Yangtze River as its

capital. For this reason, the Nanjing variety of Han-Chinese was consid-

ered the most prestigious among different varieties of the Chinese language

at the time, as was observed by sixteenth-to-seventeenth-century Italian mis-

sionaries. These missionaries not only left us with the earliest Chinese texts in

which Roman letters were employed to annotate Chinese pronunciation but

also left us with some detailed descriptions of the sociolinguistic situation

of China as they saw it (South Coblin 1998). In the rhyme book Hóngwŭ
zhèngyùn published during the Han-Chinese Ming dynasty (1368–1644) the

entering tone reappeared. As a matter of fact, other than the northern modern

Chinese, many regional Chinese dialects today still retain syllables with stop

endings. The Beijing dialect actually would not enjoy its most prestigious

status until the nineteenth century (Chen 1999), more than a hundred years

after the Manchu Qing emperors (1644–1911) began governing the empire

from its capital, Beijing.

However, no serious language planning at the national level occurred until

the late nineteenth century. After repeated military defeats by foreign pow-

ers and partially inspired by the remarkable success of neighboring Japan in

transforming its nation into a major power in the world after its Meiji Restora-

tion (1868), the Chinese imperial government and the general public started

to undertake language planning, attempting to construct a national language

as part of efforts to modernize China. During the Qing dynasty (1644–1911),

in spite of the fact that Beijing dialect was the de facto official language used

in the court and known as guānhuà “Mandarin,” China, as a nation, could

not agree upon a norm to be the nation’s standard language. The Nanjing,

Wuhan, Shanghai, and Beijing dialects were all among those proposed by

various scholars to be adopted as the national language, guóyŭ . Further-

more, proposals were also made to adopt a phonetic-spelling system as an

alternative to the traditional character-based script.
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1.6 Modern Chinese (1900–present)

However in 1911, before the Qing Imperial government had a chance to

choose, or to decide upon, a linguistic norm for the nation, the Empire fell after

a number of armed uprisings led by the Nationalist Party. Planning to adopt

a national language for the newly founded Republic of China was resumed

almost immediately after the revolution. In 1913, a commission consisting of

eighty-eight scholars with expertise in traditional phonology and philology,

representing all provinces of the country, met in Beijing for more than a

month. Ultimately, the Commission announced the official pronunciation of

more than 6,500 Chinese characters and its chosen alphabet for phonetic

annotation zhùyı̄n zı̀mǔ . But this announcement did not truly affect

the general public until 1919 when the Guóyı̄n zı̀diăn “Dictionary of national

pronunciation” was officially published.

Almost immediately the standard pronunciation came under attack for its

artificiality. For instance, the entering tone with stop endings was treated, in

accord with traditional rhyme books, as the standard for distinctive phonetic

values of many syllables represented by characters. However, practically no

native speakers in northern China, i.e., 70% of the Han-Chinese, knew how

to pronounce these syllables because syllables with stop endings did not exist

in their daily speech. In addition, the native speakers of southern dialects,

who did regularly speak with stop endings in their native tongues, did not

know how to speak the standard pronunciation with stop endings because

the dictionary published by the government only indicated each character’s

tonal category without specifying how exactly they should be spoken. In

order to rescue this version of the national language, Yuen Ren Chao, an

American-trained, skillful phonetician, and Pu Wang were entrusted with the

task of creating a standard pronunciation for the nation. The two succeeded in

their task by following the Beijing dialect and inventing ways to pronounce

all the non-existent stop endings for Mandarin. Even though gramophone

records with the new standard pronunciation were distributed to the entire

nation along with the Chinese textbooks, ordinary Chinese speakers, most

importantly elementary schoolteachers, were still at a loss when faced with

sounds that did not exist in their everyday speech. The fact of the matter was

that, in spite of all the effort, citizens of the Republic simply did not know

how to speak their national language. Finally, in 1932, in order to end this
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national dilemma, the government abandoned the artificial standard pronun-

ciation by adopting the Beijing dialect as the national language and published

a new Guóyı̄n chángyòng zı̀huı̀ “A glossary of frequently used characters in

national pronunciation” with a list of 12,219 Chinese characters. In this dic-

tionary, the 1913 phonetic annotation was renamed as zhùyı̄n fúhào
“sound-annotating symbols.” From then on, the entering tones, together with

all the sounds non-existent in the Beijing dialect, were formally removed

from the standard pronunciation. Accompanying these innovations, a roman-

ized script, designed by Yuen Ren Chao in 1926 and known as guóyŭ luómăzı̀
“romanized spelling for the national language,” was distributed by the govern-

ment. Therefore, after 1932, with the newly adopted standard pronunciation,

the Ministry of Education of the Republic of China was able to vigorously

promote the use of the national language in elementary schools, and the nation

as a whole was able to rid itself of the traditional rhyme books that represented

an outdated norm no longer practical in modern time.

After 1949, when the Chinese Communist Party led by Mao Zedong won a

number of decisive victories in the battlefields and assumed power in Beijing,

the same standard pronunciation system was advocated by the government

of the People’s Republic of China. In 1955, two national conferences con-

vened in Beijing under the sponsorship of the central government decided

on the standardization of the script and spoken language for the nation. The

new Chinese government, as compared to its predecessors, played a much

more active role in language planning. First of all, the Chinese government

replaced the name of guóyŭ “national language” with pŭtōnghuà
“common speech (language)” in order to highlight political equality among

all ethnic groups and their languages (Zhou 2003). The official definition of

pŭtōnghuà is: “the standard form of Modern Chinese with the Beijing phono-

logical system as its norm of pronunciation, and Northern dialects as its base

dialects, and looking to exemplary modern works in báihuà ‘vernacular lit-

erary language’ for its grammatical norms” (Chen 1999: 24). Second, as a

result of the 1955 conferences, a newly designed phonetic scheme to facil-

itate the promulgation of pŭtōnghuà was adopted by the People’s Republic

of China in 1958. Such a scheme is a romanized system called hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n
fāngàn “Chinese spelling system,” with hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n, or pı̄nyı̄n, for short.

The symbols in Table 1.2 and Table 1.3 are the phonetic symbols in the order

of zhùyı̄n fúhào “sound-annotating symbols” adopted in the 1930s, hànyŭ
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Table 1.2 Initials in pŭtōnghuà. Phonetic
transcriptions in parentheses.

Labials b [p] p [ph] m [m] f [f]

Alveolars d [t] t [th] n [n] l [l]

Sibilants z [ts] c [tsh] s [s]

Palatals j [tç] q [tçh] x [ç]

Retroflexes zh [t� ] ch [t� h] sh [� ] r [�]

Velars g [k] k [kh] h [h]

Table 1.3 Finals in pŭtōnghuà. Phonetic
transcriptions given in parentheses.

a [a] o [o] e [ə] (-i-)e [ε]

er [ər] i [i] u [u] ü [y]

ai [ai] ei [ei] ao [au] ou [ou]

an [an] en [ən] ang [ɑŋ] eng [əŋ]

pı̄nyı̄n “Chinese spelling system,” with the International Phonetic Alphabet

in square parentheses.

It is necessary to note, however, that the hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n “Chinese spelling

system” is currently not used in place of Chinese writing in China. Instead, it is

a romanized system functioning to annotate standard Chinese pronunciation

with Roman letters.

Since 1958, the pı̄nyı̄n system has become very useful for foreigners to learn

to speak Chinese and it is now most widely adopted by teachers instructing

foreign students in Chinese. The success of pı̄nyı̄n overseas is partially because

of its similarities with English letters that make it much easier for students

who already know English not only to commit the Chinese phonetic symbols

to memory, but also to type Chinese text into English-enabled computers.

The zhùyı̄n fúhào system is still commonly used in Taiwan to annotate

Chinese sounds. Although the government in Taiwan has announced a suc-

cession of romanized systems to denote Chinese sounds, they have not yet

met with much success. In 1999, the Taiwanese government announced the

adoption of hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n as the official spelling system for street and place

names on the island, but the law was repealed in the following year after

the Democratic Progressive Party took power. Moreover, in 2002, Taiwan’s
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Language Promotion Committee under the Ministry of Education decided

to promote a hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n based Tōngyòng “commonly used” pı̄nyı̄n
scheme. However, this system is still being debated on the island as the hànyŭ
pı̄nyı̄n system has already been adopted by most international organizations

to denote Chinese names. Furthermore, in 1998, the Library of Congress in

the United States announced romanization guidelines in cataloguing Chinese

materials through designating Chinese in hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n spelling without the

tone marks. For the lack of empty space between words, the guidelines also

decided to separate, or to place an empty space between, Chinese syllables

(not including geographical and personal names) instead of following the

established hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n practice in China to separate not syllables but rather

words. Given the popularity of the hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n system, it is, then, not very

clear how much more successful than its predecessors the newly adopted

Tōngyòng pı̄nyı̄n system in Taiwan will be.

1.7 Modern Chinese grammar and its lexicon

We noted above that Northern dialects are the basis for pŭtōnghuà’s spoken

norm and exemplary modern works in báihuà “vernacular literary lan-

guage” for its grammatical norms. However, such a policy did not come as

easily as it might appear. Traditionally, the vernacular literary language, in

spite of its immense popularity, was looked down upon by the upper sec-

tors of the society. Whereas the vernacular language functioned to serve the

low-culture needs for mass consumption, such as religious texts, folklore and

plays, wényán “literary language” was the only acceptable style in the pre-

vious imperial examinations and typical of the canonical Confucius texts. The

language of wényán that may be characteristic of some form of Old Chinese

(before 200 CE) is very detached from the spoken language of the Chinese

people in subsequent times throughout history in terms of pronunciation,

grammar, and lexicon. The endurance of such an artificial written language

as the only acceptable formal language for such a long time is partially due to

the logographic nature of the Chinese writing system which is independent

from the actual speech sounds of different times. Soon after the 1911 Revo-

lution that overthrew the Qing dynasty, a so-called New Cultural Movement

swept across the country and fundamentally changed the lives of all sectors

of Chinese society. Led by a group of reform-minded, westernized scholars
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like Chen Duxiu, Fu Sinian, Hu Shi, Liu Bannong, Lu Xun and Qian Xuan-

tong, these young Chinese intellectuals identified three major themes for the

movement in forging a new Chinese culture: literary revolution, science and

democracy. It was their hope that these ideals would be more in harmony with

the contemporary era and the lives of the common people. They were highly

critical of many traditional values and blamed them for a large proportion of

the failings of the nation. For example, in an open letter to Professor Chen

Duxiu who was editor of a highly influential journal of the time, entitled Xı̄n
Qı̄ngnián “New Youth,”2 Qian Xuantong, an influential professor of

Chinese in Beijing Normal University, advocated the abolition of Chinese in

order to make the Chinese people into “a totally new and civilized, twentieth-

century-minded people.” He believed that China should adopt Esperanto to be

the official language of the nation (Ramsey 1987: 1). Obviously, few people,

even among the most radical reformers, were willing to go as far as replacing

Chinese completely with an artificial language. However, one of the most

significant outcomes of the New Cultural Movement was the replacement

of wényán “the literary language” with báihuà “the vernacular literary lan-

guage” as the standard written language of the nation. Hu Shi, an important

Chinese scholar who was educated in Cornell and Columbia Universities

in the United States, argued, citing Dante, Chaucer, and Wycliff in the

European tradition, that a new Chinese language could only come from great

literature. Thus, he argued that the national language should be modeled after

the type of language found in most of the acclaimed traditional fictions which

emerged during and after the Ming dynasty. A more radical branch of the

reformers represented by Qu Qiubai and Chen Wangdao advocated a totally

new báihuà that should be what they called dàzhòngyŭ “language of

the masses,” which would be a language that was actually spoken by ordinary

people and understood by them. In spite of the disagreements, many famous

Chinese writers such as Lu Xun, Mao Dun, Xu Zhimo, and Yu Dafu, who

emerged during and after the New Cultural Movement, all published their

writings primarily in the vernacular language with some grammatical forms

and lexical items characteristic of the dialects they grew up speaking. After

the 1930s, this kind of genre gradually became an acceptable writing style to

the general public.

Furthermore, the pŭtōnghuà pronunciation of various dialectal vocabular-

ies as given in Xiàndài hànyǔ cı́diăn “A Dictionary of Modern
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Chinese” (published by the Institute of Linguistics of the Chinese Academy

of Social Sciences) follow their cognates’ pronunciation in Beijing dialect.

For example, in Shanghai dialect, the word for pauper is realized as

[phieʔsε]. Interestingly, this word is known all over the country because of

the nation’s fascination with life in the metropolis of Shanghai as vividly

described in fiction and movies produced after the 1920s in Shanghai. How-

ever, Beijing dialect does not have syllables ending with a stop sound like

[ʔ] or a syllable with a mid vowel like [ε] following a sibilant [s]. These

sounds, or combinations of them, which do not exist in Beijing dialect, are

then replaced in the standard pronunciation by allowable sounds, or combi-

nations of them, in Beijing dialect for such words. Therefore, in pŭtōnghuà,
the Shanghainese word for pauper is realized as biēsān as is indicated in the

authoritative Xiàndài hànyŭ cı́diăn. Still another example can be the word

[loŋdaŋ] for neighborhood in Shanghai that has gained national recogni-

tion as well. But in the languages of north China, there is virtually no voiced

stop. Moreover, it is not even the right word in the languages of north China

when referring to neighborhood. So its pŭtōnghuà rendition given in Xiàndài
hànyŭ cı́diăn is lòngtáng, the way it can be easily pronounced in Beijing

dialect referring to neighborhoods in Shanghai.

The general dissatisfaction with the Chinese language among intellectuals

and the fascination with the technologically more advanced West also led to

some linguistic changes that can be called Europeanization of the language.

For instance, in terms of pronunciation, the Chinese third-person pronoun

is an invariable string tā. Since the New Cultural Movement, three Chinese

characters have been invented in written Chinese and have since become

formally recognized pronouns to distinguish between genders in written lan-

guage. These different characters are “human and male,” “human and

female,” and “non-human,” in spite of the fact that in reality they are all

pronounced in exactly the same way. It has also been noted that Chinese syn-

tax, to a certain extent, has also been influenced by Western languages such

as the extensive use of relative clauses, and passive constructions, in modern

Chinese (Li and Thompson 1981).

After nearly a hundred years of debate and effort in standardizing Chinese,

considerable progress has been made with respect to the pronunciation and the

lexicon of Chinese in the People’s Republic of China. After nearly fifty years

of promoting pŭtōnghuà in the country, it is now the language of instruction
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and campus activities in all schools across the nation, with perhaps the excep-

tion of some remote areas and Hong Kong where teaching in elementary

schools is still conducted primarily in local dialects. According to Chen

(1999), in 1984 90% of the population in China could understand pŭtōnghuà,

and 50% of the population could speak it.

In 1996, guójiā jı̀shù jiāndūjú “the National Bureau on Tech-

nical Supervision” announced and put into practice hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n zhèngcı́fă
jı̄běn guı̄zé “basic rules for hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n orthography.” For example, these

rules required that in spelling out a Chinese name, the given name and fam-

ily name of a person are required to be separated, such as Lu Xun and Mao

Zedong. On the other hand, these rules designated that non-Chinese names

should be spelled according to the original language such as Karl Marx or

George Washington. However, special nouns that have commonly known Chi-

nese versions should be spelled according to Chinese such as Yı̄ngguó
for England and Měiguó for the United States of America. Although

different opinions may still exist as to the plausibility of some of these

rules even among the intellectual elite in China, the original regulations that

were officially announced by the government in 1988 are currently still in

effect. On October 31, 2000, the President of the People’s Republic of China,

Mr. Jiang Zemin, also signed into law zhōnghuá rénmı́n gònghéguó tōngyòng
yŭyán wénzı̀fă “Bill on the common language and orthography of the

People’s Republic of China,” reaffirming the official status of pŭtōnghuà
and its standard orthography.

1.8 Simplification of Chinese script

A common script is perhaps the most important means to convey ideas and

laws to every corner of a country where people speak mutually unintelligible

regional languages. However, the complexity of Chinese writing made the

language undoubtedly difficult to learn. A nineteenth-century scholar, Lu,

observed in 1892:

I believe that the strength and prosperity of the country depends upon the physical
sciences, which can grow and flourish only if all people – men and women, young and
old – are eager to learn and sagacious. If they are to be eager to learn and sagacious,
then the script needs to be phonetized in such a way that, after they have acquired the
alphabet and the spelling, they will know how to read without further instruction. It also
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depends upon speech and writing being the same so that what is said by the mouth will
be understood by the mind. Furthermore, it depends upon having a simple script that is
easy to learn and write. As a result, this will save more than ten years. If all that time
is applied to the study of mathematics, physical sciences, chemistry, and other practical
studies, how can there be any fear that our country will not be rich and strong? (quoted
in Chen 1999: 165)

In line with the political needs of the empires and the technological devel-

opments relating to writing, different scripts have been prevalent at different

times. After the fall of the Qing dynasty, Chinese reformers repeatedly advo-

cated the replacement of the Chinese script with an alphabet that writes down

what one says phonetically. Mao Zedong, a charismatic leader and chairman

of the Chinese Communist Party for more than thirty years, was originally

one of those who had such a conviction. He was reported to have told an

American journalist, Edgar Snow, in 1936 that latinization was a good instru-

ment with which to overcome illiteracy and that sooner or later the Chinese

people would have to abandon characters altogether in order to create a new

social culture in which the masses could participate fully (DeFrancis 1984).

A less radical proposal that would involve retention of the characters was pre-

sented by the American-trained philosopher Hu Shi (Chinese Ambassador to

the United States during World War II). Although he was also convinced that

China would ultimately have to adopt an alphabetic writing system in the

future, he, at the same time, believed that the large number of monosyllables

in the literary language, or wényán, made it difficult to change Chinese writ-

ing over to an alphabetic script without going through an intermediate stage

of báihuà writing, a genre characteristic of vernacular Chinese in the best

Chinese fiction (DeFrancis 1984).

In this national debate, many reformers concurred that as a first step toward

the goal of latinization of the Chinese script, it was necessary to simplify the

logographic, or non-alphabetic, writing first. In the 1930s the government

officially started the simplification of Chinese script. In August 1935 the

Nationalist government in Nanjing officially announced a list of 324 sim-

plified characters, known as “The First Set of Simplified Characters.” Three

principles were adopted in so doing: (1) adopt existing ones and do not create

new ones; (2) select those that circulate relatively widely in society; (3) do not

simplify characters that originally did not have too many strokes. However,

the list was not embraced by many conservatives, especially many influential
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bureaucrats within the government’s own hierarchies, and was abolished only

a few months after its announcement.

The movement to simplify Chinese script experienced a large advance-

ment after the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949. Currently

there are about 56,000 Chinese words,3 many of which are variant forms of a

common morpheme. In the early 1950s, to facilitate the literacy movement,

over 1,000 variant forms, or characters, were officially eliminated from stan-

dard usage. A Committee on Script Reform was set up in 1952 to formulate

some principles for simplifying Chinese characters. The goal was to reduce

the number of strokes for the most commonly used characters. In 1956, the

Scheme of Simplifying Chinese Characters was promulgated with 515 sim-

plified characters and 54 simplified radicals. Some of the strategies include:

a. to adopt a simpler original form by dropping a later added radical such as

for “cloud”

b. to adopt a simpler popular form such as for “10,000”

c. to adopt a simpler form from cursive script such as for

d. to create a new simpler character such as for .

The specific methods take account of omission for , shape reform

for , substitution by a homonym for , change of a component part

for , etc. After continuous effort, in 1964, a General List of Simplified

Characters was promulgated including 2,235 characters that make up roughly

90% of the characters used in modern Chinese publications (Zhou 2003).

Since then, Singapore has also adopted a simplified character set as its Chinese

orthography, although Hong Kong and Taiwan continue to use the traditional,

unsimplified script for cultural and political reasons.

1.9 Formation of Chinese dialects

Chinese dialects formed as a result of waves of migration by the Han-Chinese

moving out of the Yellow River area, or the former central states, first to

southern China, and later to southwestern China, at various times over the

last two millennia. The Chinese believe that they speak dialects of a single

language mostly because of the political institution of the nation and a cultural

heritage that they have shared for such a long time throughout history. Just as

the mighty Yellow River flows down from the Loess Plateau in northwestern

China, the earliest Chinese settlers moved down the hilly west and started
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an agricultural civilization in the fertile land along the middle and, later the

lower, reach of the Yellow River. Whenever the central states were suffering

from floods or civil wars, waves of migrants started to move elsewhere.

1.9.1 Northern Chinese (Mandarin)

The plethora of linguistic diversity of Chinese languages in the south and one

unified Mandarin in the north might be related to the geographical character-

istics of China’s north and south. “Mandarin dialects,” (hereafter, Northern

Chinese or Northern dialects) are spread across the Yellow Plain and the

Loess Plateau which has a flat terrain that promotes travel and, consequently,

easy contact among the people there. Ramsey (1987: 22) observes that “[t]his

remarkable linguistic difference between a unified North and a fragmented

South is a measure of how much life and society have been affected by geog-

raphy.” As a result of this geography, a more uniform Northern Chinese area

is created with mutually intelligible dialects. In contrast, mutually unintel-

ligible dialects are spoken in the areas south of the Yangtze River because

people there were barricaded by mountains and rivers highly unfriendly to

traveling in pre-modern times.

The Northern dialects, with nearly 900 million speakers, are commonly

subdivided into four major varieties: Northwestern, Northern proper, River,

and Southwestern. The Northwestern variety refers to the dialects spoken

around the Loess Plateau region with the ancient capital city Xi’an as its cen-

ter. The Northern proper variety is spoken in the areas such as Hebei province,

Shangdong province, and provinces in the northeast (Manchuria). This variety

constitutes the basis of the standard dialect in modern China. The language

was formed through large-scale immigration of the people residing in this area

over the last several hundred years. People living in northern China started to

move to northeast China dōngběi , formerly known as Manchuria, after

the Qing emperors lifted, in the eighteenth century, the imperial rule pro-

hibiting Han-Chinese from migrating to the sacred land where the Manchu

originally lived. Therefore, Northeastern dialects bear a strong resemblance

to other Northern dialects as most migrants settling there originally moved

from the Northern dialect area. The River variety spoken in the region north

of the Yangtze River around the city of Nanjing was once considered the

most prestigious dialect of the nation during and after the Ming dynasty. The
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Southwestern variety developed out of several waves of migrants settling in

the provinces of Sichuan, Yunnan, and Guizhou from central China after the

Ming dynasty. Many of the rebels, after losing in the battlefields to the victors

in central China, found these isolated areas easy refuge from the ultimate

defeat. As a result of frequent military action in these places, the native pop-

ulation was drastically reduced there. During the late eighteenth century the

Qing emperors dispatched troops to settle in these remote areas permanently

with their families and encouraged large-scale immigration from Hubei and

Hunan provinces to reclaim the land in southwestern China. Consequently,

the Southwestern variety in many ways resembles the language spoken in

Hubei province. Northern Chinese typically has fewer tones than Chinese

dialects in the south. However, the most remarkable feature distinguishing

Northern Chinese from the mutually unintelligible Southern Chinese dialects

is perhaps the lack of stop endings that are prevalent in many Southern dialects

like Wu, Yue, and Min.

1.9.2 Southern dialects

Traditionally six major Southern dialects are recognized. They are Wu, Xiang,

Min, Yue, Gan, and Kejia (Hakka). The Wu dialects, with over 80 million

speakers, are prevalent in the coastal regions and the Yangtze River delta

around the city of Shanghai. It was reported in Shiji 4 “Family

of Duke Wu” that a sector of the population migrated to the region after a split

in a noble family who lived near the Wei River (in the central states) during

the Spring and Autumn period (770–403 BCE) and established the state Wu,

which gives its name to the dialect group. The language spoken by this group

of migrants may constitute the origin of the modern Wu dialects which have

seven (Suzhou) to eight tones (Wenzhou). This dialect group, unlike most of

the other Chinese dialects, retains the voiced and voiceless stop contrast in

its spoken language.

The Xiang dialect, spoken mostly in the modern Hunan province, is

probably a modified variety of the currently extinct Chu language which

flourished during the Warring States period (430–221 BCE). This dialect

resembles Northern Chinese a great deal because of its geographical affinity.

There are six different tones in the Xiang dialect (also known as New Xiang)

as it is spoken in Changsha , the capital city of Hunan province (Yuan
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1989). The so-called Old Xiang (a modern dialect group) spoken in the city

of Shuangfeng, unlike the New Xiang in Changsha, retains the Middle Chinese

voiced and voiceless stop contrast and has five tones.

The Yue dialects are spoken in Guangdong province and in the Guangxi

Autonomous Region in southern China. The modern Yue dialects are believed

(Zhou 1991) to be a language that can be traced back to the language spoken

by the 500,000 troops dispatched by Qin Shihuang (246–209 BCE) to settle

along the south China coast in order to prevent the possible insurrection of the

aboriginal people residing there. As compared to other major Southern dialect

groups, Yue speakers have developed a stronger group identity associated with

the language and consider the most prestigious variety of Yue to be spoken

in the capital city of Guangdong province, Guangzhou. In the Ming dynasty,

Guangzhou was among the earliest port cities to start to trade with foreign

merchants arriving from overseas by ships and, therefore, was named by the

European merchants as Canton. (For this reason, in English Yue dialect is

popularly known as Cantonese.) In order to represent colloquial Cantonese,

non-traditional characters that are non-existent in standard Chinese script

were created and commonly used in Guangzhou and Hong Kong. No other

Chinese dialect has developed to such a degree of sophistication.

Yue-speakers traditionally call themselves táng-rén “Tang people” after

the powerful Tang dynasty (618–907), their language táng-huà “Tang

speech,” their clothes táng-zhuāng “Tang clothes,” and even all of China

táng-shān “Tang mountain.” The earliest Chinese immigrants to Europe

and North America in modern times also happened to be largely from the Yue-

speaking area. As a result, in many overseas “Chinatowns,” such as the one

in San Francisco, for a very long time the de facto Chinese spoken there

has been Cantonese rather than the national language in China. Interestingly,

all of the “Chinatowns” in Europe and America are commonly referred to in

Chinese as táng-rén-jiē “Tang people street,” referencing the Cantonese

tradition.

The Min dialects refer to the languages spoken in Fujian province. This

region became an administrative county for the first time during the Han

Empire (BCE 206–220 CE). In subsequent times, large-scale migration to the

region has occurred both by seas and by land, as many people were forced to

find a place to flee the political chaos caused by incessant war in north China.

During Western Jin (CE 265–420), thirteen counties were established along
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the coast and near the mountainous areas of Fujian province. The language

spoken in these counties at that time may be the earliest form of the current Min

dialects. Large-scale immigration during the last several hundred years from

the area around the cities of Quanzhou and Xiamen (Amoy) have also placed

the Southern Min speakers in Taiwan and Hainan islands and created many

Southern Min-speaking Chinese communities in Southeast Asian countries

such as the Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore, and Thailand.

As Fujian Province has few navigable rivers and plenty of inaccessible

mountain ranges it is geographically isolated from other parts of China. Thus,

the Min dialects are some of the most heterogeneous in China. There are at

least nine different mutually unintelligible Min dialects in Fujian province

alone (Ramsey 1987). The better-known varieties of Min dialects include

Fuzhou (capital city representative of Northen Min), Xiamen (Amoy, rep-

resentative of Southern Min) and Chaozhou (Southern Min in Guangdong

Province). There are seven tones in the Fuzhou and Xiamen dialects, six in

the Jianou dialect, and eight in the Chaozhou dialect. The differences among

the varieties of Southern Min spoken in Taiwan and the Hainan islands gen-

erally correspond to the differences between the dialects spoken in the region

around Quanzhou and Xiaman from which most Southern Min speakers in

Taiwan and Hainan originated.

To the west of the Wu-speaking area along the Yangtze River in Jiangxi

province is the Gan-speaking region. The earliest migration wave into

northern Jiangxi occurred during the years of the Jin dynasty (265–420 CE).

The Gan dialect is generally considered to be a transitional dialect between

the languages spoken in the north and south of China. Syllables with -p, -t, -k

endings are clearly distinguishable in its Southern varieties, whereas these

stops are indistinguishable in its Northern variety spoken in Nanchang ,

the capital city of Jiangxi province (Ramsey 1987). There are seven tones in

the Nanchang dialect.

Kejia , popularly known as Hakka before the pŭtōnghuà spelling was

officially adopted, is the last major dialect group recognized in China. During

the later part of the Tang dynasty (618–907 CE), central China was once

again ravaged by civil wars and political instability. The Kejia dialects are

the result of waves of southward migration from Jiangxi into Fujian after

the Tang dynasty. Nowadays, Kejia-speaking communities are scattered all

over southern China including Guangdong, Fujian, Taiwan, Guangxi and
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Guizhou. The dialect spoken in Meixian located in the mountainous

eastern Guangdong province is considered to be standard Kejia dialect. There

are six tones in this dialect, and it retains the Middle Chinese stop endings.
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notes

1. In Table 1.1, some non-standard phonetics are used. These are taken from Norman
1988: 13, Table 1.2. Putonghua and Cantonese examples are added by me.

2. This journal also had an official French title, La Jeunesse.
3. Xiandai Hanyu da zidian.
4. Shiji “Records of a historian” is a collection of historical records compiled by a great

historian Sima Qian of the early Han dynasty (206 BCE).



2 Phonetics of standard Chinese

Phonetics is the study of the pronunciation of spoken languages. The pro-

nunciation of standard modern Chinese, or standard Chinese, is known as

pŭtōnghuà “common language” in the People’s Republic of China,

guóyŭ “national language” in Taiwan, or huáyŭ in Singapore. This

standard, hereafter pŭtōnghuà, is also the medium of instruction in nearly

all campuses in China. In Hong Kong, where people grow up speaking Can-

tonese, pŭtōnghuà is currently a compulsory subject for all students beginning

in Primary 1 (equivalent to the first grade in the American school system) of

the elementary school. The standard pronunciation of Chinese is based on

the variety of Northern Chinese spoken in the capital city, Beijing. Further-

more, in addition to the segmental phones similar to those represented by

the letters of the alphabets in European languages, standard Chinese is also

a tonal language with one of four basic tones, or a neutral tone, allotted per

syllable. Therefore, the syllable structure of standard Chinese is composed of

an initial segmental consonant, a medial (also known as on-glide), a vowel,

a syllabic terminal (or off-glide), and a supra-segmental tone. The traditional

conceptual framework of a Chinese syllable is to analyze Chinese syllables

in terms of initials, finals, and tones, in contrast to the cross-linguistic, or

common, practice that simply provides a phonemic inventory of consonants

and vowels. I have chosen to follow the Chinese tradition so that the reader

will become familiar with the sound system of initials, finals, and tones.

In the following discussion, phonetic symbols in the International Phonetic

Alphabet (IPA) are given in square brackets, to distinguish them from Chinese,

or English, spelling. In this book, hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n, the romanized spelling system

officially adopted in the People’s Republic of China, will be used to annotate

standard Chinese sounds that are not represented in Chinese script. For exam-

ple, the word for “rabbit” is represented by the italicized tù, in the romanized

pı̄nyı̄n spelling, and , the character in the official Chinese orthography. To

34
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describe this Chinese syllable with the phonetic symbols in the IPA, the initial

consonant is an aspirated dental stop [th], and the final vowel is [ù] with a

tone marker [`] above the vowel representing the fourth tone.

Chinese character for the syllable meaning rabbit:
Hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n for the syllable meaning rabbit: tù
Segmental phones in the syllable: initial [th] and final [u]

Supra-segmental tone mark in the syllable: 4th tone [`]

Otherwise, the Chinese syllable structure is, in a way, rather simple because

no consonant cluster like the English spr- or -nths with three consonants in

a row (thus CCC) is possible. Whereas the initials of a Chinese syllable

are mostly an optional consonant represented by a C in the following, the

finals begin with an optional medial (represented by an M), a vowel (V) or a

diphthong (VV), and an optional nasal consonant (N). That is, the canonical

syllable structure in standard Chinese can be represented by the following:

(C) (M) V (V/N)1. In other words, in standard Chinese a syllable may exist

as a single vowel, such as è “hungry” or possibly consist of a string of

phones like niăo “bird”, with a syllable structure like CMVV, or niáng
“mother,” CMVN.

2.1 Initials

The initials in Chinese (Figure 2.1) are the optional consonants that can occupy

the first position in a syllable. Essentially any of the Chinese consonants can

function as an initial. It might be useful to note that in standard Chinese there

are no voiced stop sounds. The romanized letters b, d, g in pı̄nyı̄n spelling

indicate unaspirated stops (or no release of the airflow for the stop sounds)

closely equivalent to the phonetic values of p, t, k sounds in the English words

like span, store, and ski that are phonetically different from the aspirated stops

(release of the airflow) in pan, toll, and key. Furthermore, labial sounds b, p, f
[p, ph, f] are voiceless consonants produced with the lips blocking the airflow

from the lungs partially. Alveolar refers to the ridge right above the front

teeth; therefore, the production of the alveolar sounds d, t, n, l [t, th, n, l]

requires the tip of the tongue touching the alveolar ridge to block the airflow.

All the Chinese dental sounds z, c, s [ts, tsh, s] are fricatives which means

the tip of the tongue is positioned right behind the upper front teeth blocking
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Symbol Sample words

Labials b [p] bā “eight” bĕi “north” bān “class”

p [ph] pā “lie” péi “accompany” pàn “hope for”

m [m] mā “mother” pĕi “beautiful” máng “busy”

f [f] fā “send” fēi “fly” fáng “house”

Alveolars d [t] dı̄ “drop” dĕi “should” dān “single”

t [th] tı̄ “kick” tái “stage” tán “talk”

n [n] ná “take” năo “brain” nán “difficult”

l [l] lù “road” luò “fall” lóng “dragon”

Dentals z [ts] zı̄ “capital” zéi “thief” zēng “increase”

c [tsh] cı̀ “time” cái “cut” cēng “once”

s [s] sı̄ “silk” suı̀ “year” sān “three”

Retroflexes zh [tş] zhù “live” zhuı̄ “chase” zhāng “chapter”

ch [tşh] chù “place” chŏu “clown” chăn “produce”

sh [ş] shù “tree” shuài “smart” shàng “up”

r [�] rı̀ “sun” róu “soft” róng “melt”

Palatals j [tç] jı̄ “hit” jiē “street” jiàn “see”

q [tçh] qı̄ “seven” qué “lack” qı́n “hardworking”

x [ç] xı̄ “west” xuè “blood” xùn “instruct”

Velars g [k] gē “song” găi “correct” gāng “steel”

k [kh] kē “piece” kāi “open” kŏng “afraid”

h [x] hē “drink” hăo “good” hóng “red”

Figure 2.1 Chinese initial consonants

the airflow. The retroflex sounds ch, zh, sh, r [tşh, tş, ş, �], are created with

the tip of the tongue curling toward the front of the hard palate blocking the

airflow. The palatals j and q are shaped with the tip of the tongue right behind

the lower front teeth to block the airflow, i.e., j [tç] resembling the English

initial in jay (but voiceless and unaspirated) and q [tçh] aspirated. As a matter

of fact, the palatal series j, q, x [tç, tçh, ç] is in complementary distribution

with the velar series k, g, h [k, kh, x]. In other words, it is entirely possible

that the velar sounds [k, kh, x] are palatalized into [tç, tçh, ç] by the following

high vowels or medials such as i, u, or ü as is evidenced by the fact that k, g,

and h never co-occur with high vowels, and j, q, and x never co-occur with

the non-high vowels.

2.2 Finals

Traditionally, Chinese finals are divided into three parts: an optional medial,

a necessary vowel, and an optional syllabic terminal, i.e., finals = (medial)
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Symbol Sample words

i /y [i] liăo “finish” yĕ “also” yı̄ “one”

u/w [u] huó “live” wŏ “I” wàn “ten thousand”

ü/u/yu [y] nüè “malaria” jué “dig” yuăn “far”

Figure 2.2 Chinese medials

Symbol Sample words

Low a [a] pà “afraid”

Central e [ε]/[ə] yè “leave” dé “virtue” dĕng “wait”

Mid-back o [o] wŏ “I” tóng “copper”

High-front i/yi [i] yı̄ “one” mı̆ “rice” yı́ng “win”

High-back u/w [u] dú “read” wú “nothing”

High-front ü/yu [y] l `̈u “green” yún “cloud”

(with lips rounded)

Figure 2.3 Chinese main vowels

+ vowel + (terminal). Thus, diphthongs in Chinese are so dissected into

different parts of the finals.

2.2.1 Medials (on-glide)

Standard Chinese medials (Figure 2.2) have only three possible sounds, [i],

[u], and [y] such as the segment [i] in the syllable liăo “finish.” Within

the official pı̄nyı̄n spelling system, when there is no initial in a syllable, the

medial [u] is spelled as a w. Accordingly, [y], in a medial, is also written

as u most of the time with the exception in the cases when it follows an

n, or an l. At the syllable-initial position, when the letter y is added, [y] is

then written as yu. The medial, [i] is also written as y at the syllable-initial

position.

2.2.2 Main vowels

There are six main vowels in standard Chinese (Figure 2.3), including a low

vowel a [a], a mid-central vowel e [ə] (realized as a mid-front vowel [ε] when

it immediately follows high medials such as [i] or [y]), a mid-back vowel o
[o], a high-front vowel i [i], a high-back vowel u [u] and a high-front rounded
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Symbol Sample words

i [i] ài “love” féi “fat” wài “outside”

u [u] yŏu “have” gòu “enough”

o [o] jiăo “foot” yào “want” ào “arrogant”

n [n] nán “difficult” lán “blue” ēn “kind”

ng [ŋ] láng “wolf” qiáng “strong” āng “dirty”

Figure 2.4 Chinese syllabic terminals

Sample words

bei [pèi] “back” [bə̀r]

jı̄ [tçı̄] “chicken” [tçı̄ər]

qún [tçhýn] “skirt” [tçhýər]

dèng [tə̀ŋ] “bench” [tə̃r]

xióng [çýŋ] “bear” [çýə̃r]

Figure 2.5 Chinese rhotacization

(with lip rounding) vowel ü [y] that is spelled as yu at the syllable-initial

position and ü after n and l, otherwise written as u. At the syllable-initial

position, [i] is written as yi and [u] written as wu.

2.2.3 Syllabic terminals (off-glide)

There are five optional syllabic terminals in standard Chinese (Figure 2.4),

with three vowels [i], [u] [o] and two nasals, an alveolar [n] and a velar [ŋ].

No labial nasal [m] is possible at the end of a syllable, although a velar nasal

can occur only as a syllabic terminal in standard Chinese.

2.3 Rhotacization

A phonological change typical of standard Chinese and coming from the

Beijing dialect is called rhotacization (Figure 2.5). A great majority of the

finals in standard Chinese can undergo this phonological process, known

as érhuà in Chinese, by suffixing a diminutive marker -er to the finals

of many words in the spoken language. When this suffixation process, or

rhotacization, occurs, the phonetic values of the endings are changed. For
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Table 2.1 The four basic tones in standard Chinese.

Pitch 1st tone 2nd tone 3rd tone 4th tone

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

example, [i] changes to [iər], [ai] to [ar], [ən] to [ər], [iŋ] to [iə̃)r] (the loss of

the velar nasal is compensated by the nasalized vowel), [loŋ] to [lũr], etc.

2.4 Tones

At the supra-segmental level involving the entire syllable rather than a single

phone, there are four basic tones, as well as a short and weak neutral tone

in standard Chinese. The most frequently used system in describing Chinese

tones is the scale of five pitch levels developed by YR Chao in 1930. The four

tones are given in Table 2.1.

The first tone in standard Chinese is also called a high-level tone with a

pitch value of 55, indicating that the tone starts and ends at the same pitch

level of 5. The second tone starts at the pitch level 3 and ends at level 5, and

is thus known as a high-rising 35 tone. The third tone with a 214 contour is

commonly referred to as a low-rising tone, starting to dip at level 2, rising

from level 1, and ending at level 4. The fourth tone is a 51 falling tone, starting

at level 5 and ending at level 1. For example, the string of phones like ma can

have a different meaning depending on the pitch values, mā 55 “mother,”

má 35 “hemp,” mă 214 “horse,” and mà 51 “scold.” According to

the pı̄nyı̄n system, a tone mark emulating the pitch contour of a given tone

can be placed on top of the vowel of the syllable, thus the first tone (55) is

represented by ¯̄ above the vowel of the syllable, the second tone (35) by ´,

the third tone (214) by � , and the fourth tone (51) by `.
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Standard Chinese pronunciation includes a neutral tone that is used some-

what arbitrarily. Neutral tone typically occurs with some grammatical items

such as a verbal suffix like le , in which the central vowel is regularly reduced

to a short and weak neutral tone. Following standard pı̄nyı̄n practice, no tone

marker is placed above the vowels in syllables with a neutral tone. Sometimes

a compound word could have a syllable realized with a neutral tone such as the

syllable ba in lăba “trumpet.” Despite this, native speakers of Southern

Chinese dialects commonly pronounce syllables that should have a neutral

tone in standard pronunciation with a basic tone such as the first tone for bā
for the word lăba “trumpet” due to the fact that neutral tones of this kind

do not exist in many Southern dialects.

2.5 Tone-sandhi

Another important supra-segmental feature of standard Chinese is tone-

sandhi. The term sandhi originally comes from Sanskrit meaning junction,

connection, combination, or liaison (Chen 2000). Therefore, tone-sandhi in

Chinese refers to tonal alternations when syllables are connected in natural

speech. For example, the basic tone for the syllable yı̄ “one” is a high-

level tone, 55. It should be realized as such when it is at the end of a word

or followed by another number. It should be realized as a high-rising tone

(35) when it is followed by a syllable with a high-falling tone (51) such as

yı́-tiào in (2.1a). However, when it is immediately followed by a syllable with

a high-level tone (55), a high-rising tone (35), or a low-rising tone (214), it

must undergo a process of tone-sandhi and be realized as a high-falling tone

(51) such as in example (2.1b).

(2.1) a.

dı̀-yı̄ yı̄-jı̆u-lı̀u-lı́ng yı́-tiào

Ordinal-one 1–9–6–0 one-jump

“the first” “1960” “a jump”

b.

yı̄-zhāng → yı̀-zhāng yı̄-nián → yı̀-nián yı̄-wăn → yı̀-wăn

a CL a year a CL

“a piece” “a year” “a bowl”
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Similarly, although the basic tone for the word bù “not” is a high-falling

tone (51), it is changed into a high-rising tone (35) when it is immediately

followed by another high-falling tone such as is evidenced by example (2.2).

(2.2) a.

bù shuō bù lái bù xiăng

not say not come not think

“do not say” “do not come” “do not want”

b.

bù qù → bú qù

not go

“do not go”

However, the most well-known, as well as most complicated, tone-sandhi

phenomenon in standard Chinese involves the consecutive third-tone sylla-

bles, (214). The general rule can be stated as: when two third-tone sylla-

bles occur contiguously, the first one is changed into a second tone, i.e., the

first low-rising tone (214) changes into a high-rising tone (35) such as in

example (2.3).

(2.3)

lı̆-pı̆n → lı́-pı̆n shuı̆-guŏ → shuı́-guŏ

3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3

rite-goods water-fruit

“gift” “fruit”

Furthermore, the application of the third tone-sandhi rule in standard Chinese

goes beyond the word-level examples and is related to a number of factors

such as the length of a word, the syntactic relationship between the contiguous

third-tone syllables, the speed of speech, and the order of application. Given

the limit of space in this volume, I cannot introduce in this chapter all the

theories (Chen 2000, Duanmu 2000, Shih 1997) that have been proposed

in the field. In what follows, I will introduce some facts with respect to this

sandhi phenomenon. Readers who are interested in finding a fuller account

should refer directly to the cited literature.

This tone-sandhi rule is applied obligatorily within a word of two or three

syllables as in examples (2.3) and (2.4).
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(2.4)

zhăn-lăn-pı̆n → zhán-lán-pı̆n shuı̆-guŏ-jiŭ → shuı́-guó-jiŭ

3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 3

show-show-good water-fruit-wine

“exhibition models” “fruit wine”

However, the tone-sandhi rule is applied optionally in the examples given

in (2.5), where -guŏ and zhı̆ have two possible realizations. Various proposals

(Duanmu 2000, Shih 1997) have been advanced to account for this kind of

optional application.

(2.5)

shuı̆-guŏ zhăn-lăn → shuı́-guó-zhán-lăn zhı̆ lăo-hŭ → zhı́ láo-hŭ

3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 3
or shuı́-guŏ zhán-lăn or zhı̆ láo-hŭ

2 3 2 3 3 2 3
water-fruit show-show paper old-tiger

“fruit exhibition” “paper tiger”

It appears that in disyllabic words like shuı̆-guŏ “fruit,” zhăn-lăn “exhibition,”

and láo-hŭ “tiger,” the tone-sandhi rule must apply. But the situations in words

with three or four syllables are more complicated. It is obligatory only for

the trisyllabic words in which a monosyllabic head such as jiŭ “wine” in

(2.3) is modified by a disyllabic compound like shuı́-guŏ in [shuı́-guó]-jiŭ
“fruit wine.” It is otherwise optional between the monosyllabic (such as zhı̆
in (2.5)), or disyllabic (such as shuı́-guŏ in (2.5)), modifier and the disyllabic

head, depending on the speech tempo: monosyllabic modifier zhı̆ lăo-hŭ →
zhı́ láo-hŭ or zhı̆ láo-hŭ “paper tiger;” disyllabic modifier shuı̆-guŏ zhăn-

lăn → shuı́-guó zhán-lăn or shuı́-guŏ zhán-lăn “fruit exhibition.”

Therefore, as far as the third tone-sandhi rule is concerned, two adjacent

syllables with a basic third tone frequently form a tone-sandhi domain extend-

ing beyond a word. For example, in (2.6) the tone-sandhi rule must apply even

though the sequence nı̆ hăo is not a word but a sentence with two syllables

as it must be realized as nı́ hăo as the reading with basic tones *nı̆ hăo is

unacceptable.
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(2.6) ?
nı̆ hăo → nı́ hăo (*nı̆ hăo)

3 3 2 3 3 3

2nd good

“How are you?”

Finally, there are many ways to realize the tonal values of each of the syllables

in sentence (2.7) which is exclusively composed of third-tone syllables. In

isolation lăo lı̆ măi hăo jiŭ can only be pronounced in the third tone. However,

in connected speech the third-tone syllables sometimes must be changed into

a second tone. In a disyllabic word, lăo “old” and lı̆ “Name,” the first third-

tone syllable lăo must change into a second tone láo due to the obligatory

application of the tone-sandhi rule for disyllabic words. Hăo “good” and

jiŭ “wine” placed together to form a noun meaning “good wine” must also

undergo the tone-sandhi rule by changing the third tone hăo into a second

tone háo.

(2.7)
lăo-lı̆ măi hăo jiŭ

old-Name buy good wine

“Old Li bought good wine.” or “Old Li finished buying wine.”

However, if măi “buy” and hăo are used as a disyllabic compound verb mean-

ing to finish buying, the third-tone verb măi must be realized in the second

tone mái-háo jiŭ “finish buying wine.” Furthermore, at the juncture between

a noun phrase and a verb phrase in the middle of the sentence, the tone-

sandhi rule is optional, i.e., in sentence (2.7) the third tone lı̆ can be realized

optionally with a second or third tone. As a matter of fact, other than the last

syllable, the first two third-tone syllables as in mái-háo jiŭ must undergo the

tone-sandhi rule in spite of the juncture between the compound verb mái-háo
and the noun jiŭ. So it seems that at the edge of a sentence such as láo-lı̆ măi-
háo jiŭ the application of the tone-sandhi rule is obligatory as well. Finally,

in fast speech, all of the third-tone syllables in sentence (2.7), other than the

last, can be realized as the second-tone grammatically, thus, láo-lı́ mái-háo
jiŭ, meaning either “Old Li bought good wine” or “Old Li finished buying

wine” depending on context.
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Unfortunately, given the complexity of the tone-sandhi rules, no simple

solution is available. Readers who want to find a full account may want to

refer to various theories that have been proposed in resolving the puzzle

(Chen 2000, Duanmu 2000, Shih 1997).

further reading

Chen, Ping. 1999. Modern Chinese: history and sociolinguistics. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.

Chen, Matthew Y. 2000. Tone sandhi: Patterns across Chinese dialects. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.

Duanmu, San. 2000. The phonology of standard Chinese. Oxford: Oxford University
Press.

note

1. ( ) indicates that the element inside is optional. In other words, the only obligatory
element of a Chinese syllable is a vowel.
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Morphology is the study of words and word-making. Its goal is to understand

the meaning in the relationships between words and the ways in which they are

expressed, including how grammatical relationships are marked in different

languages. For example, plurality is explicitly marked by an -s on English

nouns, e.g., book as a singular noun and books as a plural noun. Furthermore,

the relationships between words may require some morphological changes

in different parts of a sentence. For instance, the verb form varies depending

on the person and number of the subject noun phrase in an English sentence

such as This book is very interesting vs. These books are very interesting in

which the subjects and verbs have an agreement relationship, i.e., a third-

person singular, subjective noun corresponds to the copular verb is and a

third-person plural subjective noun to a different copular verb are.

Cross-linguistically, the minimal unit of meaning is commonly called a

morpheme, and it is subdivided into two major types, bound and free. Bound

morphemes primarily refer to affixes such as the English plural marker -s
which only makes sense when attached to a nominal stem. Alternatively, a

noun like book is called a free morpheme because it makes sense all by itself

and refers to something in the real world, or is called a stem for an affix to be

attached to.

Affixes are prefixes such as the English un- in unhappy and suffixes such as

the English -able in laughable. Affixes can also be derivational or inflectional.

In general, inflectional affixes refer to elements such as the plural marker -s
in English and are fewer in number than derivational affixes as the former

function to create forms of words with additional grammatical meaning such

as plurality. Other inflectional morphemes in English include -ed indicating

past tense, -ing progressive, -’s possessive, -er comparative, -est superlative,

etc. Derivational morphemes such as -able in English tend to be more numer-

ous than inflectional affixes in a language as they operate on a stem, or a root,

like laugh resulting in a new word laughable. Other derivational affixes in

45
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English include re- in replay, -ment in establishment, -y in lucky, etc. Finally,

not all bound morphemes are affixes, there are also bound roots such as –sist
in English that constitutes the root, or stem, for derivational processes such

as to generate words like resist, consist, subsist in spite of the fact that they

cannot occur by themselves to make sense in a language, just like morpho-

logically bound affixes. Although they are not free morphemes that make up

most stems, they still provide a base form to shape new words with other

derivational affixes in a language. Other bound roots that provide a base form

to shape new words in English include -fer in confer, defer, prefer, transfer,

and -ceive in conceive, receive, deceive. In other words, in the morphology

of a language, there are free morphemes, also known as stems or roots, like

laugh, and play, bound roots like -sist, and -fer, and bound morphemes, or

affixes, like re-, -ment, and -y.

Compared to English, the boundary of a Chinese word is far from transpar-

ent, as many morphological markers like affixes are often non-existent because

the Chinese language does not mark tense, or parts of speech, morphologi-

cally. The fluidity of the concept “word” in Chinese has even motivated some

to claim (Hoosain 1992, Zhang 1992) that morphemes are more versatile in

Chinese than other languages and more indeterminate with respect to their

bound–free status. The notion of “word”, known as cı́ in Chinese, is nei-

ther a particularly intuitive concept nor easily defined. Furthermore, Chinese

orthography requires no space between characters, regardless of their morpho-

logical status, i.e., no distinction is made in writing between free and bound

morphemes, which obscures their existence in the speaker’s mindset. On the

other hand, wénzı̀ “characters” that are used to represent each morpheme-

syllable with a character regardless of its morphological status appear to be

a more natural concept. Perhaps because of this reason, nearly all Chinese

dictionaries list vocabularies through characters, instead of words. Thus dic-

tionaries are most commonly referred to as zı̀diăn , literally “character

standards.” The use of the term cı́diăn “word standards” for dictionary is

really a recent phenomenon that appeared in the language after the Japanese

began to use cı́ to represent the idea of word in the nineteenth century.

Still, this practice does not change the fact that, in Chinese writing, character
is perhaps a more “intuitive” concept than a word. For example, according

to Chinese orthography, the six syllables in sentence (3.1a) are represented
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by six Chinese characters without any space between them in spite of the

fact that -le is an inflectionally bound morpheme affixed to a verbal stem

indicating perfective aspect (PFV for short; see Appendix 2 for a full list of

capitalized abbreviations). Although the suffixal nature of -le in adhering to a

verbal stem suggests that there is morphology in Chinese, the same character

can be phonetically realized as liăo to represent a morphologically free verb

meaning “to finish” in (3.1b).

(3.1) a.

tā hē -le yı̀-kŏu shuı̆

3rd drink-PFV one-CL water

“He took a sip of water.”

b.

căo -căo liăo shı̀

grass-grass finish matter

“To finish a task hastily”

Historically, the inflectional aspect marker -le is a phonologically reduced

form that has been grammatically changed over time from a Middle Chi-

nese morphologically free verb “to finish.” This kind of phonological and

morphological change is not reflected in Chinese writing.

The most serious difficulty arises from the fact that it is not immediately

clear where a Chinese word ends. For example, liăo shı̀ in (3.1b), with its verb–

object structure, should be treated as a verb phrase that is composed of a verb

and its object. However, although strings like chı̄-fàn eat-rice “to eat,”

tiào-wŭ jump-dance “to dance,” chàng-gē sing-song “sing,” guān-
xı̄n close-heart “concern,” all appear to have a verb–object structure and

represent one idea in (3.2a), some may still be a word, in spite of the phrase-

like structure. Although the suffixal -le can separate most of the two syllables

in (3.2b), it cannot do so with some such as guān-xı̄n in (3.2c), for which the

verbal suffix -le must follow xı̄n, suggesting that guān-xı̄n might, unlike the

others, still be a word. Further examination of the data in (3.2) reaffirms that

the inseparable guān-xı̄n behaves more like a single word (3.2g), whereas the

others can be split apart by a numeral classifier (glossed as CL, see Appendix 2

for a full list of capitalized abbreviations) in (3.2d–f). Finally, if guān-xı̄n is

a word, the seemlingly inseparable guān-xı̄n unexpectedly can be separated
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by a question-word, shènme, after all in (3.2h). Then, is guān-xı̄n a word, or

not?

(3.2) a.

chı̄-fàn tiào -wŭ chàng-gē guān-xı̄n

eat-rice hop-dance sing-song close-heart

“eat” “dance” “sing” “concern”

b. , , , *

chı̄-le fàn tiào-le wŭ chàng-le gē guān-le xı̄n

eat-PFV rice jump-PFV dance sing-PFV song close-PFV heart

“ate” “danced” “sang”

c.

guān-xı̄n -le zhè-jiàn shı̀

close-heart-PFV DEM-CL matter

“to concern with this task”

d.

chı̄ liăng-wăn fàn

eat two-bowl rice

“eat two bowls of rice”

e.

tiào jı̆-cı̀ wŭ

jump several-time dance

“dance several times”

f.

chàng yı̀-shŏu gē

sing a-CL song

“sing a song”

g. *

guān yı̀-diăn xı̄n

close a-CL heart

“concern a little bit”

h.

guān shénme xı̄n

close what heart

“concern what?”
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In this chapter, I will look at Chinese morphology through its word-forming

strategies including compounding, derivation-like processes, and inflection-

like processes. Chapter 4 deals with various linguistic operations involving

Chinese clitics, reduplications, and other phenomena that ask for a wider

perspective beyond word level. In the end of Chapter 4, we will return to

discuss how to understand the difficulty in defining Chinese words relating

to words like guān-xı̄n close-heart “concern” that sometimes appear to

be a single word, and sometimes appear to be two separate words.

3.1 Compounding

It has been widely observed (Norman 1988; Packard 2000; LaPolla 2003) that

roughly 3,500 years ago in Chinese history, there was a gradual loss of the

derivational morphology characteristic of other Sino-Tibetan languages, and

the overwhelming majority of the Old-Chinese morphemes were monosyl-

labic, i.e., each syllable is a word. Nevertheless, in the last two millennia or so,

the coining of new words overwhelmingly yielded forms that are disyllabic,

leading to a new modern-Chinese morphology that is primarily multi-syllabic

in nature, i.e., word = any number of syllables. For example, in Old Chinese

the sentence with six syllables in (3.3a) has to be provided in standard Chinese

with more disyllabic words such as the thirteen syllables in (3.3b).

(3.3) a.

rén zhı̄ chū xı̀ng běn shàn

human REL begin nature origin good

b. ,

rén shēng xià-lái de shı́-hòu, běn-xı̀ng shı̀

human bear down-come REL time-time origin-nature be

shàn-liáng de

good-good NOM

“When a human was born, (one’s) nature was good originally.”

Of course, there can be many reasons for the need for at least twice as

many characters, or syllables, to express the same ideas in modern Chinese

as Old Chinese. One important factor is morphological compounding that

occurred in the last millennia leading to the dominance of disyllabic words in
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modern Chinese. Compounding operations which allow two, at times three,

free words to form a compound word arbitrarily such as xià-lái down-

come “come down” and bı̄ng-shān ice-hill “ice-covered mountains” in

which the two formants are fully-fledged words in modern Chinese, will be

represented by Root beginning with a capital R signifying its morphological

status as a free morpheme. There are also Chinese compounds with two

bound formants that were once morphologically free to form words like shàn-
liáng “good” and mù-cái “wood,” in which the two non-affixal,

bound morphemes are represented by root beginning with a small letter r
in this book to distinguish it from Root that stands for a free morpheme in

modern Chinese. Actually a bound root may be the largest class of morpheme

type in forming Chinese words (Packard 2000: 77), reflecting its history as

a monosyllabic language. There are root–Root formations like yı̆-wáng
ant-king “queen ant,” in which the first formant is a bound morpheme in

addition to Root–root formations like gōng-yı̆ work-ant “worker ant,”

in which the second formant is bound in modern Chinese. According to Lü

(1984), 61% of the 3,000 most commonly used Chinese words are disyllabic.

Additional examples are given in (3.4).

(3.4) root–root type: mógū mushroom-mushroom “mushroom”

tăo-lùn discuss-discuss “to discuss”

Root–Root type: mă-lù horse-road “road”

jiè-yòng borrow-use “to borrow”

root–Root type: chù-jiăo touch-horn “(insect) antenna”

gòu-măi buy-buy “to buy”

Root–root type: dǔ-jù gamble-utensil “gambling equipment”

bāng-zhù help-assist “help”

In accord with Packard’s (2000: 127) finding that nearly 90% of compound

nouns have a nominal formant on the right and 85% of compound verbs have

a verbal formant on the left, the default position of the head of a nominal is

said to be on the right-hand side of a disyllabic compound, and the head of a

verb is on the left-hand side. This finding nicely corresponds to the syntactic

structure of Chinese, i.e., the head of a noun phrase is on the right, and the

head of a verb phrase is on the left (see Chapter 7).
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(3.5) Nouns with head on the right (in bold):

Root–Root: huǒ-shān fire-mountain “volcano”

tóu-shǒu throw-hand “pitcher”

root–root: mù-băn wood-plank “board”

dăo-dàn guide-bullet “guided missile”

Root–root: diàn-năo electric-brain “computer”

zū-jı̄n rent-money “rent”

root–Root: zú-qiú foot-ball “soccer”

chū-jiăo touch-horn “(insect) antenna”

Verbs with head on the left (in bold):

Root–Root: nào-guı̆ make-ghost “to haunt”

xı̄-rù inhale-enter “to breathe in”

root–root: jiĕ-jué untie-resolve “to solve”

shı̀-wēi show-strength “to demonstrate”

Root–root: chū-băn emit-edition “to publish”

tiáo-shı̀ adjust-test “to test”

root–Root: jié-shĕng reduce-save “to save”

yı́-xı̄n doubt-heart “to suspect”

The relationship between the morpheme(s) on the left and the morpheme

on the right for each nominal may shed some light on the modifying nature of

the morpheme on the left. For example, the morphemes on the right in (3.6a)

show the kind of glasses, (3.6b) indicate the location of a medical condition,

(3.6c) depict the form of the flowers (at times somewhat metaphorically),

(3.6d) show what the cups contain, (3.6e) indicate the producer of the milk,

and (3.6f) mark the types of trees.

(3.6) a. yăn-jı̀ng eye-glass “glasses”

fàngdà-jı̀ng enlarge-glass “magnifying glass”

wàng-yuăn-jı̀ng look-far-glass “telescope”

b. wèi-ái stomach-cancer “stomach cancer”

fèi-ái lung-cancer “lung cancer”

c. xuĕ -huā snow-flower “snow flakes”

shuı̆-huā water-flower “water spray”

hóng-huā red-flower “red flower”
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d. chá-bēi tea-cup “tea cup”

jiǔ-bēi wine-cup “wine glasses”

shuı̆-bēi water-cup “water glasses”

e. niú-năi cow-milk “cow milk”

yáng-năi sheep-milk “sheep milk”

f. sōng-shù pine-tree “pine tree”

táo-shù peach-tree “peach tree”

pı́ngguŏ-shù apple-tree “apple tree”

That the morpheme on the left in a V-O type verbal compound such as

guān-xı̄n close-heart “to concern” and nào-guı̆ make-ghost “to

haunt” should be treated as the head of the verb is quite intuitive due to the

fact that they are the sole verbal elements in the compound. A large number of

verb–verb compounds1 are composed of a verb that is followed by a resultative

complement that can be subdivided into at least four types, restrictive resul-

tative (3.7a), non-restrictive resultative (3.7b), directional resultative (3.7c),

and attainment resultative (3.7d).2 A common characteristic of the morpheme

on the right in a resultative verb compound is to indicate a resultant state of

an action symbolized by the morpheme on the left.

(3.7) a.

jié-shĕng jiĕ-jué

reduce-save untie-resolve

“to save” “to solve”

b.

kàn-jiàn dă-pò

look-see hit-break

“to see” “to break”

c.

zŏu-shàng(-qù)-le èr -lóu tiào-xià-lái

walk-up-(go)-PFV two floor jump-down-come

“walk up to the second floor” “jump down (toward speaker)”

d.

zuò-wán zhăo-dào

do-complete find-reach

“to finish” “to find”
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In the restrictive resultative verb compounds the two syllables do not allow

an infixal potential marker -de- to occur between them, such as the ungram-

matical examples in (3.8).

(3.8) * *

jié-de-shěng jiě-de-jué

reduce-POT-save untie-POT-resolve

The examples in (3.9) are non-restrictive and can be separated by the infix

-de-.

(3.9)

kàn-de-jiàn dă-de-pò

look-POT-see hit-POT-break

“can be seen” “can be broken”

Directional verb resultatives refer to verbal compounds in which the non-

head verbs on the right typically come from a set of directional verbs such

as shàng “up,” xià “down,” jı̀n “enter,” chū “exit,” lái “come,”

qù “go,” etc. In addition to compounds like those in (3.7c) that have a

Root verb of displacement functioning as the head of the compound, two

directional verbs themselves can form a compound such as those in (3.10).

It is interesting to note that lái “come” or qù “go” indicating a deictic

center in this type of directional verb compounds always occur last.

(3.10)

chū-qù chū-lái

exit-go exit-come

“go out” “come out”

Furthermore, it is grammatically correct for an object such as yı̄-běn shū
“a book” in (3.11) to occur after the verb on the left, or right after the first

directional verb such as the one in (3.11b). It can even occur at the end of

the phrase such as the one in (3.11c) when the last directional verb is lái. But

when the last directional verb is qù “to go,” the object arbitrarily cannot occur

between the two directional verbs such as the example in (3.11b).
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(3.11) a.

nă yı̀ -běn-shū chū-lái

take one-CL-book exit-come

“to take a book out.”

b. /*

ná chū yı̀-běn shū lái/*qu

take exit one-CL book come/go

“to take a book out.”

c.

ná chū lái/qù yı̀-běn shū

take exit come/go one-CL book

“to take a book out.”

Attainment resultative verb compounds have a phase-marker verb (Li and

Thompson 1981) on the right indicating the attainment of an action symbol-

ized by the verb on the left such as the examples in (3.7d and 3.12). The verbs

with this semantic function include verbs like dào “arrive,” wán “finish,”

zhăo “on target,” zhù “hold on,” and hăo “good.”

(3.12) a.

wǒ kàn-dào-le huŏ-xı̄ng

1st see-arrive-PFV fire-planet

“I saw Mars.”

b.

wŏ kàn-wán/hăo -le

1st see-finish/good-PFV

“I finished reading.”

c.

tā cāi -zhăo -le

3rd guess-on target-le

“He guessed it right.”

d.

nı̆ zhuā-zhù zhè-tiaó-shéng

2nd grab-hold DEM-CL-rope

“You (should) grab onto this rope.”
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Metaphorical uses of some of the directional verbs to the right of a reg-

ular verb like those in (3.13) are functionally equivalent to phase markers

indicating attainment.

(3.13) a.

kàn-shàng -le tā

look-up-PFV 3rd

“fall in love with her”

b.

cāi-chū-lái

guess-exit-come

“guess out (an answer)”

The above examples show that the default position for the head of a com-

pound nominal is on the right, whereas the default position for the head of a

compound verb is on the left. However, there are many exceptions. First of all,

many formants of compound nouns and verbs are coordinate in nature. For

example, nouns like măi-mài buy-sell “business,” shuı̆-tŭ water-

earth “climate” and verbs like tăo-lùn talk-talk “discuss,” ān-pái
arrange-arrange “arrange” have two formants that are parallel to each other

within a common semantic domain. In these compounds, the notion of head-

edness seems irrelevant. Moreover, verbal compounds with such a coordinate

structure behave like restrictive resultatives that do not co-occur with the

infixal potential marker -de- as is evidenced by the grammatically incorrect

*tăo-de-lùn or *ān-de-pái . Additional examples of the coor-

dinate type include zhı̀-zào “produce,” qū-zhú “chase,” dă-tàn
“inquire,” dă-dŭ “gamble,” yı̀n-zhı̀ “print,” zhuó-mó “consider,”

and zhàn-yŏu “possess.” Second, the overriding concern in forming ono-

matopoeic words such as pı̄npāng “table tennis” and transliterations

such as pútáo “grapes” is perhaps the original sounds and, therefore, the

notion of head is also irrelevant in these cases. They are not separable by

the infixal marker either. Third, compound verbs like xı̄n-téng heart-ache

“love dearly” and shēng-zhāng sound-open “make noise” in (3.14) both

have the verb-like elements on the right, and not in the default position on

the left.
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(3.14) a.

mā-ma hěn xı̄n-téng tā

mother very heart-ache 3rd

“Mother loves him dearly.”

b.

mā-ma hěn téng tā

mother very ache 3rd

“Mother loves her dearly.”

c.

bié shēng-zhāng

NEG sound-open

“Don’t make noise.”

3.2 Derivation-like affixes

Chinese derivation-like affixes are bound morphemes consisting of prefixes

and suffixes that can be attached to free words and bound roots to form new

nouns and verbs. Cross-linguistically, derivational affixes are a class of bound

morphemes that can be applied to only a selective set of lexical items within

a grammatical category in an unpredictable manner (Bybee et al. 1994). For

example, whereas an English prefix like un- can be grammatically attached to

words like happy, faithful, and fortunate, it cannot be attached to many other

English adjectives such as merry, loyal, auspicious.

3.2.1 Prefixes

Chinese prefixes mostly involve morphemes like lăo-/xiăo- , di- , and

chū- . Lăo and xiăo are free morphemes literally meaning “old” and “small”

in Chinese. When they are used as prefixes in front of a name depending on

one’s seniority, they indicate a sense of familiarity functioning somewhat

like English nicknames: Vicky for Victoria, Bill for William, etc. Therefore, a

Chinese speaker may greet a person his/her senior whose last name is Zhāng
as lăo-zhāng and a person of the same name, but his/her junior, as xiăo-zhāng.
It might be interesting to note that lăo has a much larger currency in colloquial

Chinese than xiăo as the examples in (3.14–15) reveal.
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(3.14)

lăo-zhāng xiăo-zhāng lăo-dà lăo-èr

old-Name small-Name old-big old-2nd

“Old Zhang” “Young Zhang” “eldest child” “second child”

(3.15)

lăo-wài lăo-zhōng lăo-mĕi lăo-rı̀ lăo-guăng

old-foreign old-Chinese old-American old-Japan old-guangdong

“foreigners” “Chinese” “Americans” “Japanese” “Cantonese”

However, such a sense of familiarity is not present when it is used in animal

names.

(3.16)

lăo-hŭ lăo-shŭ lăo-yı̄ng lăo-yā

old-tiger old-mouse old-eagle old-crow

“tiger” “mouse” “eagle” “crow”

Xiăo- as a prefix has a diminutive sense as is demonstrated by the examples

in (3.17).

(3.17)

xiăo-hái xiăo-cài xiăo-niăo xiăo-shuō

small-child small-dish small-bird small-speak

“children” “dish” “bird” “novel”

It can also mark the elementary level as a school prefix.

(3.18)

xiăo-xué xiăo-yı̄ xiăo-èr xiăo-liù

small-school small-one small-two small-six

“elementary school” “1st grade” “2nd grade” “6th grade”

Di- literally means class, as used in a bound root in a word like mén-dı̀
door-class “family status,” but it has evolved into a prefix marking an

ordinal number in modern Chinese.
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(3.19)

dı̀-yı̄ dı̀-èr dı̀-shı́yı̄

Ord-one Ord-two Ord-eleven

“first” “second” “eleventh”

Chū- as a bound root in modern Chinese literally means beginning. As

a prefix, it can mark the first ten days of a lunar month. In (3.20) chū-, also

used as a prefix, marks middle school, as well as various classes that they are

equivalent to3 in the United States educational system.

(3.20)

chū-yı̄ chū-sān chū-shı́

first-one first-three first-ten

“first day” “third day” “tenth day”

(3.21)

chū-zhōng chū-yı̄ chū-èr chū-sān

first-middle first-one first-two first-three

“middle school” “7th grade” “8th grade” “9th grade”

3.2.2 Suffixes

Rhotacization was noted in section 2.3. It is, at the same time, a process of

morphological operation that suffixes a diminutive -er to various elements

of the language: zhè DEM + -er → [zhèr] “this place,” wán “play”

+ -er → [wə́r] “play,” bĕn CLASS. + -er → [bə́r] CLASS, etc. -Zı̆ is

another nominal suffix without a consistent meaning deriving from a bound

root zı̆ that was once a free word meaning “child” in Classical Chinese.

This morpheme is treated as a suffix rather than a bound root mostly because

of its widespread usage and its neutral tone.

(3.22)

ér-zi tı̄-zi zhuō-zi dı̄ng-zi tù-zi

child-son ladder-son table-son nail-son rabbit-son

“son” “ladder” “table” “nail” “rabbit”
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Still another nominal suffix is -xué “study” indicating schools or an

academic discipline.

(3.23)

zhōng-xué dà-xué huà-xué gōng-xué

mid-school big-school change-school work-school

“middle school” “university” “chemistry” “engineering”

yŭyán-xué

language-school

“linguistics”

Standard Chinese has several suffixes functioning as nominalizers such as

-dù “degree,” -huà “change,” -yuán “-er,” and -tóu “head.” -Dù is a

suffix relating to a different degree of measure.

(3.24)

chı̆-dù sù-dù tòu-mı́ng-dù néng-jiàn-dù

foot-degree fast-degree transparent-light-degree can-see-degree

“yardstick” “speed” “transparency” “visibility”

-Huà denotes a change.

(3.25)

lăo-huà fŭ-huà sı̀-huà xiàn-dài-huà

old-change rotten-change four-change now-age-change

“aging” “corruption” “four modernizations” “modernization”

-Yuán represents a person with a specialized duty.

(3.26)

jiào-yuán zhı́-yuán diàn-yuán jı̆ng-wèi-yuán

teach-er duty-er shop-er guard-protect-er

“teacher” “staff worker” “salesman” “bodyguard”

sı̄-lı̀ng-yuán

manage-order-er

“commander”
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-Tóu is a free noun in standard Chinese referring to the head of a human

body. As a suffix, it becomes a morpheme without an easily definable meaning

or a clear tone.

(3.27)

shé-tou lăo-tou gōng-tou kŭ-tou tián-tou

tongue-head old-head work-head bitter-head sweet-head

“tongue” “old man” “foreman” “suffering” “benefit”

Some of the Roots with a suffix can form new words when combined with

other free morphemes such as the examples in (3.28). Nevertheless this com-

pounding strategy is highly unpredictable and, in most cases, metaphorical in

nature. For example, a lion dance is most likely performed by human beings

who pretend to be lions. Lion head, actually named after a famous Shanghai

dish, is meatballs made of pork cooked in soy sauce.

(3.28)

shı̄-zi-wŭ shı̄-zi-tóu shı́-tou-jı̀ lăo-hŭ-qián

lion-son-dance lion-son-head rock-head-story old-tiger-pliers

“lion dance” “meat-ball” “Story of the Stone” “pincer pliers”

3.2.3 Potential markers -de- and -bu- as infixes

An infix is a bound morpheme that is inserted into a word to derive a new

word. There are two infixes in standard Chinese which indicate “possibility”

-de- , or alternatively “impossibility” -bu- in (3.29). Note that kàn-jiàn is

a non-restrictive resultative verb compound with a Root–Root formation. As

a derivational infix, -de- /-bu- can be inserted between the two Roots of this

word (3.29b–c).

(3.29) a.

kàn-jiàn tā

look-see 3rd

“see him”

b.

kàn-de-jiàn tā

look-Pot-see 3rd

“can see him”
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c.

kàn-bu-jiàn tā

look-Neg-see 3rd

“cannot see him”

Attainment resultative verb compounds also allow potential infixes such as

zhăo-dào in (3.30).

(3.30) a.

zhăo-dào tā

find-arrive 3rd

“find him”

b.

zhăo-de-dào tā

find-Pot-arrive 3rd

“can find him”

c.

zhăo-bu-dào tā

find-Neg-arrive 3rd

“cannot find him”

The infixal -de- historically is derived from its verbal uses meaning “to

have/obtain” such as the examples in (3.31) that are still in use in standard

Chinese.

(3.31) a.

tā dé -le bı̀ng

3rd have -PFV sickness

“He is ill.”

b.

dı̀di dé -le dà-jiăng

brother have -PFV big-prize

“Younger brother got a big prize.”

Therefore, the string (-)de, depending on a given usage, cannot only be an

infix but can also be a full verb. Moreover some Chinese compounds have

a root–Root structure like xiăo-dé bright-get “to know” and shĕ-dé
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abandon-possible “not to grudge,” in which -dé retains its Root verbal mean-

ing to get in xiăo-dé and its Root meaning, possible, as in shĕ-dé. Although

both can be followed by an additional verb to form a complex predicate such

as those in (3.32a and d) or by a negated verb such as those in (3.32b and e),

the infixal -bu- can be inserted between shĕ- and -dé in (3.32e and f), but not

between xiăo- and -dé in (3.32c). This shows that xiăo-dé functions more like

the restrictive resultative compound observed in (3.8). huò-dé reap-get

“obtain” is another example of this kind of restrictive resultative compound.

Nevertheless, shĕ-dé exemplified by the statements in (3.32d–f) is an idiom

chunk of a different kind, which allows the insertion of the negator -bu, thus

behaving more like a non-restrictive resultative compound such as kàn-dé-
jiàn “can be seen” noted in (3.9). The ungrammatical sequence *shĕ-dé-dé is

perhaps due to the fact that the -dé in shĕ-dé already means possible, obviating

the need for a second dé to occur continuously.

(3.32) a.

tā xiăo-dé hĕn duō

3rd bright-get very much

“He knows a lot.”

b.

tā xiăo-dé bù duō

3rd bright-get NEG much

“He does not know much.”

c. *

tā xiăo – bù-dé

3rd bright-NEG-get NEG

d.

tā shĕ -dé bù măi

3rd abandon-possible NEG buy

“He does not grudge not to buy.” “He is capable of abandoning

the purchase.”

e.

tā shĕ -bù-dé

3rd abandon-NEG-get

“He grudges.”
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f.

tā shĕ-bù-dé măi

3rd abandon-NEG-possible buy

“He grudges buying (something).”

As a matter of fact, is a highly polysemous linguistic form in standard

Chinese, and much of its complexity is related to its various uses with different

grammatical statuses. For instance, *chı̄-liăo eat-finish is an impossible

verbal compound. But chı̄ and liăo can be used together with the infix-like

-bù-, or -dé- in forming chı̄-bù-liăo eat-NEG-finish “incapable of eating all”

and chı̄-dé-liăo “capable of eating all.” The unpredictability of the infixal -de-
is further revealed by its intolerance of sequences like *chı̄-dé-bù-liăo eat-

get-NEG-finish, or *chı̄-dé-hĕn-liăo eat-get-very-finish in (3.33), whereas a

similar sequence like xiăo-dé bù duō is possible for xiăo-dé.

(3.33) a.

b. *

1st chı̄-dé-bù-liăo

c. *

1st chı̄-dé-hĕn-liăo

Such a discrepancy can only be explained by the special feature of bù-liăo
and dé-liăo sequences that are lexicalized, frozen idiom chunks following

a verb with such distributional restrictions. This is further supported by a

different trisyllabic idiom chunk in (3.34) in which bù dé-liăo NEG get-

finish that is formed by three morphemes, bù, dé and liăo. The meaning is

highly metaphorical and cannot be compositionally derived from the three

morphemes.

(3.34) !

zhè-huı́ bù dé-liăo le

DEM-CL NEG get-finish Part.

“This time (it will be) great!”

The idiosyncrasies of various compounds with dé perhaps came from all

sorts of restrictions associated with the contexts in which they were coined
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at different times in history. Therefore, not all the dé indicating possibility in

modern Chinese are the same kind of infix.

3.3 Inflection-like affixes

Inflectional morphemes, unlike their unproductive derivational counterparts,

typically attach to free words, all members of a given class of words, in a highly

predictable manner (Bybee et al. 1994). Furthermore, they rarely change the

grammatical category of their stems. Inflection-like affixes in Chinese are

suffixes much like the plural marker for human nominals -mén , perfective

aspect marker -le , experiential marker -guo and the imperfective marker

-zhe for verbs.

The plural suffix -mén only applies to human nouns and pronouns in an

optional manner. Other Chinese nominals generally do not mark plurality.

(3.35)

wŏ-mén rén-mén nánrén-mén fùnŭ-mén háizi-mén

1st-PL human-PL man-PL woman-PL child-PL

“we” “people” “men” “women” “children”

The examples in (3.35–3.36) show that plural markers typically affix to

disyllabic nominals and monosyllabic pronouns.

(3.36) *

péngyŏu-mén tóngxué-mén shı̀bı̄ng-mén bı̄ng-mén

friend-PL student-PL soldier-PL soldier-PL

“friends” “students” “soldiers”

3.3.1 Perfective marker -le

Modern Chinese does not have a grammatical marker of tense that relates

an event (or a situation) to the time of speaking. For example, the past tense

marker -ed in an English sentence like I worked on a project indicates the

event of my working on a project happened before the time of speaking. In

addition to tense, another common cross-linguistic type of verbal marker used

in expressing temporal meanings is aspect. It is different from the notion of

tense, as in English there is progressive aspect both in the past tense, such
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as was/were working, and in the present tense, such as is/am/are working.

Moreover, in the English sentence I was working on a project when you first
called the first verbal form was working, or be V+ing, indicates a progressive

aspect which, instead of relating the event to the time of speaking, presents it

with respect to its own internal makeup, viewing it as ongoing at the reference

time when you first called.
In Chinese the marker that is closest to the notion of past tense, and actually

taken to be so by some, is the verbal suffix -le. However, the examples in

(3.37) demonstrate that it is not really a past-tense marker as it can be used

grammatically in either a past event (3.37a) or a future event (3.37b).

(3.37) a.

wŏ zuó-tiān xià -le kè jiù huı́-jiā

1st past-day down-PFV class then return-home

“Yesterday I got out of school and then came home.”

b.

wŏ mı́ng-tiān xià -le kè jiù huı́-jiā

1st next-day down-PFV class then return home

“Tomorrow I will get out of school and then come home.”

-Le is really an aspect marker presenting a viewpoint of an event in its entirety4

(Comrie 1976, Li and Thompson 1981), as it is commonly used in a series

of bounded events. Li and Thompson show that an event can be bounded

by being a quantified event (3.38), being a definite, or specific, event (3.39),

being the inherent meaning of the situation (3.40), or being the first event in

a series (3.37).

(3.38) a.

tā chı̄-le liăng-wăn fàn

3rd eat-PFV two-CL rice

“He ate two bowls of rice.”

b.

lù -zhàn-duı̀-yuán tuı̀ -le jı̆ -lı̆ dı̀

land-fight-team-er back-PFV several-CL ground

“The marines drew back up for several miles.”
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c.

tā hăo-xiàng pàng-le yı̄-diăn

3rd good-like fat-PFV one-bit

“He seemingly has gained a little (weight).”

The events in (3.38) are all bounded with a quantifiable object such as two
bowls of rice in (3.38a), several miles in (3.38b), and a little in (3.38c).

Alternatively, the events can also be bounded with a definite nominal object,

be it a proper name (3.39a), a pronoun (3.39b), a modifier (3.39c), or a relative

clause (3.39d).

(3.39) a.

wŏ zhăo-dào-le xiăo Lı̆

1st find-arrive-PFV little-Name

“I found Xiao Li.”

b.

nı̆ hài -le tā

2nd harm-PFV 3rd

“You hurt him.”

c.

tā măi -le wēi -ruăn de gŭ -piào

3rd buy-PFV micro-soft REL share-ticket

“He bought Microsoft stock.”

d.

wŏ wán-le tā sòng-gĕ i wŏ -de diàn -zi yóu-xı̀

1st play-PFV 3rd give-give 1st Rel. electric-son play-game

“I played the computer games that he gave me.”

The sentences in (3.40) are inherently bounded because of the resultative verb

compound dă-pò in (3.40a) and the semantics of some verbs like sı̆ “die” in

(3.40b) that entail an endpoint for the event.

(3.40) a.

bă bēi-zi dă-pò-le

BA cup-son hit-break-PFV

“(He) broke the cup.”
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b.

tā zuó-tiān sı̆-le

3rd past-day die-PFV

“He died yesterday.”

In bounded situations, inherent or non-inherent, the perfective marker -le
can occur felicitously. However, in an unbound situation, -le is inappropriate.

Without the quantifying numeral classifier two bowls for the grammatical

sentence in (3.38a), the unbound event in (3.41a) is ungrammatical. Similarly,

if the sentences in (3.37) are not bound by a following event like then come
home, they are ungrammatical such as the one in (3.41b).

(3.41) a. *

tā chı̄-le fàn

3rd eat-PFV rice

b. *

tā xià -le kè

3rd down-PFV class

Smith (1994) proposed a temporal schema to account for the perfective

meaning in standard Chinese:

(3.42) -le perfective

I FArb

////////////

Normally, sentences which contain a perfective marker have an initial end-

point (I) and a final endpoint (F). The slashes in the bottom of (3.42) represent

the span of the viewpoint. Perfective -le presents closed non-stative situations

focusing a single point or an arbitrary final endpoint (FArb) depending on

the situation type (See Smith 1994). Therefore, the perfective aspect marker

-le cannot occur in situations that do not allow an endpoint. For example, in

(3.43) with the perfective marker, grammatical sentences like tā shı̀ lăo-shı̄
“he is a teacher,” tā xı̀ng lı̆ “he is named Li” and tā xiàng bāba “he looks

like his father” would be made grammatically incorrect with the addition of

the perfective marker. Other similar verbs include xı̆huān “to like,” and

yı̆wéi “to think.”
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(3.43) a. *

tā shı̀-le lăo-shı̄

3rd be-PFV old-master

b. * 5

tā xı̀ng-le lı̆

3rd name-PFV Name

c. *

tā xiàng -le bāba

3rd resemble-PFV father

3.3.2 Experiential marker -guo

Chinese experiential marker -guo is semantically distinct from the perfec-

tive marker. Chao (1968) noticed that it refers to a class of events that hap-

pened at least once in the past, such as the sentence in (3.44), in which

the class of events such as going to China must have happened at least

once.

(3.44)

wŏ qù-guo zhōng-guó

1st go-EXP middle-state

“I have been to China.”

The second remarkable feature of the experiential marker is that it can

only occur in events that are repeatable (Ma 1977). For example, the dis-

covery of a new continent by the same person normally happens only

once, and, therefore, it does not allow the use of an experiential marker

in (3.45a).

(3.45) a. *

gēlúnbù fā -xiàn -guo mĕizhōu dà-lù

Columbus find-appear-EXP America big-land

b.

gēlúnbù fā -xiàn -le mĕizhōu dà-lù

Columbus find-appear-PFV America big-land

“Columbus discovered the American continent.”
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Li and Thompson (1981) also observe that in presenting a series of events the

perfective -le is used, instead of the experiential -guo such as example (3.46)

shows.

(3.46) a. , ,

wŏ chı̄-le fàn, kàn-le yı́ -huı̀ diàn -shı̀, jiù shuı̀ -jiào le.

1st eat-PFV rice, see-PFV one-CL electric-view, then

sleep-sleep PFV

“I ate, watched a bit of TV, and then went to bed.”

b. * , ,

wŏ chı̄-guo fàn, kàn-guo yı́ -huı̀ diàn -shı̀, jiù shuı̀ -jiào

1st eat-EXP rice, see-EXP one-CL electric-view, then

sleep-sleep PFV

Yeh (1996) notes that when there is a habitual adverbial in the sentence,

the occurrence of an experiential marker is not tolerated. For instance, the

adverbial chángcháng “often”, (3.47b) is ungrammatical.

(3.47) a.

tā hē -guo máo-tái jiŭ

3rd drink-EXP straw-stage liquor

“He had drunk Maotai liquor before (a type of strong liquor).”

b. *

tā chángcháng hē -guo máo-tái jiŭ

3rd often drink-EXP straw-stage liquor

c.

tā yı̆-qián hē -guo máo -tái jiŭ

3rd for-past drink-EXP straw-stage liquor

“He has drunk Maotai liquor before.”

The schema that Smith (1994) proposes to characterize the meaning of the

Chinese experiential marker is given in (3.48):

(3.48) Experiential -guo
I . . . . . . FArb F+1

////////////////////
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The schema shows that the experiential construction presents a prior situation

not only as closed but also with a change of state subsequent to the final point

that is marked by F+1. Smith also observes that the experiential ascribes to a

subject the property of having experienced the event, rather than presenting

the event directly.

3.3.3 Imperfective marker -zhe

The imperfective marker -zhe with a neutral tone derives from the resultative

verb compounds (Sun 2005) that still exist in modern Chinese such as the one

in zhăo-zháo (3.49) in which the word on the right, zháo with a diphthong

and a second tone, functions like a phase marker indicating completion or

attainment of the action symbolized by the verb on the left such as zhăo- “to

find” in (3.49).

(3.49)

wŏ zhăo-zháo tā le

1st find-found 3rd PFV

“I found him (finally).”

For this reason, the basic meaning of the imperfective marker -zhe is to indicate

a resultant state (Smith 1994). The examples in (3.50) are all stative in nature

and are translated into English approximates as English does not have this

kind of grammatical marker.

(3.50) a.

qiáng-shang guà -zhe hĕn-duō zhào -piàn

wall -up hang-IMP very-many picture-sheet

“Many photos are hanging on the wall.”

b.

tā-mén liăng hăo-zhe ne

3rd-PL two good-IMP PRT

“The two of them are very good (friends).”

c.

dı̀-shang yı̀n-zhe tā-de shŏu-yı̀n

ground-up print-IMP 3rd REL hand-print

“His handprint is printed on the ground.”
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Furthermore, a Chinese imperfective marker like -zhe does not occur with

predicates that do not have a temporary nature, or the so-called stage-level

predicates (Yeh 1993). In other words, stage-level predicates (or situations)

typically refer to situations that are taken to be temporary, or easily change-

able. Stative predicates like yŏu “to have” and gāo “tall” in (3.51) that

depict a permanent stative situation cannot be used with the resultative, imper-

fective marker for the lack of temporary property.

(3.51) a.

tā yŏu qián

3rd have money

“He has money.”

b. *

c.

tā hĕn gāo

3rd very tall

“He is very tall.”

d. *

The imperfective -zhe should also be distinguished from the progressive

marker -zai that is adverbial in nature. For example, both sentences in

(3.52a and b) are good with -zhe in (3.52a) indicating a resultative state and

the adverbial zai indicating an event in progress.

(3.52) a.

tā chuān-zhe pı́ -xié

3rd wear-IMP leather-shoe

“He wears leather shoes.”

b.

tā zài chuān pı́ -xié

3rd PROG Wear leather-shoe

“He is putting on leather-shoes.”

Frequently, the imperfective -zhe appears in the subordinate clauses of com-

plex sentences to give the background of a situation. For example, whereas

in (3.53a) it is possible to subordinate wearing shoes as an ongoing state

with the imperfective -zhe, it is, nevertheless, impossible to do so with the
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progressive zài as it does not make sense to imply that one can possibly engage

in an activity, such as dancing, while another activity like putting on the shoes
is in progress. The main predicate in (3.53c) is shàng-kè “teach,” and -zhe
functions to mark the background to the state of standing while the subject

delivers the lecture.

(3.53) a.

tā chuān-zhe pı́ -xié tiào -wŭ

3rd wear-IMP leather-shoe jump-dance

“He danced when he was wearing leather shoes.”

b. *

tā zài chuān pı́ -xié tiào-wŭ

3rd PROG wear leather-shoe jump-dance

c.

tā zŏng-shı̀ zhàn-zhe shàng-kè

3rd ever-be stand-IMP up-class

“He always stands while teaching (his) classes.”

When the imperfective marker is attached to the main predicate, it should

have an ongoing interpretation of the main clause (Smith 1994). For example,

in (3.54), -zhe can co-occur with zhèng(zài), the progressive marker, to focus

the ongoing state of the subject when I looked for him.

(3.54) ,

wŏ zhăo tā-de shı́-hòu, tā zhèng(zài) máng-zhe ne

1st find 3rd-REL time-time, 3rd right PROG busy-IMP ne

“When I looked for him, he was very busy.”

Smith (1994) then characterizes the Chinese imperfective meaning with a

schema presented in (3.55) as a marker providing for an internal or resultatant

focus that is stative in nature without including the initial point.

(3.55) The imperfective -zhe
I . . . . . .

////+State
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3.4 Summary

Chinese words can be monosyllabic free morphemes or disyllabic com-

pound words composed of free or bound roots, derivation-like morphemes, or

inflection-like morphemes. Although some of them such as the verb–object

type compound guān-xı̄n close-heart “to concern” and various ways of involv-

ing the polysemous dé may not be fully accounted for without going beyond

the word level, in general Chinese words can be placed in a continuum (3.56)

representing at one end those that are most lexical, free morphemes and at

the other end those that are most grammatical, bound morphemes.

(3.56)

The lexical/grammatical status of Chinese words

Most lexical Most grammatical

monosyllabic compound derivation-like inflection-like

zhăo tăo-lùn kàn-dào lăo- -tóu -le
“to look for” “to discuss” “to see” “familiarity” “head” PFV

etc. etc. etc. etc.

At the most lexical end of the continuum in (3.56), there are monosyllabic

words epitomized by the lexical verb zhăo . Chinese compounds are nor-

mally formed by free, or bound, roots. But the attainment of resultative verbal

compounds symbolized by kàn-dào in (3.56) can be viewed as borderline

cases as the second morpheme -dào in this type of compound is closer to the

derivation-like morphemes as it belongs to a closed set of morphemes like hăo
, wán , dào , indicating attainment of the action signified by the preceded

verbal morpheme. However, they are not categorized as derivation-like mor-

phemes because of their ability to function as morphologically free, lexical

verbs in other contexts and their low degree of productivity. The derivation-

like morphemes, including prefixes, infixes, and suffixes such as lăo- and

-tóu in (3.56), are mostly morphologically bound morphemes, retaining a

high degree of unpredictability and low degree of productivity. Compounds

and roots with derivation-like morphemes that are disyllabic in nature repre-

sent 61% of the most commonly used 3,000 Chinese words (Lü 1984). The

most grammatical morphemes are the three inflectional morphemes indicat-

ing verbal aspects, i.e., -le perfective aspect, -guo experiental aspect, and -zhe
imperfective aspect and the plural marker -men for human nominals.
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notes

1. Here no distinction is made between bound-root verb and free-word verb, as they
are not significantly different in this respect.

2. Li and Thompson (1981) divided the resultative compounds into four semantic types:
cause, achievement, direction, and phase (54–7).

3. In Senior High, 10th grade, 11th grade, and 12th grade are high-one, high-two,
and high-three respectively.

4. The suffixal -le is to be distinguished from the sentence-final -le which is a clitic
indicating perfect aspect.

5. This is a good sentence in a situation when a woman changes her name after marrying
a man by following the customary practice of a culture.
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The previous chapter focused on the formation of Chinese compounds,
derivation-like and inflection-like morphologies, word-forming strategies that
are word-like. It was nevertheless noted that the boundaries of a Chinese word
are not equivocal. Some compounds such as guān-xı̄n close-heart “to be
concerned” behave more like a compound than others such as chàng gē
“to sing.” The idiosyncratic uses relating to the infixal, potential marker -de

also suggest that the polysemous (-)de may actually be homophonous but
grammatically different forms. In this second chapter on Chinese morphol-
ogy, focus will be given to phrasal particles, or clitics, and evidence showing
that Chinese words and phrases are closely connected. In order to develop
a fuller understanding of Chinese grammar, one must investigate and study
the links between speech sounds, syntax, semantics, and discourse factors in
forming Chinese words in actual communication.

4.1 Clitics

Clitics are linguistic particles with an ambiguous status between affixes and
words (Halpern 1998: 101), as they are not attached to stems but are positioned
within some syntactic categories such as noun phrases and verb phrases in
Chinese. They should include the relative marker de of a noun phrase (see
chapter 7), some usages of de relating to its function in marking potentiality
and the adverbial marker de . In this section the focus will be on clitics and
morphological changes such as sentence-final particles, locative particles,
and reduplications. These are morphological processes operating beyond the
word level.

4.1.1 Sentence-final particles

Sentence-final particles are treated as clitics located at the end of a sentence
and are usually untoned clitics of the sentence they belong to. Their usage

75
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is normally determined by a host of discourse factors relating to speaker
intentions, speaker–hearer relationship, etc. The following are some common
sentence-final particles in standard Chinese: ne , ba , a/ya , and ma .

Sentences in (4.1) show that ma is a question marker indicating a yes/no
question at the end of a sentence.

(4.1) a. ?
nı̆ qù ma
2nd go Q
“Do you go?”

b. ?
nı̆ chı̄ rı̀bĕn cài ma
2nd eat Japan food Q
“Do you eat Japanese food?”

c. ?
nı̆ xı̆-huān tā ma
2nd happy-joy 3rd Q
“Do you like her?”

ne at the end of a declarative sentence functions to express the speaker’s
response to some claim, expectation (4.2a), or belief on the part of the hearer
(4.2b) (Li and Thompson 1981). On hearing the news that Xiăo Zhāng has
already given birth to five children, ne in (4.2a) marks the speaker’s sur-
prise at hearing she has given birth to five children! The sentence in (4.2b)
shows that ne is commonly used together with the imperfective marker -zhe
demonstrating the belief on the part of the hearer about an on-going state of
affairs. Ne can also mark a question with some expectation such as the one
in (4.2c) in which the sentence-final ne indicates the speaker’s expectation
that the hearer should do something in connection with the speaker’s claim
of imminent departure.

(4.2) a. !
Xiăo-zhāng dōu shēng-le wŭ-ge hái-zi ne
small-name all bear-PFV 5-CL child-son EX
“Xiao Zhang has already given birth to five children!”
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b. !
tā-mén chı̄-de-màn-zhe ne
3rd-PL eat-POT-slow-IMP EX
“They eat unbelievably slowly!”

c. , ?
wŏ mă-shàng jiù qù, nı̆ ne
1st horse-up then go, you EX-Q
“I will go immediately, and you?”

d. ?
nı̆ xı̆-huān bù xı̆-huān tā ne
2nd happy-joy NEG happy-joy 3rd EX-Q
“Do you still like her?”

e. * ?
nı̆ xı̆-huān bù xı̆-huān tā ma
2nd happy-joy NEG happy-joy 3rd EX-Q

In (4.2e) ma as a neutral question marker of a yes/no question maintains
a complementary distribution with another yes/no question, i.e., A-Not-A
question-type, such as xı̆-huān bù xı̆-huān. A simple yes/no question nor-
mally cannot be marked twice by A-Not-A and ma. However, ne as a
question marker with some additional expectation implied can co-occur
grammatically with an A-Not-A question. The sentence in (4.2d) will be
good if spoken after the speaker tells the hearer all sorts of horrible sto-
ries about the person about whom the hearer had indicated some liking
and expects the hearer to change his or her mind after hearing the negative
comments.

ba is a sentence-final particle, according to Li and Thompson (1981),
that can be best translated into English as some type of tag question don’t you
think so or wouldn’t you agree? It functions to solicit agreement (thus marked
as SA) from the hearer (4.3a) or to show approval on the part of the speaker
(4.3b). The sentence in (4.3b) should fit a context in which the speaker is
under some constraint, such as having to drive soon, and shows he is allowing
himself to drink just half a cup so that he will not become too drunk to
drive.
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(4.3) a.
wŏ-mén zŏu ba
1st-PL walk SA
“Let’s go!”
“*Shall we go?”

b.
wŏ jiù hē bàn-bēi jiŭ ba
1st then drink half-cup liquor SA
“I then drink half a cup.”
“I will then just drink half a cup, OK?”

Furthermore, in normal situations the sentence-final ba is not used to mark
yes/no questions. However, when it is realized with a rising tone, it could be
used as a question seeking approval from the hearer.

a or ya are synonymous sentence-final particles functioning primarily
to reduce the forcefulness (thus marked as RF in the following) of an order (Li
and Thompson 1981) such as the one in (4.4a). When the preceding syllable
ends with [a], [e], [i], [o], or [y], ya is used. The sound represented by the
letter a is realized as wa when the preceding syllable ends with [u], [ao], or
[ou] such as hăo wa ! “Good.” To soften the degree of directedness, these
particles are frequently used in question-type sentences as well (4.4b and c).
They differ from neutral questions in that hearers may feel obligated to reply
to these nicely toned, or somewhat seductively raised, questions.

(4.4) a. !
nı̆ lái ya
2nd come RF
“Please come!”

b. ?
nı̆ dào nă-er qù ya
2nd dao where go RF
“Where are you going?”

c. ?
nı̆ qù bù qù ya
2nd go bu go RF
“Are you going?”
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d. ! , !
lái ya nı̆ ya, hăi-shı̀ qù ba
come RF 2nd Top, still-be go SA
“Come!” “You, you should go!”

In (4.4d) the two morphemes lái ya can occur together softly to persuade the
hearer to come over. Ya/a can also be used as a kind of topic marker at the
beginning of a sentence.

ou is still another sentence-final particle occurring at the end of a sen-
tence signaling a friendly warning. Li and Thompson (1981) observe that
this particle tends to occur frequently in the conversation between adults and
young children.

(4.5) a.
xiăo -xı̄n ou
small -heart FW
“Be careful, OK?”

b.
hăo -hào zuò gōng -kè ou
good -good do exercise -work FW
“Do homework carefully, OK?”

In examples like the one in (4.2b) -zhe is an imperfective marker indi-
cating a resultative state (see chapter 3). However, for historical reasons (Sun
1998), it is also used, typically in sentence-final position, after an activity verb
as an inchoative marker in imperative sentences. The focus of the sentences
in (4.6) is for the hearers to get into a different state of affairs, thus a marker
of inchoative aspect.

(4.6) a. !
nı̆ tı̄ng zhe
2nd listen INC
“Listen!”

b. !
nı̆ tı̀ wŏ ná zhe
2nd for 1st hold INC.
“Hold it for me!”
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The sentence-final -le as a perfect-aspect marker, (Li and Thompson 1981)
is also to be distinguished from the homophonous suffixal perfective marker
-le. It is primarily a perfect marker indicating a change of state (4.7d) or
a currently relevant state (CRS) (4.7a) (Li and Thompson 1981). As was
noted earlier, the sentence in (4.7b) is semantically unbound and, therefore,
ungrammatical because a perfective marker typically occurs in a bounded
situation. The perfect marker in sentence-final position like (4.7a) bounds the
situation through signaling the event as relevant to the time of speaking. In
other words, the situation is bounded by speech time. The Chinese perfect-
aspect marker (Li and Thompson 1981) also signals a new situation such as
the one in (4.7d), marking the situation signified by the main predicate to be
desirable.

(4.7) a.
tā chı̄ -le fàn -le
3rd eat -PFV rice CRS
“He has eaten.”

b. *

c.
tā chı̄ fàn -le
3rd eat rice CRS
“He wants to eat now.” Or “He has eaten.”

d.
chı̄ fàn -le
eat rice CRS
“Time to eat!”

It is rather difficult to distinguish between the suffixal -le and sentence-final
le when an intransitive verb is not followed by a noun, thus making many
students of Chinese think that there is only one -le. However, when a noun
phrase follows a transitive verb like the sentences in (4.7b and c), it is clear
that the two phonetically identical (-)le are syntactically and semantically
distinguishable from each other. Whereas an unbounded event (4.7b) cannot
co-occur with the suffixal -le which is a perfective marker, the sentence-final
le in (4.7c and d) marks a currently relevant situation. With speech time as the
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endpoint of the event, the sentence in (4.7a) is thus bounded with the perfect
marker. The sentence in (4.7c) without the perfective marker is correct, and
perfect-aspect marker suggests a new situation that is relevant to the speech
time.

Furthermore, the word order between the sentence-final le and other
sentence-final particles is rigid as it always precedes the other particles. Thus,
in Chinese there are contracted forms in sentence-final positions such as
le + a → -la in (8a) and le + ou → lou in (4.8b) (Zhu 1982).

(4.8) a. !
chı̄ fan la
eat rice CRS+RF
“Time to eat.”

b. !
shuı̀-jiào lou
sleep-sleep CRS + FW
“Time to sleep.” (with a tinge of threatening)

Finally, there is still another sentence-final frozen expression like lái-zhe
come-IMP that is commonly used in standard Chinese to refer to an immediate
past event.

(4.9) a. ?
nı̆ gàn shén-me lái-zhe
2nd do what-thing come-IMP
“What did you do?”

b.
wŏ gāng dào dú-shū-guăn lái-zhe
1st just arrive picture-book-house come-IMP
“I was just back from the library.”

4.1.2 Locative particles

Chinese nominals frequently co-occur with a closed class of locative particles
like shàng “up,” xià “down,” lı̆ “amid,” wài “outside,” and nèi
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“inside,” marking a regular nominal as a location-denoting, spatial term.
Previously, these particles have been treated by some (Li and Thompson
1981) as postpositions. But Liu (1998) argues that they should be properly
treated as noun-phrase markers, or clitics, attaching to the end of a noun
phrase, as they are not attached to stems but take the entire noun phrase as
their domain, are located by reference to the last element of the noun phrase,
and follow that element immediately. Liu’s position will be followed here.
In Chinese most concrete nouns may not be used to indicate a location for
lack of specificity. Therefore, depending on the semantic nature of the head
noun of a noun phrase, a locative particle must be selected in accord with
a specificity condition that necessitates all location-denoting noun phrases
specifically marked. For example, shān “mountain” is a concrete noun but
semantically not specific enough to denote a location. When it is used after
a preposition zài “at” that calls for a location-denoting nominal after it, *zài
shān without a locative particle is grammatically incorrect. Thus, it needs a
locative particle to specify a given location consistent with a given context,
such as zài shān shàng hill-up “on top of the hill,” zài shān xià hill-
down “at the bottom of the hill,” zài shān lı̆ hill-amid “in the hill,” and
zài shān wài hill-out “out of the hill.” The selection of a locative particle
can be quite arbitrary (see chapter 7). For example, the nominal fáng “house”
can co-occur with all of the above to show a certain bearing such as fáng
lı̆ house-amid, fáng nèi house-inside, fáng wài house-outside,
fáng shàng house-up, fáng xià house-down; however, whereas huà
shàng picture-up “in the picture” is arbitrarily acceptable, *huà xià
picture-down is not.

It has also been observed that some Chinese existential verbs require a
locative phrase to precede them (Huang 1987, Liu 1998) such as those in
(4.10). The sentences in (4.10a and b) show that with the copular shı̀ as the
verb of the sentence, the preceding nominal must co-occur with a non-spatial
nominal like shı̀jiè “world.” However, the opposite is true when the verb of
the sentence is an existential verb like méiyŏu in (4.10c). The reason is that
some existential verbs like méiyŏu select a location-denoting nominal that can
be a non-spatial nominal with a locative particle like shı̀-jiè-shàng (4.10c), a
locative prepositional phrase such as the one in (4.10e), or a nominal with a
modifier such as demonstrative zhè-ge that functions to specify the uniqueness
of the nominal.
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(4.10) a.
shı̀ -jiè shı̀ nı̆-men de
world -border be 2nd-men POS
“The world is yours.”

b. *
shı̀ -jiè -shàng shı̀ nı̌-men de
world-border-up be 2nd-men POS

c.
shı̀ -jiè -shàng méiyŏu wú-yuán-wú -gù de ài
world -border -up NEG no-reason-no -origin POS love
“There is no such thing in the world as love without reason or
cause.”

d. *
shı̀ -jiè méiyŏu wú-yuán-wú -gù de ài
world-border -up NEG no-reason-no -origin POS love

e.
zài shı̀ -jiè -shàng méiyŏu wú-yuán-wú -gù
PREP world -border -up NEG no-reason-no -origin
de ài
POS love
“There is no such thing in the world as love without reason or
cause.”

f.
zhè-ge shı̀ -jiè méiyŏu wú-yuán-wú -gù de ài
DEM-CL world -border NEG no-reason-no -origin POS love
“There is no such thing in the world as love without reason or
cause.”

The above examples show how Chinese concrete nouns can be transformed
in a location-denoting nominal. There are two other types of nouns that a
student needs to be aware of in learning about Chinese locative phrases. The
examples in (4.11a) show that there are nominals that are inherently location-
denoting like mĕiguó “the United States.” No locative particle can be used
after it when co-occurring with the preposition zài. Essentially all place names,
such as zhōngguó “China,” yı̄ngguó “United Kingdom,” jiāzhōu
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“California,” and Bĕijı̄ng “Beijing,” belong to this class of nominals. The
examples in (4.11b) show that a non-spatial denoting nominal like fángjiān
“room” must be marked by a locative particle to meet the specificity condition
for a location-denoting nominal after the preposition zài. The examples in
(4.11c) show that there is a third type of nominals like xué-xiào “school,”
tú-shū-guăn “library,” and jiā “home,” that can function either as
location-denoting spatial nominals or as non-spatial nominals, as they can
optionally co-occur with a locative particle. This small set of nouns usually
consists of nominals referring to the places that are easily identifiable by the
speakers/hearers, obviating the necessary specificity condition.

(4.11) a. *
zài mĕi-guó zài mĕi-guó-nèi
in pretty-state in pretty-state-inside
“in America”

b. *
zài fáng-jiān zài fáng-jiān-nèi
in house-room in house-room-inside
“inside a room”

c.
zài xué-xiào-lı̆ zài xué-xiào
in learn-school-inside in learn-school
“at school” “at school”

Some disyllabic words such as shàngmiàn “on top of,” xiàmiàn “in the
bottom of” in (4.12) can behave just like a place name in denoting a location.
Other words like this include trisyllabic words, huŏ-chē-zhàn “train
station,” bàn-gōng-shı̀ “office,” etc.

(4.12) a.
zài shàng-miàn kàn-de-yuăn
prep up-face see-Pot-far
“One can see far on the top.”

b.
zài xià-miàn rén duō
prep down-face person many
“There are many people down below.”
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In other words, the specificity condition for a location-denoting nominal in
locative noun phrases can be satisfied in three ways:
a. use of a place name (4.11a) or a location-denoting nominal (4.12);
b. use of a locative particle after a non-location denoting nominal (4.11b);
c. use of a modifier that will specify the uniqueness of a non-location denoting

nominal (4.10f).
However, the disyllabic location-denoting nominals like shàngmiàn “on top

of” or xiàmiàn “in the bottom of” in (4.12) are ambiguous and can function
just like a locative particle. The sentences in (4.13) and (4.14) show that a non-
spatial noun with a locative particle shàng or shàngmiàn, does not refer to the
same location as the location-denoting shàngmiàn. Bào-zhı̆ “newspaper”
is a non-spatial nominal and must co-occur with a locative particle (4.13e
and 4.14e) after the preposition zài. Furthermore, the sentence in (4.13b)
demonstrates that a shorter form bào shàng with a locative particle can fill
a location-denoting position equally well. However, the location-denoting
shàngmiàn after the relative marker de in (4.13d) is unacceptable, although
the one in (4.13c) without the relative marker de is acceptable. The relative
marker defines shàngmiàn in (4.13d) as a location-denoting nominal. The
usage is incorrect because the nominal reading for shàngmiàn denotes the top
of the newspaper, not the news reported in the newspaper. Nevertheless, the
clitic shàng conveys a different location that is not the top of the newspaper,
but in the newspaper, as in (4.13a and b).

(4.13) a.
zài bào-zhı̆ shàng yŏu tiăo dà xı̄n-wén
PREP report-paper up have CL big new-hear
“There is an important piece of news in the newspaper.”

b.
zài bào shàng yŏu tiáo dà xı̄n-wén
PREP report up have CL big new-hear
“There is an important piece of news in the newspaper.”

c.
zài bào -zhı̆ shàng-miàn yŏu tiáo dà xı̄n-wén
PREP report-paper up -face have CL big new-hear
“There is an important piece of news in the newspaper.”
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d. *
zài bào -zhı̆ de shàng-miàn yŏu tiáo dà xı̄n-wén
PREP report-paper-REL up -face have CL big new-hear
“There is an important piece of news in the newspaper.”

e. *
zài bào -zhı̆ yŏu tiáo dà xı̄n-wén
PREP report -paper have CL big new-hear

Such an analysis finds support in the sentences in (4.14). In contrast to the sen-
tence in (4.13d) which does not allow the in the paper reading for shàngmiàn,
the sentences in (4.14c and d) do not allow the on top of reading for shàng.
Without the relative marker de, shàngmiàn can function like a locative particle
meaning in the paper in (4.13c). With a pen as the object the locative particle
shàng in (4.14) fails to provide a relevant location that a pen is likely to be
placed, as it is quite impossible for a pen to be placed between the lines in
the newspaper as the clitic implies; therefore, the examples in (4.14 c and d)
are ungrammatical. The sentence in (4.14e) shows that the NP bàozhı̆ without
the clitic shàng cannot follow the preposition zài all by itself.

(4.14) a.
zài bào -zhı̆ de shàng-miàn yŏu zhı̄ bı̆
PREP report-paper REL up -face have CL pen
“There is a pen on the newspaper.”

b.
zài bào -zhı̆ shàng-miàn yŏu zhı̄ bı̆
PREP report-paper up -face have CL pen
“There is a pen on the newspaper.”

c. *
zài bào -shàng yŏu zhı̄ bı̆
PREP report-up have CL pen

d. *
zài bào -zhı̆ shàng yŏu zhı̄ bı̆
PREP report-paper-up have CL pen

e. *
zài bào -zhı̆ yŏu zhı̄ bı̆
PREP report -paper have CL pen
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At least two arguments can be found to show that the locative particles are
not the head of a noun phrase or forming a discontinuous adpositional phrase
with the preposition zài. First, the selectional constraint of a classifier is com-
pletely determined by the nominal before a locative particle as is evidenced
by the co-occurrences between the classifiers bĕn, tiáo and the nouns shū,
chuán respectively in (4.15). Therefore, it is the head noun of the noun phrase
that selects an appropriate classifier that has nothing to do with the locative
particle directly.

(4.15)
zài zhè bĕn shū shàng zài zhè tiáo chuán shàng
prep DEM CL book-up prep DEM CL boat-up
“in this book” “in this boat”

Secondly in sentence (4.16a) the preposition zài is followed by two con-
joined noun phrases, xuéxiào, a nominal of the optional class, and jiā lı̆ a
nominal followed by the locative clitic lı̆. Therefore, they are structurally
parallel. The possibility for zài xuéxiào to occur grammatically as a prepo-
sitional phrase without a locative particle demonstrates that zai is a preposi-
tion that does not have to build a prepositional phrase with a discontinuous
locative particle. Furthermore, as jiā falls into the optional class of nomi-
nals that can be used grammatically with or without a locative particle such
as the one in (4.16), it then follows that clitics are not the head of a noun
phrase.

(4.16) a.
wŏ hái-zi zài xué-xiào hé jiā-lı̆ dōu bù guāi
1st child-son PREP study-school and home-inside all NEG
good

“My child is not well-behaved both in school and at home.”

b.
wŏ hái-zi zài xué-xiào zài jiā dōu bù guāi
1st child-son PREP study-school PREP home all NEG good
“My child is not well-behaved both in school and at home.”
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4.2 Reduplication

As a morphological process, reduplication refers to a phenomenon in which
a morpheme is repeated to form a new word. Chinese verbs, adjectives, and
classifiers can be reduplicated to serve different purposes. However, redu-
plication in Chinese has different patterns for various words and is applied
frequently together with some cliticized particles.

4.2.1 Classifiers

A classifier can be repeated for emphasis functioning like a universal quantifier
either as part of a nominal modifier such as those in (4.17) or as an adverb
modifying the entire sentence (4.18).

(4.17) a. yı̀-tiáo xı̄n-wén “a piece of news”

jı̄n-tiān tiáo-tiáo xı̄n-wén dōu hěn zhòng-yào
now-day CL-CL new-hear all very NEG-good
“Today every single piece of news is very bad.”

b. yı́-zuò shān “a mountain”

zhè -dı̀ -fāng zuò-zuò shān dōu hĕn gāo
DEM-place-square CL-CL mountain all very tall
“At this place all mountains are very high.”

c. yı́-jiàn xı́nglı̆ “a piece of luggage”

hăi-guān jiàn-jiàn xı́ng-lı̆ dōu yào chá
sea-PASS CL CL walk-plum all want check
“The Customs will check every single piece of luggage.”

Some classifiers can be repeated to precede a verb immediately functioning
like an adverbial universal quantifier like those in (4.18).

(4.18) a. yı̀-tiān shı́jiān “a day’s time”

wŏ-mén xiàn-zài tiān-tiān chı̄ zá-liáng
1st-PL now -at CL-CL eat mix-grain
“We now eat mixed grains every day.”
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b. yı̀-tiáo yú “a fish”

tā yăng de yú tiáo tiáo dōu hěn dà
3rd raise REL fish CL CL all very big
“Every single one of the fish that he keeps is very big.”

4.2.2 Informal kinship terms

Closest Chinese kinship terms tend to have a reduplicated term to address
family members informally. The second syllable, the reduplicated one, can
be pronounced with either a full tone or a neutral tone. Some of them are
given in (4.19).

(4.19) Formal Informal

fù-qı̄n bā-ba father
mŭ-qı̄n mā-ma mother
jiā-xiōng gē-ge my elder brother
jiā-di dı̀-di my younger brother
jiā-jiě jiě-jie my elder sister
jiā-mèi mèi-mei my younger sister
zŭ-fù yé-ye paternal grandfather
zŭ-mŭ năi-nai paternal grandmother

wài-zŭ-mŭ lăo-lao maternal grandmother
wài-zŭ-fù lăo-ye maternal grandfather

bó-fù bó-bo father’s elder brother
bó-mŭ dà-mā wife of father’s elder brother
shū-fù shū-shu father’s younger brother
shū-mŭ shěn-shen wife of father’s younger brother
gū-mŭ gū-gu father’s sister
jiù-fù jiù-jiu mother’s brother
yı́-mā ā-yi mother’s sister
gōng-gōng bā-ba husband’s father
pó-pó mā-ma husband’s mother
yuè-fù bā-ba wife’s father
yuè-mŭ mā-ma wife’s mother

Whereas gē-ge, dı̀-di, jiě-jie and mèi-mei can also
refer to siblings in general, the formal counterparts such as
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jiā-xiōng, jiā-di, jiā-jiě, and jiā-mèi can only refer to one’s own
siblings.

4.2.3 Adjectives

Some monosyllabic adjectives can be reduplicated to make the original mean-
ing either more vivid or more emphatic. When these adjectives are redupli-
cated, the relative marker de is obligatory, demonstrating such an operation
is beyond the word level and phrasal in nature.

(4.20) a.
hóng-huā hóng-hong de huā
red-flower red-red REL flower
“red flower” “flowers that are so red”

b.
hòu-shū hòu-hou de shū
thick-book thick-thick REL book
“thick books” “books that are so thick”

The reduplication process of monosyllabic adjectives is much more produc-
tive than with their disyllabic counterparts. Some additional examples are
shòu “thin” → shòu-shou, pàng “fat” → pàng-pang, shēn “deep” →
shēn-shen, etc.

Some adjectives can be reduplicated to become adverbials of manner mod-
ifying verbs with an optional adverbial marker de .

(4.21) a.
màn păo màn-man de păo
slow run slow-slow AD run
“slowly run” “run at a slow pace”

b.
kuài zou kuài-kuai de zŏu
quick walk quick-quick AD walk
“quickly walk” “walk at a fast pace”

Some disyllabic adjectives can also be reduplicated either as a modifier of a
noun (4.22) or as a modifier of a verb (4.23).
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(4.22) a.
shū-fú shū -shu -fú -fu de huán-jı̀ng
stretch-serve stretch-stretch-serve-serve REL ring-territory
“easy” “a comfortable environment”

b.
pŭ-tōng pŭ-pu -tōng -tong de ren
general-through general-general-through-through REL human
“ordinary” “an ordinary person”

(4.23) a.
shū-fú shū -shū -fú -fú de zuò -xià -lái
stretch-serve stretch-stretch-serve-serve AD sit-down-come
“easy” “sit down comfortably”

b.
kuài-lè kuài -kuài -lè -lè de zŏu le
quick-joy quick-quick-joy-joy AD walk PFV
“happy” “leave happily”

It is necessary to note that reduplication in Chinese is generally a highly
idiosyncratic process that cannot be automatically applied to all verbs or
adjectives. Additional examples of this type of adjectives include jiăn-dān
“simple” jiăn-jiăn-dān-dān, pı́ng-fán “common” → pı́ng-pı́ng-fán-
fán, etc. Many common adjectives are, nevertheless, not allowed to be redupli-
cated, such as mĕi-lı̀ “beautiful” *mĕi-mĕi-lı̀-lı̀, and xı̀ng-găn “sexy”
*xı̀ng-xı̀ng-găn-găn. Furthermore, some descriptive adjectives can be redu-
plicated, not in the above AABB pattern, but in a different ABAB pattern. In
the latter case they normally cannot be used adverbially.

(4.24)

a. *
bı̆-zhı́ bı̆-zhı́-bı̆-zhı́ de gōng-lù bı̆-bı̆-zhı́-zhı́
pen-straight pen-straight-pen-straight-REL public road
“straight” “a straight highway”

b. *
bı̄ng-liáng bı̄ng-liáng-bı̄ng-liáng de quán-shuı̆ *bı̄ng-bı̄ng-liáng-liáng
ice-cool ice -cool -ice -cool REL springwater
“ice-cold” “ice-cold springwater”
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Additional examples of this type include qı̄-hēi “dark” → qı̄-hēi-qı̄-hēi,
and dı̄ng-dāng “bell sound” → dı̄ng-dāng-dı̄ng-dāng (this can be used

adverbially).

4.2.4 Verbs

Li and Thompson (1981) observe that Chinese volitional verbs can be redu-

plicated to signal a delimitative aspect, doing something a little bit, such as

the verbs indicating to write and to see in (4.25a). The delimitative aspect

can actually be expressed in three ways, a reduplicated verb such as those in

(4.25a), a reduplicated verb plus a clitic kàn that may in turn grow out of its

verbal meaning “to look” originally such as the one in (4.25b), and a V-one-

V form such as the string xiăng-yi-xiăng think-one-think “think a little” in

(4.25c). The clitic kàn functions to emphasize the testing nature associated

with the delimitative aspect (4.25b).

(4.25) a. , ,

wŏ zuŏ-tiān jiù xiĕ -xie xı̀n, kàn-kan shū, méi zuò shénme

1st yester-day only write-write letter, see-see book, NEG do any

“Yesterday, I did not do much other than write some letters and

read a little bit.”

b.

wŏ xiăng xiĕ-xie kàn

1st think write-write see

“I want to write a bit to see.”

c.

wŏ xiăng-xiang- kàn/ xiăng-yi-xiăng zài shuō

1st think-think-see/think-one-think then say

“I (will) think a little bit before (I) decide.”

This kind of reduplication is fairly widely applied among monosyllabic

verbs. Additional examples include shuō “speak” shuō-shuo-kan/shuō-yi-
shuō “speak a little about,” and zŏu “walk” zŏu-zou-kan/zŏu-yi-zŏu “walk

a little bit.” However, some non-volitional verbs, although they cannot be

reduplicated in the VV pattern (4.26a), can be used in VV kàn and V-one-V

patterns when implying a volition like a warning such as those in (4.26).
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(4.26) a. *

nı̆ wàng-wang

2nd forget-forget

b. ,

nı̆ wàng -wang kàn, tā kĕn-dı̀ng huı̀ mà nı̆

2nd forget-forget see 3rd sure-decide may scold 2nd

“If you (dare to) forget (it even) a little, he definitely would

scold you.”

c. ,

wŏ wàng-yi -wàng, tā jiù mà wŏ

1st forget-one-forget, 3rd then scold 1st

“I just forget a little, he immediately scolded me.”

Coordinate and restrictive-resultative verb compounds can be reduplicated

with an ABAB pattern such as those in (4.27a and b) to mark the same

delimitative aspect. However, they do not share the V-one-V or AABB pattern

(4.27c and d).

(4.27) a.

tăo-lùn wŏ-mén jiù tăo-lùn -tăo -lùn zhè-ge wèn-tı́

talk-talk 2nd-PL then talk-talk-talk-talk DEM-CL ask-item

“discuss” “We then (should) talk a little about this issue.”

b.

yán-jiū nı̆ yán-jiū-yán-jiū kàn

study-study 2nd study-study-study-study see

“research” “You (should) research (on this) a little.”

c. * *

d. * *

Additional repeatable disyllabic verb compounds of this type include dă-
săo “clean” : dă-săo-dă-săo, liàn-xı́ “practice” : liàn-xı́-liàn-xı́, jiĕ-
jué “resolve” : jiĕ-jué-jiĕ-jué, and jié-shĕng “save” : jié-shĕng-jié-
shĕng. The non-restrictive resultative compounds (4.28a), directional verb

compounds (4.28b) and attainment resultative compounds (4.28c) do not

allow reduplication to mark delimitative aspect in general (4.28), although
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they can be repeated for emphasis or clarification as a separate and general

phenomenon in the language (4.29).

(4.28) a. kàn-jiàn look-see “see” * *

b. chū-qù exit-go “go out” * *

c. kàn-dào look-arrive “see” * *

(4.29) ? , !

nı̆ jiào shénme jiào? wŏ kàn-dào kàn -dào la

2nd call what call? 1st look-arrive look-arrive PFV+RF

“Don’t make so much noise! I sa-a-a-w it!”

For the verb object combination in which the initial verb is monosyllabic

such as those in (4.30), only the initial verb-like syllable can be reduplicated to

mark the delimitative aspect. Although the V-one-VO or VV kàn-O patterns

are not permitted, it is possible to have the VVO kàn pattern (4.31).

(4.30) a. shuı̀ jiào sleep sleep “sleep” * *

b. tiào wŭ dance dance “dance” * *

(4.31)

shuı̀-shui jiào kàn tiào -tiao wŭ kàn xı̆ -xi zăo kàn

sleep-sleep sleep see jump-jump dance see wash-wash bath see

“(try to) sleep a little” “(try to) dance a little” “(try to) bathe a little”

Verbal compounds like those in (4.32) that take an object must be redupli-

cated in the ABAB pattern or ABAB-kàn pattern, frequently having either its

syntactic object dropped (4.32b) or a pronoun only (4.32c).

(4.32) a.

tā cháng-cháng bào-yuàn tā de péngyŏu

3rd often-often bear-grudge 3rd-REL friend-friend

“He often complained about his friends.”

b.

nı̆ ràng tā bào-yuàn -bào -yuàn kàn

2nd let 3rd bear-grudge-bear-grudge see

“You let him (try to) complain a little” (as a warning)
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c.

nı̆ ràng tā bào -yuàn -bào -yuàn wŏ kàn

2nd let 3rd bear-grudge-bear-grudge 1st see

“You let him (try to) complain a little about me.” (as a warning)

Other examples of this type include xiăo-xı̄n small-heart “be careful”

xiăo-xı̄n-xiăo-xı̄n, guān-xı̄n shut-heart “to be concerned with” guān-xı̄n-
guān-xı̄n, and xiào-láo give-service xiào-láo-xiào-láo.

Finally, kàn as a clitic occurs at the end of a verb phrase. Note that shuı̀
and jiào sleep sleep “to sleep” are two Chinese words in (4.33). The verb

shuı̀ can be reduplicated in the manner, shuı̀-shuı̀ and shuı̀-shuı̀ kàn without

its object, jiào . Furthermore, the examples in (4.33) show that kàn is not

a suffix as it cannot be placed between a verb and its object, *shuı̀-shuı̀ kàn
jiào. It then follows that the kàn in shuı̀-shui jiào kàn is a clitic attached to

the end of a verb phrase indicating a delimitative aspect.

(4.33) *

shuı̀-shuı̀ kàn shuı̀-shuı̀- kàn -jiào shuı̀-shuı̀ jiào kàn

sleep-sleep see sleep-sleep-see-sleep sleep-sleep sleep

“sleep a little” “sleep a little”

*

dă-da kàn dă-da- kàn -qiú dă-da qiú kàn

“play a little” “play a little”

4.3 Beyond morphology

Many of the processes described in this chapter appear to be phrasal pro-

cesses operating between a word and a phrase. It appears that a fuller account

of various uses relating to the infixal -de/bu- noted in the previous chapter

also needs to hypothesize that some of their uses are consistent with a clitic

hypothesis that operates in the phrasal, rather than the word, level. Please

note that *păo-kuài in (4.34a) is not a possible verbal compound in standard

Chinese. Thus, the grammatical uses of de in (4.34b) cannot be treated as an

infix. It is not a suffix either as *tā păo-de1 is not acceptable in standard Chi-

nese in spite of the fact that tā păo “he runs” is acceptable. If this de is treated

as a clitic functioning as some kind of complementizer, somewhat equivalent
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to the infinitive marker to in English, to conjoin two predicates such as păo
and kuài in (4.34) in marking potentiality at the same time, some logical

explanation will then follow. In other words, the păo and kuài in (4.34b and

e), as two predicates, represent two different verb phrases, thus allowing the

clitic de to occur at the end of the first verb phrase. Once again, this account

has gone beyond the limit of a word.

(4.34) a. *

păo kuài

run-quick

b.

tā păo de kuài

3rd run get fast

“He can run fast”/“He runs fast.”

c.

tā păo de hĕn kuài

3rd run-get very fast

“He runs very fast”/“He can run very fast.”

d.

tā păo-bú-kuài

3rd run NEG-quick

“He is incapable of running fast”/“He is not running fast.”

e.

tā păo de bú kuài

3rd run get NEG fast

“He is not running fast.”

The clitic de in (4.34e) can conceivably derive from root–Root compounds

like xiăo-dé bright-get “know” in which the verbal meaning to get may

give rise to the potential (or possible) meaning. The historical pathway of the

derivation of the clitic de may be from a verb meaning to get (see example

(3.31) and part of a compound like xiăo-dé of (3.32a)) → to be possible
(as part of a root-root compound, see examples of shĕ-dé of (3.32d)) → to
be possible (a clitic, example (4.34b and e)) → to be possible (infix, see

examples such as kàn-jiàn in (3.29)). Such a derivation history is captured by

its contemporary diversified uses in standard Chinese discussed earlier.
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A further challenge, noted in chapter 3, in defining a Chinese word comes

from the compound verbs like guān-xı̄n “concern,” and dāng-xı̄n
“watch out” in (4.35). As a compound verb, dāng-xı̄n can take a syntactic

object like tā “3rd.” But the fact that it can be separated by the interrogative

marker like shěnme in (4.35b) raises questions about its status as a word.

(4.35) a.

nı̆ hĕn dāng-xı̄n

2nd very face-heart

“You are very careful.”

b.

nı̆ dāng-xı̄n tā

2nd face-heart 3rd

“You watch out for him.”

c.

nı̆ dāng shénme xı̄n

2nd face what heart

“You watch out for what?”

Feng (1995)2 attempts to overcome the above difficulty by proposing an

interface level that would allow phonological, syntactic, and morphological

rules to interact. It is proposed that in the course of Chinese history there

emerged a category, known as prosodic word,3 existing between morphology

and syntax. Some of the disyllabic words in Chinese are morphological words

true to its cross-linguistic nature, but some of them that can interact with

syntactic rules are simply prosodic words. In other words, a prosodic word

can be either a morphological word or a pseudo-word that is accessible to

syntactic rules. In (4.36) a prosodic word like dà-suàn “garlic” is a

morphological word by itself that conforms to the compounding strategy but

is blocked from any syntactic operation. This property is evidenced by its

intolerance to form a noun phrase with a separating relative marker de
together with a modifying adjective dà. Nevertheless, a different prosodic

word like dà-shù “big tree” can form a noun phrase. In the dà-shù big-tree

case, the two syllables are used as free morphemes with dà meaning exactly

“big” and shù meaning exactly “tree.” This prosodic word is accessible to

syntactic rules in generating a fuller noun phrase with a relative marker de in
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(4.36a). In contrast, dà in the morphological word dà-suàn “garlic” does

not mean “big,” as a garlic can be truly very small indeed. So dà-suàn is a

morphological word inaccessible to syntactic operation thus disallowing the

sequence *dà de suàn.

(4.36) a.

dà-shù dà de shù dà-suàn dà de suàn

big-tree de REL tree big-garlic big REL garlic

“big tree” “garlic”

b.

zhè kē suàn hĕn dà

DEM CL garlic very big

“This garlic is very big.”

To further illustrate the need for a level between syntax and morphology,

we may look at different uses of a transliteration yōu-mòu seclude-quiet

“humor” that can also be used as an adjective in a sentence like tā yŏu yōumò
găn “He has a sense of humor.” However, it can be figuratively

used as a transitive verb too, such as the one in (4.37a). Furthermore, the

compound yōu-mòu can be broken up as some kind of prosodic word with

the first syllable functioning like a verb such as the yōu in (4.37b) marked

by a verbal suffix -le.

(4.37) a.

nı̆ bié yōumò wŏ

2nd NEG humor 1st

“Don’t humor me.”

b.

yōu-le tā yı́ mò

fun-PFV 3rd one fun

“to humor him once”

This kind of metaphorical use of yōu-mò is possible only at the level to which

syntactic rules are accessible. The hypothesis of a prosodic word allows this

to happen.

In like manner, some of the polysemous uses of the potential marker de
can be understood as products of the interface between Chinese syntax and
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morphology. As a result of morphological processes like word compounding,

-de at first becomes used as a verb on the right such as the sequence in xiăo-
dé bright-get “know” in which -de still has a sense of get. If we follow

Packard’s (2000) hypothesis, this kind of word-forming process should be

treated as some kind of lexicalization, i.e., in this process, Old-Chinese free

morphemes like xiăo and dé conjoin to form a single word with a Root–Root

structure. The more abstract sense of possibility emerges in compound verbs

like shĕ-dé abandon-possible “not grudge to,” which can be understood as

possible to be abandoned, as a further lexical development. They are not like

xiăo-dé which does not allow the infixal *xiăo-bu-dé but allows a sequence

like shĕ-bù-dé “impossible not to grudge.” From this kind of context in which

dé as the second Root of a prosodic word becomes a grammatical element,

a complementizer, to connect two verbs, or to conjoin a verb and a clause, it

changes into a verb-phrase clitic. This renovation ultimately leads to potential

constructs like păo-de kuài run-Potential quick “possible to run fast,” linking

păo and kuài that together are not a possible compound word but separate

verbs. The similarity between verbal compounds like kàn-jiàn “see” and păo-
de kuài “can run fast,” i.e., comparing the two Root morphemes kàn and

jiàn to the verbs păo and kuài that are all free morphemes in Chinese, may

lead to the materialization of Chinese infixes as a process of metaphorical

extension. Additional examples like kàn-jiàn include non-restrictive resulta-

tive verb compounds like lā-kāi pull-open “open” and dă-pò hit-break

“break,” directional resultative verb compounds like huı̆-qù return-go

“return” and zŏu-chū-qù walk-exit-go “walk out,” attainment resulta-

tive verb compounds like chı̄-wán eat-finish “finish eating,” and kàn-hăo
look-complete “finish reading,” all of which allow the insertion of an

infix.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, various Chinese clitics and morphological processes operating

between the word level and phrase level have been reviewed. In order to fully

account for separable compound words like guān-xı̄n “to concern” and

dāng-xı̄n “watch out,” an interface level, i.e., prosodic words, between

word formation and phrase formation is proposed (Feng 1995). For example,

dāng-xı̄n “watch out” in the sequences nı̆ hĕn dāng-xı̄n “you are very
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careful” in (4.35a) and nı̆ dāng-xı̄n tā “You watch out for him” in (4.35b) is a

morphological word, but the sequence nı̆ dāng shénme xı̄n “You watch out for

what?” in (4.35b), according to Feng (1995), should be treated as a prosodic

word accessible to syntactic operation. In short, the unclear boundaries of

Chinese words mentioned in chapters 3 and 4 show that the study of Chinese

word-forming strategies calls for a wider perspective. Relating to the notion

of word, these chapters contend that in order to develop a fuller understanding

of various Chinese forms, it is necessary to look at all the grammar, including

phonology, morphology, syntax, and discourse factors, together.
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notes

1. Tā păo dé can be used as a grammatical sentence in some Chinese dialects, such
as Sichuan dialect, meaning “he can run” or “he is good at running.”

2. For a complete introduction to the theory, please refer to the original as, given the
objective of this project, it is impossible for me to introduce the theory with all its
complicated arguments in this book.

3. In Feng’s 1995 proposal, prosodic words are identified in part by stress rules that are
not covered here. A thorough discussion of these rules goes beyond the scope of this
book.
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The earliest writing system in the world that we know appeared in

Mesopotamia, present-day Iraq, around the mid-fourth millennium BCE,

nearly two millennia earlier than the independently developed Chinese writ-

ing system. According to Schmandt-Besserat (1992), the immediate precursor

of the earliest script in the Near East was a system of tokens made of small

clay counters of many shapes that served for counting goods in prehistoric

cultures.

A fully developed writing system is a communication system allowing

people to share information without meeting face to face. Writing can also

be thought of as a means of social control. Coulmas (1989) observes that the

ancient great empires are unthinkable without a writing system because in

order to rule a ruler must establish uniform standards and a set of laws in a land

which depended on the development of a writing system. Chinese writing has

been used for communication and served various political purposes in China,

having played a most important role in the development of Chinese civilization

in the last three millennia.

The earliest fully developed Chinese writing that we know of today is the

inscriptions on turtle shells and oxen shoulder blades, commonly known as

oracle-bone script that appeared in the mid-second millennium BCE during

the Late Shang dynasty. However, there is no clear evidence that would show

what kind of system immediately preceded the oracle-bone script. Further-

more, according to Boltz (1994), there is little convincing evidence showing

contacts or influence between the much older writing system in the Near East

and the writing system developed in China during the Neolithic age.

5.1 Chinese characters

Unlike a phonographic writing such as that of English where each letter of

the alphabet encodes a phone, Chinese writing is a logographic system with

101
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each grapheme (or character) simultaneously encoding sounds and meaning

at the level of the syllable. As a logographic system, Chinese writing has the

great advantage that it is not necessary for a person who knows how to decode

the writing system to learn to pronounce the characters in order to read the

messages written in them.

Chinese writing is, nevertheless, not just a system of visual signs, or

ideographs, representing various concepts or ideas totally divorced from pro-

nunciation. A literary speaker of any Chinese dialect can immediately pro-

nounce a Chinese character in her/his own dialect. For example, the Chinese

character, “water” pronounced as shuı̆ in standard Chinese, is pronounced as

[fei] in the Northwestern Xi’an dialect, [suəi] in the Eastern Yangzhou dialect,

[s ɥ ] in the Wu dialect of Wenzhou, [ʃøy] in the Yue dialect of Guangzhou,

and [tsui] in the Min dialect of Xiamen. The character , as a logographic

form with a single-graph structure, does not represent any given phone within

a word, but a syllable associated with a morpheme standing for “water.” In

this sense, Chinese writing as a system of morpheme–syllable representation

is systematically phoneticized, i.e., the characters are readable.

Such a phonetic characteristic can be further demonstrated by the Chinese

character mă which is a morpheme meaning “horse.” It can, at the same

time, be used as a phonetic graph representing the syllable ma in forming

characters with composite graphs denoting various meanings. For example,

when combined with a graph signifying a woman , the character mā
“mother” is said to have a composite structure as it is composed of two graphs,

and . Similarly, when the phonetic graph is combined with a signific

graph of two mouths , the character refers to the verbal morpheme mà
“to curse;” finally when the same phonetic graph is combined with a graph

signifying a stone , the character mă indicates a unit of length “yard.”

The character for “horse” is clearly used as a phonetic graph relating to the

sounds of the syllable ma without any implication of its original meaning.

In modern Chinese, graphemes, or characters, are known as hàn-zı̀ ,

literally “Han-character” bearing the name of the Han dynasty (206 BCE to

220 CE). It was during the Han dynasty that Chinese writing was to a large

extent standardized at a time when writing brushes, ink, ink stone and paper,

wénfáng sı̀băo “four treasures in a study,” became the standard tools

in Chinese writing. The word in Chinese for writing is a disyllabic one, wén-
zı̀ , with wén originally standing for a graph that cannot be broken
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down into smaller units and zı̀ representing composite graphs. Therefore,

traditionally it is said dútı̆ wéiwén hétı̆ wéi zı̀, “a single-part

is a graph, composite-parts make a character (or grapheme)”.

5.2 The history of Chinese script

One of the Chinese legends attributes the invention of writing to a legendary

figure Cang Ji, , the royal scribe at the court of the powerful Yellow

Emperor. Through observing the patterns of the tracks left behind by the feet

of birds, Cang Ji invented Chinese writing. Upon this incredible invention

heaven rained millet, and ghosts wailed at night . . . (Huainanzi 8/4b,

quoted in Boltz 1994).

After the oracle-bone script, jiágŭwén, of the Shang dynasty, there

came bronze script, jı̄nwén, that was used to create inscriptions engraved

on bronze vessels found from the Late Shang dynasty. Bronze inscriptions

found in the Zhou dynasty (1100– 403 BCE), in some cases with hundreds of

characters per piece, constitute the model for later brush-writing techniques

(Norman 1988). As compared to oracle-bone script, bronze script is a less

angular and linearized style of writing. After the Warring States period (403–

221 BCE) when various states had different writing styles, the Qin dynasty

(221–207 BCE) politically unified the Chinese states and adopted zhuànshū
“seal script,” the writing script of the Qin state during the Warring States

period, as the national standard of the newly founded empire. Obviously,

even during the Qin Empire, more than one writing script existed. First of

all, Zhuànshū is divided into two types: dàzhuàn “great seal” and xiăozhuàn
“small seal,” with the former bearing a stronger resemblance to the earlier

bronze script and the latter resembling more the clerical script, lı̀shū ,

which is mainly a writing style created by lower-ranking officials of the Qin

dynasty. According to Xu Shen , an important scholar of the Han dynasty

(206 BCE–220 CE) who put together a remarkable dictionary, Shuōwén jiĕzı̀
“On graphs and composite graphs,” clerical script is a simplified

variety of the seal script developed initially as some type of shorthand for

zhuànshū “seal script.” He observed that guānyù zhı́wù fán, chū yŏu lı̀shū, yı̆
qū yuē yı̀ , , “the tasks in government bureaucracy

became so abundant and complicated that clerical script began to be used for

the purpose of facilitating faster writing” (from the preface to Shuōwén jiĕzı̀).
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Table 5.1 Early development of Chinese script.1

Oracle-bone script Bronze script Seal script Clerical script

“light”

“bright”

“ten thousand”

“water”

Clerical script later developed into kăishū “standard script” such as

guāng “light,” mı́ng “bright,” wàn “ten thousands,” and shuı̆
“water” in Table 5.1, after the Han-dynasty invention of paper that can absorb

ink so much faster than the previously silk-based paper, or the surface of wood

and bamboo plates for writing. Since then, the standard script was used as

the official Chinese orthography for about two millennia, until 1965, when a

simplified standard script was officially adopted in the People’s Republic of

China.

During Xu Shen’s time (100 CE), the standard clerical script replaced seal

script as the official orthography and was in use for more than one hundred

years. Consequently, most scholars in Han time found it difficult to read older

texts written in seal script. Xu Shen, as well as many of his contemporaries,

were thus highly motivated to study the structure of the Chinese characters

(in seal script) in order to correctly decipher the texts written before the

Han dynasty. As a result, Han scholars like Xu categorized six principles (or

methods), liùshū , underlying the graphic structure of the Chinese char-

acters. They are: xiàngxı́ng “pictographic” (3.9%),2 zhı̆shı̀ “ideo-

graphic” (1.3%), huı̀yı̀ “compound indicative/semantic–semantic com-

pounds” (12.3%), xı́ngshēng “semantic–phonetic compounds” (81.2%),

jiăjiè “borrowing” (1.2%) and zhuănzhù “explanatory” (0.07%).

Although early writings may be mostly pictographic in nature, picto-

graphic xiángxı̄ng graphemes, making up only 4% of the Chinese charac-

ters in the Han dynasty, had already become a less conspicuous category

two millennia ago. Pictographs like in oracle-bone script for “the moon”

had already evolved into yuè in clerical script in which the resemblance

to the object in the real world was no longer as clear as before. Ideographic
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graphemes, with 1.3% of the total in Shuōwén jiĕzı̀, were also waning in

usage. Unlike pictographs that resembled the shapes of the objects in the real

world, ideographs represent abstract ideas that cannot be symbolized in terms

of size or shape. For example, characters like , or , which in oracle-bone

script represent abstract directional ideas like “up” and “down,” had devel-

oped into shàng and xià in clerical script, retaining some directional

orientation.

However, about 94% of the characters in clerical script were formed by

composite graphs including semantic–semantic and semantic–phonetic com-

pounds. Semantic–semantic compounds, huı̀yı̀, that made up 12.3% of the

characters in the Shuōwén jiĕzı̀ refer to composite graphs like xı̀n “trust”

which is a combination of the semantics of two component graphs, “human”

and “words” respectively. It is said that the driving force to adopt the char-

acter to represent the idea of trust is because of the totality of combined

semantics of the two graphs; rén+yán “human+words” are kĕ-xı̀n
“trustworthy.” Thus, the character actually suggests “human words are

trustworthy.” Another good example can be found in the composite graphs

cóng “to follow” which is composed by two human beings , one fol-

lowing another. Still another example is the character mı́ng “bright” that

combines two graphs representing the sun and the moon.

Despite this the majority of Chinese characters, 81.2% to be exact, are

formed through the method of semantic–phonetic compounding, xı́ngshēng.

It was noted in Section 5.1 above that a graph like , originally representing

“horse,” is used as a phonetic graph symbolizing the sounds of a syllable ma
in denoting “mother” with a woman semantic graph , meaning “yard

(length)” with a semantic graph signifying stone , and meaning “to curse”

with a semantic graph of two mouths . Sometimes, more than one prin-

ciple can be at work in forming a Chinese character. For example, the verb,

qŭ, “for a man to marry a woman,” is written as .3 It is both a xı́ngshēng
semantic–phonetic compound character and a huı̀yı̀ semantic–semantic com-

pound character. On the one hand, functions as a phonetic graph for the

syllable qŭ combining the semantic graph , representing women, to form a

character meaning “(man) to marry.” On the other hand, the phonetic graph

, which also means “to obtain,” can be analyzed as a semantic graph indi-

cating that a wedding to a man can be thought to “obtain a woman,” thus

“to obtain” “female.”
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The placement of the semantic components for Chinese characters can be

on the left side, on the right side, on the top, or on the outside of a charac-

ter. Sproat (2000) observes from the Taiwan big-5 character-set that among

2,588 characters the placement of the semantic components identified in the

Qing dynasty dictionary Kāngxı̄ Zı̀dı̆an 1,745 (67%) are on the left side of a

character such as “female” in “mother,” 313 (12%) on the top such as

“mountains” in “age,” 313 (12%) at the bottom such as “sun” as

“evening,” 166 (6%) on the right such as “bird” in “chicken,” and 51

(2%) on the outside such as “mouth” in “surround.”

Moreover, not all phonetic graphs of the semantic–phonetic compounds

in standard Chinese orthography still maintain a clear phonetic correspon-

dence for many historical reasons, including sound changes and simplifi-

cation. Sproat (2000) observes that the phonological information provided

by the phonetic component is sometimes well suited, sometimes partial and

sometimes totally irrelevant. He notes: yā “duck” in which the phonetic

component jiă “cuirass” is only partially correct in marking the final -iā;

cāi “guess” in which the phonetic component qı̄ng “green” is totally

incorrect in marking the final -āi.

(5.1) yā “duck” the phonetic component is pronounced as jiă
cāi “guess” the phonetic component is pronounced as qı̄ng

According to a Chinese dictionary published in Singapore (Nangyang Siang

Pau, 1984), after its adoption of simplified characters as the standard orthogra-

phy, 64% of the phonetic components in semantic–phonetic compounds were

a closer match to the pronunciation of the whole word than before, whereas

36% were a worse match.

Some modern Chinese scholars (Chen 1999: 133) believe that there were

really only three major strategies in forming characters at the early stages

of Chinese writing: pictographic, ideographic, and compound indicative

(semantic–semantic). Xı́ngshēng “semantic–phonetic” compound characters,

that represent 32% of the characters in oracle-bone script, are relatively

few. This fact is because of the limitations of the human imagination in

mapping complicated concepts onto graphs in any iconic fashion. Accom-

panying the abstraction process of the writing script and the need for a

more and more expansive vocabulary, as revealed by the Middle Chinese
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dictionary Guăngyùn, semantic–phonetic compounds provided a very produc-

tive method to create new words on the basis of a current “stock” and grew

to make up 90% of the Chinese characters. In modern Chinese, semantic–

phonetic compounds constitute 74% of the most commonly used 2,000 char-

acters (Chen 1999: 135).

Jiăjiè “loan words” that made up 1.2% of characters in the Han dynasty

refer to the graphemes that were originally designed to represent words that are

etymologically unrelated to their current usage. However, because of phonetic

similarity such totally unrelated characters were borrowed to represent totally

different words. For example, the character was originally used in oracle-

bone script to denote “wheat,” but was later borrowed to represent the idea of a

motional verb lái “to come.” Zhuănzhù “explanatory” that represented

only 0.07% of Han-dynasty characters refers to a category that is not very

well understood by modern scholars. Examples of this type include characters

like lăo and kăo, both of which can mean “old.” Various accounts have

been proposed by various scholars to analyze this set of characters (Qiu 2001:

100–2). However, lack of conclusive evidence leaves the exact nature of this

category enigmatic.

5.3 The strokes of Chinese writing

The character for “cloud” was written as in oracle-bone script and in bronze

script, both of which have a curvy line in the bottom somewhat resembling a

piece of floating cloud. However, after Chinese script was standardized after

the Han dynasty, various Chinese graphemes can be analyzed in terms of

strokes, bı̆huà, i.e., lines, dots, and hooks that are drawn on a piece of paper

with a writing instrument, forming characters to codify words. For example,

in standard script, the earlier undulant and angular lines were replaced by

straighter and more regular lines that are more compatible with brushwork

techniques. In so doing different kinds of strokes can be easily identified.

For example the character representing cloud in standard script is yún with

twelve strokes (simplified standard script with four strokes). In another

example, the more pictographic character with drops of water on both sides of

a straight line representing the word for water in oracle-bone script (Table 5.1)

was replaced by a character of three strokes, shuı̆, in clerical script

and the later standard script.
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Generally speaking, six basic strokes are recognized in modern Chinese

writing, including , which is called héng meaning “horizontal line,”

shù “vertical line,” piĕ “left-falling line,” nà “right-falling line,”

diăn “dot,” and tı́ “rising line.” The basic strokes have variant forms

that can be shorter in length or oriented toward a slightly different direction

as compared to those given above. Furthermore, a number of the six basic

strokes can jointly form an extended stroke such as the bending, first stroke

known as héngzhé “horizontal stroke with a turn,” in the character

shū “book” (note the dot at the upper right corner) which is composed of

two extended strokes that turn vertically at the end. Although the extended

stroke may be analyzed into two lines, a horizontal line and a vertical line

separately, they are regularly treated as one stroke as it should be drawn by

a writing instrument in a continuous fashion. Similarly, the first stroke for

the character “water” is called héngpiĕ “a horizontal stroke with a left

falling line,” the second stroke is called shùgōu “a vertical stroke with

a hook,” and the third stroke is called piĕnà “a left and right falling

stroke.”

A character is supposed to be written stroke by stroke. Chinese children

are taught to write different strokes in each character by strictly following

stroke order rules. There are four of these rules. The first rule is to write in

the order from top to bottom. In other words, for the character “cloud,”

the first stroke is a short horizontal line ; the second stroke is another, but

longer, horizontal line, ; the third is a left-falling line that turns horizontally

in the bottom ; and the last is a dot . The second rule is to write a character

in the order from left to right. Therefore, for the character “to change”,

the first stroke is at the top of the graph signifying human on the left; the

second stroke is the of the same graph on the left; the third stroke is on

the right; the last is known as shùwāngōu . The third rule is to write

the horizontal stroke before the vertical. So for the character shı́ “ten,” the

horizontal stroke should be written before the vertical one . The fourth

rule is to write the outside first, then the inside, and the last stroke in the

bottom. In so doing, the relevant ones of the previous three rules must also be

followed. Thus, for the character tián “field,” the first stroke is the outside

vertical line on the left (according to the first rule); the second stroke is a

horizontal stroke with a vertical turn in forming ; the third and fourth

strokes are the cross inside (remember the third rule); and the last stroke is
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the horizontal line in the bottom that seals off the character . (Fei, Huang, and

Zhang 1995)

There are many practical reasons for students to learn these stroke-order

rules. For example, writing is considered to be a form of art in Chinese cul-

ture. These rules may help students develop some necessary skills in placing

various strokes proportionally to produce aesthetically acceptable characters.

Moreover, one could not use many Chinese dictionaries effectively with-

out knowing the order of strokes, as most dictionary index systems draw on

stroke-order rules as a useful way to help users find the relevant entries of

a given character. Even after the romanized spelling system was adopted,

most Chinese dictionaries still provide an index relying on the number of

strokes because there are many people who may not be familiar with either

the romanized system adopted in a given dictionary or the pronunciation, or

pronunciations, of a given character. For example, in the most widely used

xiàndàı̀ hànyŭ cı́dı̆an in China, there is a two-step index sys-

tem that is divided into two sections, bùshŏu “initial radical” and

jiănzı̀biăo “radicals guide,” both of which depend heavily on the number of

strokes. In this dictionary, that contains over 56,000 words, about 200 initial

radicals are recognized. A user needs to count the number of strokes in the

initial radical of a character, or the first character if the word has more than

one character, to find the section that has all the characters with the same

initial radical. Then, the user needs to count the number of strokes in the

remainder of the character to find the page number where all the relevant

entries beginning with the character will be listed.

For example, in looking up the word mı́ngbái “to understand” in which

the first character of the word is mı́ng “bright,” one needs to, first of all,

count the number of strokes in the initial radical of . In accordance with the

stroke-order rule requiring left to right sequence, the initial radical in the case

is which contains four strokes, , , and . Then, the user should refer

to the section, under bùshŏu “initial radical,” that catalogues all initial

radicals with four strokes to look for the radical and a page number. With

this number one can find from jiănzı̀biăo “radicals guide” the section

where all of the characters with as the initial radical are catalogued. These

characters, once again, are listed in sections beginning with those that have

the fewest strokes to those that have the most. In our case, the remaining

radical is that happens to have four strokes as well, , , , and . So under
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the four-stroke section, one should be able to find the page number after the

character . On the page given, or in the subsequent pages if the character is

used extensively, one can find the target entry, “to understand.”

5.4 Simplified standard script

The number of characters has grown exponentially over time. Norman (1988)

reported that in the Qin dynasty (221–206 BCE) there were about 3,300 char-

acters. In Xu Shen’s Shuōwén jiĕzı̀ (100 CE) the number of characters had

grown to 9,535. In the Middle Chinese dictionary Guăngyùn (1011 CE) the

number of characters had nearly tripled to reach 26,149. In the dictionary

Kāngxı̄ zı̀dı̆an of the Qing dynasty (1716 CE), 47,043 characters were col-

lected. Zhou (1988) reported that among the 56,000 words in modern Chinese,

the most commonly used 2,400 characters make up 99% of all characters used

in Chinese publications. In light of the large number of characters, it is a daunt-

ing task for anyone to learn such a large number of characters irrespective of

their cultural background, or ethnic origin. The simplification of the standard

script in the last century mostly involves the reduction of the number of strokes

for the commonly used characters and the number of multiple-graphic forms

for a commonly used word (Chen 1999). For example, before the Chinese

government officially simplified the standard script in 1956, there were two

acceptable graphic forms, or yı̀tı̆zı̀, to represent the same word to shut,
and guān. However, currently, after the simplification of the standard

script, there is only one acceptable form that has six strokes. Also, many

simpler popular graphic forms with a fewer number of strokes were adopted

to stand for the graphemes that have many more strokes. For example,

wàn “ten thousand” with three strokes is now the standard form for the older

standard form that had twelve strokes.

Although there has been a strong conservative attitude against the simpli-

fication of Chinese characters, since they were standardized before the Tang

dynasty (618 BCE), a large number of popular graphic forms, or sútı̆zı̀,
became widely used among the common people (Norman 1988) throughout

history for the sake of ease in writing. Furthermore, these graphic forms in

popular usage became the basis for the language planners in China to sim-

plify the standard script for the mass literacy movements in the first half of the

twentieth century. The first list of simplified characters which contained over
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three hundred characters was officially recognized as the new standard char-

acters in 1935 by the government of the Republic of China in Nanjing.4 More

systematic simplification occurred during the 1950s, and by 1965 about one

third of the 7,000 most commonly used characters were officially simplified

and constituted a new standard script, jiăntı̆zı̀.5 According to the list of

simplified characters (1986 edition) published by the Chinese State Council

(People’s Congress and Jiaoyubu 2001), 350 single characters, 132 charac-

ters that could be used as radicals and 14 initial radicals, and 1,753 characters

affected by the radicals were officially adopted as part of the simplified stan-

dard script. The 350 single characters are those like kāi “to open” replacing

the unsimplified , luàn “chaos” replacing the older . The 132 simplified

characters that can be used as radicals include yún “cloud” that shapes a

part in tán “altar,” and wàn “ten thousand” that can form a part of mài
“to stride.” The 14 initial radicals refer to component parts such as that is

simplified from yán “words” and appear as the initial radical in shuō “to

speak,” tán “to discuss,” jı̀ “to record,” and tăo “to discuss.” These all

have something to do with words. The largest group, including 1,753 charac-

ters, bring up all that are affected by the simplification of the radicals in the

last two categories such as , , . In a survey of 100 newspaper editorials

conducted by Zhou (1992: 168), the average number of strokes was reduced

from 9.15 to 7.67, making Chinese script have a fewer number of strokes to

learn.

However, the simplified standard script may have its limitations too. In

contrast to the limited number of syllables in Chinese, there are over 56,000

characters. According to Chen (1999: 138), among the most commonly used

3,000 characters, only 31.5% of the tonal syllables are represented by one

character. That is to say, with over 68.5% of the tonal syllables represented

by two or more homophonous characters, homophony is a widespread phe-

nomenon in the language. For example, jı̄, depending on the context, can mean

“to hit,” “class,” “machine,” “fortunate,” etc. It is, therefore, not

easy for a learner to easily predict the pronunciation of a character purely on

the basis of its written form. However, among 4,800 morphemes commonly

used in modern Chinese, 87.5% of them have a one-to-one correspondence

between characters and morphemes, 10.2% have a one-to-two correspon-

dence, and 1.7% of them have a one-to-three correspondence. In other words,

Chinese characters correspond more closely to morphemes, making this script
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a very useful means of disambiguating the homophonous morphemes. One

side effect of reducing the number of strokes in the process of simplifying

Chinese characters is the increase in the number of look-alikes in the writing.

For example, some simplified characters like ér “child” and jı̆ “several”

differ from each other only by one stroke and, thus, can be easily confused

by a learner. However, their unsimplified forms “child” and “several”

with so many more strokes are much easier for a beginning learner to notice

the differences and less likely to be confused. Another pair of similar nature

can be the simplified fēng “wind” and fèng “phoenix” as their unsim-

plified forms were “wind” and “phoenix.” Therefore, the success in

reducing the number of strokes for the sake of ease in writing was accom-

plished at a cost, threatening to increase, on the other hand, the difficulty in

reading.

Unsuccessful efforts have also been made in modern time to replace Chi-

nese writing with a purely phonographic system like that of English. Hànyŭ
pı̄nyı̄n as a romanized Chinese spelling system was originally created to serve

as an intermediate writing system toward complete romanization of Chinese

writing. Mao Zedong, the most powerful Chairman of the Chinese Communist

Party for nearly forty years, once told an American journalist, Edgar Snow,

that he believed that for the sake of overcoming illiteracy, Chinese characters

must give way to romanized Chinese writing so as to equip the masses of

the people with a really efficient and rich vocabulary in a new social cul-

ture (DeFrancis, 1984). However, forty years after its official adoption, most

Chinese people at the present time still cannot read, or write, in the official

romanized spelling system. It functions essentially as a useful spelling system

to assist dialect speakers and foreign students to learn to speak pŭtōnghuà and

annotate Chinese names in roman letters. Although, accompanying the surge

of computer literacy among the Chinese speakers, the utility of hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n
in inputting Chinese texts with English-based keyboards may conceivably

encourage its fluency among the Chinese people, it remains doubtful if it

would ever replace the character-based Chinese writing that has been in use

for more than three millennia. Furthermore, with the literacy rate6 in the Peo-

ple’s Republic of China already reaching 86%, the Chinese government is no

longer actively promoting romanized writing. As a matter of fact, according

to the Language Bill adopted by the Chinese National People’s Congress in

2000, simplified characters will be the official orthography for the nation.
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Throughout Chinese history, writing has been a unifying force as speakers

of different, mutually unintelligible Chinese languages can easily communi-

cate in a common written language. Its script uniquely transcends time and

space. However, since the success of the simplification movements in the

People’s Republic of China and Singapore, many people from Taiwan have

been resisting the adoption of the new orthography because of either politi-

cal affiliation or personal inclination. According to Su (1994), although the

two scripts, simplified and unsimplified, with nearly two thirds of the 4,010

characters published (1980) by the Taiwan authorities as standard forms of
characters in running script identical with, or nearly the same as, the script

used in the People’s Republic of China after simplification, share a high degree

of commonality, they still can be confusing to native speakers who read the

other script for the first time. Currently this debate has even become a very

sensitive political issue among the overseas Chinese communities depending

on their emotional affiliation. Saturday Chinese language schools are divided

into those that teach simplified standard script and those that teach the unsim-

plified standard script to the children. Without any political resolution jointly

taken by both sides of the Taiwan Straits, the situation of having two standard

scripts in Chinese will continue for a long time in the foreseeable future.
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notes

1. I am grateful to Mr. Yin Chuang for providing the characters in the table for me.
2. Percent of characters in shuōwén jiĕzı̀ (Norman 1988: 267).
3. The word for a woman to marry is different and is represented by a different character

jià, in which a woman graph combines with the phonetic graph representing
thē syllable ià.
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4. It was later abolished due to resistance from conservative forces within the
government.

5. The standard script that has lasted for nearly two millennia and is still used in Hong
Kong and Taiwan is commonly known as complex characters fántı̆zı̀.

6. The threshold of literacy is generally set at 2,000 characters (Chen 1999).



6 Chinese language and culture

The Chinese language, which is a communication system used by the Chinese

people on a daily basis to accomplish various goals in life, unavoidably car-

ries many features reflecting some of the commonly held social beliefs in

their culture. Culture can be roughly defined as socially learned patterns of

behavior and interpretive practices, in which language plays a most impor-

tant part (Duranti 1997: 49). In fact, the ways in which many Chinese words,

idioms, popular sayings, metaphors, and neologisms (newly coined words,

see section 6.1 for a detailed discussion) are widely used among the Chinese

correspond to the cultural beliefs and experiences that have shaped China as a

country over the last three millennia. This chapter deals with various Chinese

expressions in relation to these cultural underpinnings with the goal to situate

some common Chinese usages such as idiomatic expressions to the social

contexts of the Chinese-speaking community.

Furthermore, the Chinese people, who have been in contact with many

foreign cultures and languages throughout history, have also embraced and

integrated into their own culture many foreign concepts and ideas. The second

half of this chapter shows how language contacts, interactions between various

cultural groups speaking different languages in Chinese history, have led to

an extensive amount of borrowed terms in the modern Chinese lexicon.

Finally, the structures of neologisms including many Chinese words of

European origin and the morpheme–syllable Chinese writing system are

examined together to show the importance of meaning in coining neolo-

gisms in Chinese. For example, the modern Chinese usage of wén-huà
representing culture was adopted from Japanese as it was first extensively

used in Japan as a neologized lexical item representing the European word

culture in the nineteenth century. However, the two Chinese characters

and in this word, standing for two bound roots wén and huà in modern

Chinese, existed in oracle-bone and bronze scripts as two different signs with

some pictographic traits: , for , is a sign with a human body marked by

115
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some crossed lines on the chest standing for “tattoo,” and , for , is a sign

with two human bodies with their heads toward the sky and ground sepa-

rately signifying change (Karlgren 1957). Over time, wén is transformed into

a polysemous morpheme meaning graph, artistic, or literary talent in Chinese.

Similarly, huà adapted to hold various meanings including to change and to
educate in Chinese. In the nineteenth century the Japanese borrowed these

two Chinese graphemes to create a new word to translate the European word

culture into Japanese. Later, this neologized Japanese word was reintroduced

into Chinese, or returned to China, to translate the same European word.

6.1 Cultural beliefs and Chinese expressions

The Chinese language is full of idioms that are commonly used in texts of

different genres as an erudite style of writing. Of similar nature are also say-

ings, or proverbs, that are sentence-long. A good mastery of these idiomatic

expressions and skillful use of them in writing essays, novels, news reports,

editorials, etc. are much appreciated in a Chinese-speaking community. For

example, an axiom such as more haste less speed in English corresponds

to the four-syllable Chinese phrase, yù-sù-bù-dá want-speed-not-

reach. Many disyllabic words and four-syllable idiomatic expressions in the

Chinese language are coined from concepts and ideas embraced by influ-

ential philosophical traditions and religious practice and are widely used in

modern Chinese. In the following the focus will be on Chinese expressions

that are related to cultural practices and beliefs largely shared by Chinese

communities.

6.1.1 Philosophical beliefs and Chinese expressions

There is perhaps no philosopher who has impacted Chinese life in the last

two millennia more profoundly than Confucius, kŏng qiū. Confucius

was born in 551 BCE in the current-day Shandong province of China. His

philosophy is known as rúshù “methods of the Confucians” or as rújiā
“school of Confucianism.” One of the well-known Confucian doctrines

is perhaps “the family is the basis for regulating society.” The ancients who
wished to brighten the illustrious virtue throughout the kingdom first kept their
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own states in order. Wishing to keep their states in order, they first regulated
their families. Wishing to regulate their families, they first cultivated their
own persons (Book of Rite, dàxué).1 Although it is difficult to prove

that there is a necessary and direct link between what Confucius said and the

emergence of various Chinese sayings, expressions relating to the concept of

family permeate the Chinese language. The sayings and four-syllable idioms

in (6.1a) are just a small sample of phrases beginning with jiā “family.”

(6.1) a.

jiā hé wàn shı̀ xı̄ng

family harmony myriad thing rise

“A harmonious family will prosper in everything it does.”

b.

jiā cái wàn guàn

family estate myriad units

“a family with multiple fortunes”

c.

jiā jı̆ rén zú

family supply people sufficient

“All in the family live in plenty.”

d.

jiā cháng biàn făn

family often convenient meal

“homely food” or “common occurrence”

Of course, nothing on earth can be worse than jiā-dào-zhōng-luò
family-way-middle-decline “suffer decline in family fortune,” or worse still

jiā-pò-rén-wáng family-break-people-die “the whole family is ruined

with some dead.” It might be of some interest to note that in the four-syllable

idioms in modern Chinese each syllable behaves more like a free morpheme

in Old Chinese. Thus, at times, some lexical items should be pronounced in

their archaic form. For example, in (6.1c) the character is not pronounced

according to the more common modern Chinese pronunciation gěi but in its

older pronunciation jı̆.
Social propriety lı̆ is taken by Confucians to be the greatest principle in

living, embodying the five idealized human relationships between lord and
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subjects jūn-chén, father and son fù-zı̆, friends péngyŏu, husband

and wife fū-qı̄, and senior and junior zhăng-yòu. Interestingly, three of

them, father and son, husband and wife, and senior and junior, are all related

to family members. The Confucian conviction, the love that a son should

show toward his parent which is called xiào “filial piety,” has given rise to

many words and idioms like xiào-shùn love-obey “filial obedience,”

xiào-zı̆ love-son “a filial son,” and xiào-zı̆-xián-sūn love-son-worthy-

grandson “worthy progeny.” The love cı́ that a father or a senior should

have toward his sons or juniors has also generated many words and idioms in

Chinese such as cı́-ài love-love “affection,” cı́-xiáng love-auspicious

“kind,” cı́-fù love-father “loving father,” cı́- mŭ love-mother “lov-

ing mother,” cı́-bēi-wéi-huái love-sad-make-heart “have a merciful

heart,” and cı́-shàn-shı̀-yè love-good-matter-trade “charities.”

In The Analects, a collection of classical teachings from Confucius, it was

recorded that once there was a disciple of Confucius who was anxious about

having no brother of his own. Confucius said to him, Let the superior man
never fail reverentially to order his own conduct, and let him be respectful
to others and observant of propriety – then all within the four seas will be
his brothers. What has the superior man to do with being distressed because
he has no brothers?2 Consistent with Confucian teaching, even in modern

times, all men of letters in the kingdom, sı̀-hăi-zhı̄-nèi “all within

the four seas,” habitually address each other as brothers, attaching xiōng
“elder brother” to the name of a fellow scholar, regardless of his actual age.

This practice, known as chēng-xiōng-dào-dı̀ address-older-brother-

say-younger brother “call each other brothers” in modern time, leads to terms

of address like Sun-elder brother, Chen-elder brother, Li-elder

brother, etc. or simply lăo-xiōng old-brother “older brother.” As a matter

of fact, on hearing lăo-xiōng so frequently in the conversations of northerners,

Cantonese speakers actually have come up with a nickname for their northern

countrymen, calling them [lau song nou] “older-brother people” which mim-

ics the standard pronunciation of lăo-xiōng with the addition of the slangy

Cantonese morpheme [nou] fellow.

At the same time, in Chinese, one frequently refers to oneself, regardless

of one’s actual age, as dı̀ “younger brother” uniformly, xiăo-dı̀ small-

younger brother “the naive me,” or even yú-dı̀ silly-younger brother “silly

me.” In informal settings, very good friends, or gang members, who are not
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related in blood call themselves, for the sake of solidarity, gē-er-mén
elder brother-Diminutive-PL “brothers” for men and jiĕ-er-mén elder

sister-Diminutive-PL “sisters” for women. Or simply attach gē-er, or jiĕ-er,

as some kind of suffix to the name of an addressee depending on gender. The

social practice of extending the use of family terms of address to strangers is

rationalized by sayings like the one in (6.2).

(6.2) ,

zài jiā kào fù -mŭ, zài wài kào péngyŏu

at home rely father -mother, at outside rely friends

“At home one relies on parents, outside one relies on friends.”

From this perspective, calling each other brothers can be seen as a useful

device either in solidifying friendship between non-relatives through the cre-

ation of a family atmosphere or in establishing a friendly relationship with an

acquaintance. It is, therefore, also quite common for young people, or fellow

workers, to address each other colloquially as dà-gē “big brother,”

dà-jiĕ “big sister,” xiăo-mèi “little sister,” or xiăo-
dı̀ “little brother.” However, although attaching a term of address to a name

as in Wăng-dà-gē, Zhāng-gē, Lù-dà-jiĕ, Chéng-jiĕ is

quite a common and respectable way to address a fellow worker with whom

one may want to cultivate a more personal relationship, the terms of address

for the junior dı̀ and mèi are not used as commonly as the senior terms,

for the reason that the use of the junior terms may be taken to be demand-

ing respect from a junior or insinuating a sense of intimacy that may be

unwanted.

Many disyllabic words formed with tóng “common” show relationships

among people, such as ∼-zú ∼-race “of the same race,” ∼-zōng
∼-clan “of the common clan,” ∼-zhŏng ∼-breed “of the common race,”

∼-xı̀ng ∼-name “of the common last name,” ∼-mı́ng ∼-name “of

the same given name,” ∼-xiāng ∼-village “of the same hometown,”

∼-niăn ∼-age “of the same age,” ∼-lı́ng ∼-age “of the same age,”

∼-bèi ∼-generation “of the same generation,” ∼-dĕng ∼-class “of the

same rank,” ∼-xué ∼-study “fellow student,” ∼-ban ∼-class “class-

mate,” ∼-wū ∼-house “housemate,” ∼-bàn ∼-company “compan-

ion,” ∼-shı̀ ∼-work “colleagues,” ∼-bāo ∼-sibling “of the same
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parents,” ∼-lù ∼-road “fellow traveler,” and ∼-mı̀ng ∼-life “of the

same fate.”

For friends, in accordance with the Confucian tradition, zhōng “devo-

tion” and xı̀n “trust” are the two guiding principles. Therefore, many

words and idioms have emerged relating to these two ideas. There are

zhōng-gào devote-tell “sincere advice,” zhōng-chéng-lăo-shı́
devote-sincere-old-true “be true and faithful,” chı̀-dăn-zhōng-xı̄n red-

courage-devote-heart “utter devotion,” zhōng-xı̄n-gĕng-geng devote-

heart-bright-bright “most faithful and true,” etc. In addition, there are also

many words and idioms relating to trust such as xı̀n-niàn true-idea

“belief,” xı̀n-jiàn true-piece “letters,” xı̀n-fēng true-seal “envelope,”

xı̀n-xiāng true-box “mailbox,” xı̀n-dài true-credit “credit,”

xı̀n-yòng-kă true-use-card “credit card,” and xı̀n-shŏu-nuò-yán true-

guard-promise-word “keep one’s promise.”

Other than Confucianism, Buddhism, fó-jiào, is the religion that has

affected Chinese life, as well as the language, most significantly since it spread

to China from India about two millennia ago. The most dominant Chinese

variety of Buddhism is called Chan chán “deep meditation.” Many words in

Chinese of Sanskrit origin were coined as necessary to spread Buddhist ideas

leading to such transliterations like nánmóāmı́tuófó from Namo
Amitabha for Buddha Amitabh, mı́lèfó from Maitreya for Maitreya

Buddha, mōluó from Mara for demons, and yánluó from Yama-raja
for god of hell (Shi 2000: 37).

Some important tenets of Buddhism also became integral parts of the

Chinese language. For example, Buddhists believe that the myriad things

on earth are predestined to live and die. Furthermore, one can be free from all

human suffering, which arises only from the worldly desires of the humans,

through practicing the Eightfold Path. Therefore, there are four-syllable

idioms like yı̄n-guŏ-bào-yı̀ng cause-effect-report-reply “judgment

of preordained fate (karma),” gōng-dé-wú-liàng merit-virtue-no-

limit “boundless beneficence,” xiàn-shēng-shuō-fă show-body-say-

doctrine “expound by using one’s own experience as example,”

rén-shēng-rú-mèng people-live-like-dream “life is like a dream,”

jié-hòu-yú-shēng plunder-after-left-live “life survived a holocaust,”

fó-kŏu-pó-xı̄n Buddha-mouth-granny-heart “be patient,” yı̄-bó-xiāng-
chuán clothes-bowl-mutual-pass “hand down one’s legacy to favorable
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disciple,” and sēng-duō-zhōu-shăo monk-many-porridge-little “not

enough to go around” (Chang 1995: 71). The examples in (6.3) are some

sentence-long sayings relating to Buddhist ideas.

(6.3) a.

wú shı̀ bù dēng sān băo diàn

no business NEG mount three treasure hall

“One will never come without the need for help.”

b.

bú kàn sēng miàn kàn fó miàn

NEG see monk face see Buddha face

“Even if one does not respect a person, one would still respect

the face of that person’s elders.”

c.

păo le héshàng păo bù liăo miào

run PFV monk run NEG finish temple

“No matter how one tries, one can never escape from it.”

e.

fàng-xià tú -dāo lı̀ dı̀ chéng fó

lay-down slaughter-knife stand ground become Buddha

“Even a very bad person can change into a good person.”

Ideas from the Daoist school of thought, dàojiā and Daoism,

dào-jiào a Chinese religion, have found their way into popular Chinese

language. Daoism worships the art of wú wéi , which is to let nature

take its course, and to practice self-cultivation. Related words and idioms

that were inspired by Daoism include xuán-miào dark-subtle “mys-

terious,” dào-shı̀ Dao-scholar “a Daoist,” xiū-xı́ng cultivate-

practice “practice perfection,” shùn-qı́-zı̀-rán obey-POS-self-so “let

nature take its course,” xiū-xı̄n-liàn-xı̀ng cultivate-heart-practice-

nature “cultivate oneself with heart and soul,” shén-tōng-guăng-
dà spirit-communicate-broad-big “infinitely resourceful,” shén-jı̄-
miào-suàn spirit-opportunity-subtle-calculate “wonderful foresight in pre-

dicting the course of events,” xié-mén-wāi-dào slant-door-twist-way

“dishonest practices,” páng-mén-zuŏ-dào side-door-left-way “het-

erodoxy,” and lı́ng-dān-miào-yào divine-powder-charm-medicine
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“miraculous cure.” Other sentence-long sayings relating to Daoist concep-

tions are like those in (6.4).

(6.4) a.

dào gāo yı̀ chı̆ mó gāo yı́ zhàng

Dao high one foot demon high one unit (3.33 meters)

“There is always a better way to defeat the enemy.”

b.

yı̀ rén dé dào jı̄ quăn shēng tiān

one person have way chicken dog rise sky

“Once a man gains influence, anybody relating to him will be

promoted.”

(Chang 1995: 67)

6.1.2 Metaphors the Chinese live by

Cognitive linguists believe that human knowledge arises out of the interaction

between the experiencing organism and the experienced environment. Con-

ventional metaphors that are used in everyday language typically involve a

process of conceptual mapping from more concrete domains to more abstract

domains. Johnson (1989: 109) observes that “[w]hat we can experience, what

it can mean to us, how we understand that experience, and how we reason

about it are all integrally tied up with our bodily being.” Metaphors, in accord

with this line of thinking, are frequently motivated by, and grounded in, our

bodily experience interacting with the world (Lakoff 1994). Members of a

speech community, or within a culture, may live by many metaphors that can

be ultimately related to their fundamental bodily experience. The cognitive

mechanisms that give rise to conceptual projection are metaphors involving

conceptual mappings across different experiential domains and metonymy

involving conceptual mappings across different subdomains within the same

experiential domain, or superordinate. Chinese and English share a great deal

of metaphorical domains that may indicate common human experience, in

spite of many differences (Yu 1998).

For metaphor, the target domain is to be understood in terms of the source

domain. For example, in English the experiential domain of love is commonly

mapped to a source domain of bodily experience and is understood as a
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downward movement as evidenced by the English idiom fall in love. However,

the metaphor for love in Chinese, although it is also mapped to a source

domain of bodily experience, is to be understood in the opposite direction.

For example, the Chinese translation for falling in love is ài-shàng love-

up.

In Chinese anger is fire: fā-huŏ release-fire “become angry,”

xı̄n-tóu-huŏ-qı̆ heart-head-fire-up “flare up in anger,” xı̄n-tóu-nù-huŏ
heart-head-anger-fire “fury,” dà-dòng-gān-huŏ big-act-liver-fire “fall

into a rage,” nù-huŏ-zhōng-shāo anger-fire-middle-burn “burning

rage,” huŏ-mào-sān-zhàng fire-shoot-three-unit “thrown into a rage,”

etc.

Eating out in Chinese can be metaphorically mapped onto the source

domain of space, although it can be taken to be either an upward move-

ment or downward movement as in shàng guăn-zi up house-DIM, “eat

in a restaurant” or xià guăn-zi down house-DIM, “eat in a restaurant.”

Alternatively, happiness is only taken to be an upward movement in

Chinese: gāo-xı̀ng high-spirit “happy,” qı́ng-xù-gāo-yáng feel-

mood-high-raise “in high spirits,” xı̀ng-gāo-căi-liè spirit-high-

color-intense “jubilant,” qı́ng-xù-gāo-zhàng fee-mood-high-swell

“spirits running high,” etc.

For metonymy, a part is taken to be whole. For example, in English a

subdomain, human bodies, can be taken to represent the superordinate, people
as in the sentence We need a couple of strong bodies for our team (Lakoff

and Johnson 1980). A similar conceptual mapping occurs in Chinese as the

sentence can be translated into (6.5), in which the size of a body is taken to

represent people.

(6.5)

wŏ-men duı̀ xū -yào liăng-ge dà gè -zi

1st-PL team should-want two-CL big size-DIM

“We need a couple of strong bodies for our team.”

Other examples of metonymy include tóu-hūn-năo-zhàng
head-dusk-brain-swell “dizzy and befuddled,” tŏu-hūn-yăn-huā
head-dusk-eye-flower “be dizzy and have blurred vision,” tóu-năo-
fā-rè head-brain-release-heat “lose sight of reality dizzily,” méi-
tóu-méi-năo no-head-no-brain “without reason,” hūn-tóu-hūn-năo
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dusk-head-dusk-brain “muddleheaded,” and máng-wú-tóu-xù vast-

no-head-thread “clueless.” In all these examples, the physiological effects on

the head (part) accompanying the state of confusion (whole) stand for the

state of being confused.

Frequently, metaphor and metonymy work together in forming expres-

sions through conceptual mappings across different experiential domains.

Yu (2004) notes that méi-mù brow-eye, which may constitute the most

conspicuous parts of a person’s face, is extended to refer to one’s look, or

appearance, as a part to the whole metonymy, as exemplified in the idiom

méi-mù-qı̄ng-xiù brow-eye-clear-pretty “a pretty face.” Still another

example comes from Chinese language internet sites where pretty girls are

commonly referred to as mĕi-méi beautiful-brow. Although several pho-

netic and morphological factors like mèi-mei “younger sister” and mĕi
“beautiful” are all realized with the phonetic string (except tones) resembling

méi “brow,” it is still essentially a part-to-whole metonymic change. Such

a use can be metaphorically extended to cover the meaning of “taking shape”

in a different experiential domain as is shown by the example in (6.6).

(6.6)

zhè jı̀ -huà zhōngyú yŏu diăn méi -mù le

DEM plan-plan finally have some brow-eye CRS

“This project finally is shaping up.”

Chinese metaphors are numerous and cannot be exhaustively listed here

within an introductory section. The following are some metaphors that involve

internal organs and can be understood only from the traditional Chinese world-

view that divides the myriad of things in the world into the rather complicated,

interrelated five elements, i.e., jı̄n “metal,” mù “wood,” shŭi “water,”

huŏ “fire,” and tŭ “earth” given in Table 6.1, that is taken partially from

Yu (1998: 74).

gān “liver” and dăn “gall” fall into the category of wood that conceptu-

alizes anger and, therefore, forms many idioms together such as gān-
dăn-xiāng-zhào liver-gall-mutual-shine “utter devotion to each other (among

friends),” gān-dăn-guò-rén liver-gall-pass-people “unsurpassed

in valor,” and gān-dăn-jù-liè liver-gall-all-break “heart-broken.”

xı̄n “heart,” shé “tongue,” and cháng “small intestine,” on the

other hand, fall into the category of fire that conceptualizes happiness.
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Table 6.1 The five categories of metaphor, listed under the five
elements, adapted from Yu 1998: 74, Table 3.

Element wood fire earth metal water3

Season spring summer late summer autumn winter

Climate windy hot wet dry cold

Zang liver heart spleen lung kidney

Fu gall small intestine stomach large intestine bladder

Sense eyes tongue lips nose ears

Emotion anger happiness anxiety grief fright

Thus, fire plays a role in many Chinese idioms symbolizing happiness like

rè-xı̄n-cháng hot-heart-intestine “warm-hearted,” xı̄n-cháng-
ruăn-ruò heart-intestine-soft-weak “a soft heart,” xı̄n-zhı́-kŏu-kuài
heart-straight-mouth-quick “frank and outspoken,” xı̄n-kŏu-rú-yı̄
heart-mouth-like-one “to say what one thinks,” xı̄n-huā-nù-fàng
heart-flower-furious-open “burst with joy.”

Moreover, pı́ “spleen” and wèi “stomach” are in the category of tŭ
“earth” that evokes anxiety as well. Therefore, there are phrases and idioms

like fā-pı́-qı̀ lose-spleen-gas “to lose one’s temper,” and pı́-wèi-
xiāng-tóu spleen-stomach-mutual-throw “share similar likes and dislikes.”

fèi “lung” is part of jı̄n that conceptualizes grief. Thus, idioms which

contain fèi relate to grief such as fèi-fŭ-zhı̄-yán lung-organ-REL-

word “words from the depth of one’s heart,” and găn-rén-fèi-fŭ move-

people-lung-organ “move people to sadness.”

Two different internal organs can also be combined to form idioms like

méi-xı̄n-méi-fèi no-heart-no-lung “heartless” in which xı̄n “heart”

belongs to the fire category (happiness), and fèi belongs to the metal category

(grief). Putting these concepts together, this idiom then implies that a person

who does not know when to grieve, or when to rejoice, is a heartless per-

son. The difference is that whereas English only uses the metaphor of heart,

Chinese uses heart and lung together in this metaphor. A synonymous idiom

tiĕ-shı́-xı̄n-cháng iron-stone-heart-intestine is also cross-categorial as

xı̄n and cháng belong to the category of fire conceptualizing happiness,

but tiĕ and shı́, although not as internal organs, fall into the jı̄n element

conceptualizing grief.
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6.1.3 Politeness

In their efforts to build a cross-cultural theoretical framework many scholars

(Goffman 1967, Brown and Levinson 1978, 1987) have found that central

to politeness, a prevalent concept underlying human interaction is the highly

abstract idea of face. According to Brown and Levinson (1987) face is a

self-image that every member of a speech community wants to claim for

oneself. Every speaker can be seen as entering into any conversation with two

seemingly conflicting “face wants,” i.e., a negative face want, which is the

desire to act unimpeded by other people, and a positive face want, which is the

desire to be liked by others. Since this assertion, some scholars (Mao 1994,

Yu 2003) have argued that face-work pertains to culture-specific traditions.

Whereas in a highly individualistic western society, the negative “face want”

dominates, in a Chinese society where members are supposed to subordinate

themselves to a group, or a society at large, focus is on the positive “face want”

in order to achieve homogeneity in accord with Confucianism (Yu 2003).

In Chinese society a speaker must enter a conversation displaying only the

positive face want, in order to be respected by members of a community (Mao

1994). Within Chinese culture, it is not uncommon for one to tailor one’s

behavior against one’s own will, thus willingly, or unwillingly, sacrificing

freedom for the sake of public recognition, reputation, or prestige.

It has been observed (Yu 2003: 1684) that in the Oxford English Dictio-
nary this particular usage of the English word face was initially adopted by

the English-speaking community in China to mean “one’s credit, good name,

reputation.” This term was expanded to refer to the ways in which Chinese

people generally behave to avoid incurring shame or disgrace, leading to

English idiomatic expressions like to save face, to lose face, and to put on
a good face. These phrases translated back into Chinese become: yào
miàn-zi want-face-DIM, méi-miàn-zi no-face-DIM, and zhuāng-
yàng-zi install-appear-DIM respectively. In Chinese, closely relating to pos-

itive face are the two important ingredients miàn-zi “face” and liăn
“face,”4 with the former emphasizing public recognition of a person’s repu-

tation or prestige, and the latter emphasizing respect from a community for a

person’s ability to meet generally accepted social and moral standards (Mao

1994). When a person is truly respected, only miàn-zi can be used, such as in

the examples in (6.7).
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(6.7) a. /*

tā hĕn yŏu miàn-zi *liăn

3rd very have face-DIM

“He is much respected.”

b. (* )

tā de miàn-zi dà *liăn

3rd REL face big

“He is much respected.”

One’s social reputation or prestige, i.e., miàn-zi, is taken to be something that

can be earned from the members of a given community. Thus one can either

give face, or show respect, gĕi miàn-zi, or not give face, bù
gĕi miàn-zi to another person. But méi-miàn-zi “do not have respect”

may imply a person may not be respected by a community because society

has been misguided or simply has yet to recognize that person’s outstanding

achievement. However, méi liăn “do not have respect” implies that at a

given moment a person is in some way morally deficient. méi-miàn-zi
“do not have respect” is generally considered as much less severe than

méi liăn “do not have respect,” as is indicated by the sentences in (6.8).

(6.8) a.

méi liăn jiàn rén

NEG face see people

“(One) cannot face the people.”

b.

nı̆ zhèi ge bù yào liăn de dōng-xi

2nd DEM CL NEG want face REL east-west

“You are such a shameless thing!”

Mao (1994) observes that once liăn is lost, one’s miàn-zi in a given com-

munity cannot be maintained. diū-liăn lose-face “to lose face” is just

like diū-rén lose-people “to lose people.” Therefore, most people desire

to enjoy both “faces” as is implied in the idiom yŏu-liăn-yŏu-miàn
have-face-have-face “a respected person with high moral standards.” In spite

of different emphases, the two faces, liăn and miàn-zi, appear to be interrelated

too, with liăn being a necessary ingredient of miàn-zi in the sense that one can

never maintain one’s miàn-zi, if one loses liăn. It appears that respect from
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a society for one’s moral integrity is also taken to be something “earnable”

from a social group. For instance, there are idiomatic expressions in which

liăn is used with verbs like to give or to reward signifying the attainability of

social respect such as the examples in (6.9).

(6.9) a.

gĕi liăn bù yào liăn

give face NEG want face

“(Someone) wants to be nice to a person, but this person rejects

it.”

b. *

shăng liăn

reward face

“Be nice.”

In terms of politeness, Chinese also has a more elaborate system of terms

of address than English. It was noted in Section 6.1.1 above that in The
Analects Confucius emphasized respect for each other in a properly regu-

lated society such as Let the superior man never fail reverentially to order
his own conduct, and let him be respectful to others and observant of propri-
ety. Admittedly, the practice of chēng-xiōng-dào-dı̀ address-older-

brother-say-younger brother “to call each other brothers” that shows respect

among the intellectuals is far from being a grammatical system of honorific

morphemes signifying the social relationships between speakers and hearers.

In addition to this example, there are many more customary practices central

to Chinese culture that are imperative in marking politeness.

Within the Confucian world, knowing one’s own position and behaving

accordingly are taken to be fundamentals of a regulated society as is revealed

by the following quote from Confucius: There is government when the prince
is prince, and the minister is minister; when the father is father, and the son
is son (The Analects: Yan Yuan). Corresponding to this teaching, the use of

an appropriate Chinese term of address is of utter importance in showing

cultural sensitivity and politeness. In western culture, father and son occa-

sionally may greet each other casually by their first names. But in a Chinese

speech community, only the parents, or seniors, may greet their children,

or juniors, by their names, but not vice versa, not even in the most casual
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moment. Children must greet parents, teachers or elders properly as bà-ba
“father,” mā-ma “mother,” lăo-shı̄ old-teach “teacher,” etc. In a fac-

tory, apprentices must address their masters as shı̄-fù teach-teach, meaning

“master.”

In polite conversations the speaker can refer to a listener’s immediate family

with expressions such as those in (6.10).

(6.10) zūn-fū-rén respect-that-person “your wife,”

săo-fū-rén elder-brother’s wife-that-person “your wife,”

lı̀ng-zūn your-respect “your father,”

lı̀ng-táng your-hall “your mother,”

lı̀ng-xiōng your-elder brother “your elder brother,”

lı̀ng-săo your-elder sister-in-law “your elder sister-in-law,”

lı̀ng-jiĕ your-sister “your elder sister,”

lı̀ng-dı̀ your-younger brother “your younger brother,”

lı̀ng-mèi your-younger sister “your younger sister,”

lı̀ng-láng your-young person “your son,”

lı̀ng-ài your-love “your daughter,”

lı̀ng-gōng-zi your-male-child “your son.”

The corresponding less formal polite terms of address are nı́n-fù-qı̄n
your-father-relate “your father,” nı́n-mŭ-qin your-mother-relate “your

mother,” nı́n-hái-zi your-child-child “your children,” nı́n-ér-zi
your-son-son “your son,” nı́n-jiā-rén your-family-people “your fam-

ily,” etc. Though a little stilted to be used among friends, the most polite

ways to refer to one’s own family members in a more formal social context

are those in (6.11).

(6.11) jiā-fù family-father “my father,”

jiā-mŭ family-mother “mother,”

jiā-xiōng family-elder brother “my elder brother,”

nèi-rén inside-person “my wife,”

jiā-fū family-husband “my husband,”

jiā-dı̀ family-younger brother “my brother,”

jiā-mèi family-younger sister “my younger sister,”

xiăo-ér small-son “my son,”

xiăo-nŭ small-girl “my daughter,” etc.
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Colloquially, similar terms of address are wŏ-fù-qı̄n my-father-relate

“my father,” wŏ-mŭ-qı̄n my-mother-relate “my mother,” wŏ-
bā my-father “my dad,” wŏ-mā my-mother “my mom,” wŏ-
tài-tai my-supreme-supreme “my wife,” wŏ-qı̄-zi my-wife-son “my

wife,” wŏ-lăo-pó my-old-old woman “my wife,” wŏ-xiān-
shēng my-early-born “my husband,” wŏ-zhēng-fū my-male elder-

that “my husband,” wŏ-lăo-gōng my-old-old man “my husband,”

wŏ-hái-zi my-child-son “my children,” etc. In socialist China, par-

ticularly during the cultural revolution (1960s–70s), where the working

class was officially considered to be the leading class, shı̄-fù “mas-

ter,” became the most popular term of address among the masses of the

people. This phenomenon gave rise to terms like xiăo-shı̄-fù small-

teach-teach “young master,” lăo-shı̄-fù old-teach-teach “old master,”

and nŭ-shı̄-fù female-teach-teach “woman master,” in addition to

the more neutral polite term of address tóng-zhı̀ common-aspiration

“comrade.”

After the 1980s, as China started to open up to the outside world, the

globalization drive reintroduced some of the general polite terms of address

among the Chinese people such as xiān-shēng early-born “Gentleman/

Mr.,” nŭ-shı̀ female-scholar “Lady/Ms.,” xiăo-jiĕ small-sister “Miss.”

These terms of address were already in practice in other Chinese speech

communities like those in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Although xiăo-jiĕ, a

term originally implying a most likely well-mannered, young lady from a

well-to-do household, became a popular term of address for young ladies

in China, its frequent use as euphemism for bar-girls and prostitutes has

recently undercut its popularity among many young women who find it

offensive.

In addition, Chinese does not have any grammatical means, such as the

subjunctive mood in English, to mark polite speech. Instead, it relies heavily

on a polite verb qı̌ng that in direct speech is commonly placed at the

beginning of a sentence such as those in (6.12).

(6.12) a. (imperative sentence)

tı̄ng wŏ shuō

listen 1st say

“Listen to me!”
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b. (declarative sentence, less direct than a)

nı̌ tı̄ng wŏ shuō

2nd listen 1st say

“You listen to me”

c. (declarative sentence, more polite)

nı́n tı̄ng wŏ shuō

2nd listen 1st say

“You listen to me”

d. (declarative sentence, more polite than c)

qı̌ng nı́n tı̄ng wŏ shuō

please 2nd listen 1st say

“Please listen to me!”

e. , ? (question, most polite allowing a no answer)

qı̌ng nı́n tı̄ng wŏ shuō, hăo ma?

please 2nd listen 1st say, good Question

“Would you please listen to me?”

Some formulaic expressions customarily used as conventionalized requests

are given in (6.13). The kind of conventionalized request used in polite rit-

ual does not apply to strangers who have no family ties, or are not even

acquaintances, and does not obligate a hearer to any specific task. However,

these statements are ritually not allowed to be refused (Wu 2000). Deferen-

tial Chinese expressions such as the one in (6.13a) are used to underscore

the humility or respect that a speaker has for the hearer. This statement is

particularly appropriate in bidding farewell such as at the end of a letter, to

one’s senior relatives or friendly senior citizens. The expression in (6.13b) is

appropriate for a young person, such as a junior clerk, to say after s/he has

been introduced, for the first time, to a person who is either his/her senior

or someone who enjoys a higher social position. The sentence in (6.13c) is

felicitous to say after presenting a paper, or one’s personal view, in front of a

learned audience.

These requests can be further subdivided into to two types (Wu 2000).

One type of conventionalized request in ritual use devotes the action directly

to the benefit of the hearer, such as the one in (6.13a) showing that the

speaker respects and cares about the well-being of the hearer. Another type
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of conventionalized request in ritual (6.13b and c) devotes the action to the

benefit of the speaker. Although these expressions potentially could seriously

threaten the face of a hearer, as the hearer is openly asked to take on a serious

task in “taking care of the speaker” or “advising the speaker” without being

given an opportunity even to indicate her/his willingness in so doing, culturally

speaking, this may not be taken to be much of an imposition. What allows

a Chinese speaker to impose on a hearer is probably the socially accepted

Confucian ideology which requires all the people who are seniors to love

and care about the well-being of their juniors. The positive face of a senior

person is actually complimented by the conventionalized request indicating

the speaker’s attitude in treating the hearer as a morally superior person who

would take care of all of his juniors in accord with the socially accepted

doctrine. The hearer, therefore, is more likely to respond positively to such

irrefutable conventionalized requests that do not necessarily commit her/him

to any specific favoritism.

(6.13) a.

qı̌ng duō-duō băo-zhòng

please much-much save-weigh

“Please take good care (of yourself).”

b.

qı̌ng duō-duō guānzhào

please much-much concern-care

“Please take good care (of me).”

c.

qı̌ng duō-duō zhı̌-jiào

please much-much point-teach

“Please advise profusely.”

Such conventionalized requests, on the other hand, place the speaker in a

position that is subordinate to the hearer. Even in a situation in which the

hearer is not the speaker’s senior, the speaker does not run any risk of being

impolite by showing his humility and modesty which is very much a cultural

requirement in Chinese society. To counter such a conventional request, a

modest hearer can always reply (nı́n) tài kè-qı̀ le 2nd too guest-

air CRS “You are being too modest.”
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Modesty is also generally a necessary ingredient in social interactions.

Even an expert is not supposed to boast about his skills, or special talent, in

front of friends, or even worse, in front of strangers. When inviting friends to

a dinner at home, you are not supposed to tell them how good a cook you are,

even though you may be a great cook. Therefore, a ten-course meal specially

prepared for some houseguests is still conventionally called by the host as

biàn-fàn “a convenient meal,” as in (6.14a). When the guest leaves after

enjoying a ten-course meal, it is polite to see the guests off at the outside gate

and say dài-màn “We have been a very poor host” repeatedly. It is rude

to close the door before the guest is out of sight.

(6.14) a.

chı̄ biàn-fàn

eat convenient-cooked rice

“enjoy a dinner”

b.

dài-màn dài-màn

negligent-slow negligent-slow

“(I have been) a poor host.”

6.2 Language contacts and borrowings

China has been in contact with speakers of different language groups from

the very beginning of its civilization. As a consequence of such collective

experience, the language is full of terms that are of foreign origin. Rice in

the field is called dào “paddy” in Chinese. However, in the south it is

also known as gŭ and hé. These terms may have their origin from a

language relating to Zhuang nearly seven millennia ago (Zou and You 1986).

Furthermore, the Chinese word for milk is rŭ. However, the word most

commonly used in modern Chinese for milk is năi that was a loan from

Dong-Tai languages in southern China during ancient times (Shi 2000).

pútáo “grapes,” gănlăn “olive,” pı́ngguŏ “apple,” and bōcài
“spinach” were all Middle-Chinese borrowings from the languages spoken in

southwestern Asia (Shi 2000).

Over the last two millennia, the area around Yellow River was frequently

ruled by various Altaic-speaking people, many of whom are still living in
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northern China. As a result of such a history, the Chinese- and Altaic-speaking

cultures have become closely interwoven. For example, a commonly used

modern Chinese word zhàn “station/bus stop” is a word borrowed from

the Mongolian jam used to mean a post where couriers can change horses

or rest (Gao and Liu 1958). *Ghua (Shi 2000) meaning “people” in

xiōngnú, an Altaic-speaking people, was adopted into Chinese and written as

hú meaning foreign more than two millennia ago. Therefore, compound

words like hú-táo foreign-peach “walnut,” hú-jiāo foreign-pepper

“pepper” in Chinese, are treated as loan blends that are composed of a loaned

morpheme, such as hú- , and a native morpheme such as -táo and -jiāo.

Other Middle-Chinese words of this kind of loan blends include hú-rén
“foreigner,” hú-mă “foreign horse,” hú-fú “foreign clothes,”

hú-chuáng “foreign bed,” and hú-zi “beard.” In this light, the lack of

a good understanding of a foreign language may have led to many modern-

Chinese loan blends marked by hú-, such as hú-shuō ∼-speak “nonsense,”

hú-chĕ ∼-pull “nonsense,” hú-xiĕ ∼-write “write recklessly,”

hú-zhōu ∼-fabricate “tell tall tales,” hú-lái ∼-come “bungle,”

hú-shuō-bā-dào ∼-say-eight-way “talk rubbish,” and hú-jiăo-mán-
chán ∼-stir-barbaric-tangle “pester endlessly.”

The modern-Chinese morphemes relating to foreign things include xı̄
“west,” yáng “ocean,” and fān “foreign” that are not loaned mor-

phemes. The association of things foreign with west and ocean may be

due to the fact that most foreigners come from the west and contacts with

the west were mostly through ships before airplanes were invented. There-

fore, there are Chinese words and phrases like xı̄-guā ∼-melon “water

melon,” xı̄-hóng-shı̀ ∼-red-persimmon “tomato,” xı̄-yı̄ ∼-treat

“western medicine/doctor,” xı̄-yào ∼-medicine “western medicine,”

xı̄-zhuāng ∼-clothes “western-style clothes” xı̄-cān ∼-meal “western-

style food,” yáng-rén ∼-person “westerner,” yáng-niū ∼-girl “west-

ern girl (slangy),” yáng-xué-shēng ∼-study-man “foreign student,”

yáng-cōng ∼-onion “onion,” yáng-fú ∼-clothes “western-style clothes,”

yángfáng ∼-house “western-style house,” and yáng-bái-cài
∼-white-vegetable “cabbage.”

In the Tang dynasty, fān was used to refer to the people and states in

the area of modern Tibet and Qinghai province. Therefore, fān-bāng
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∼-state “foreign state,” fān-wáng ∼-king “foreign kings,” fān-bı̄ng
∼-soldier “foreign troops,” fān-guā ∼-melon “pumpkin,” fān-
shı́-liŭ ∼-stone-fruit “pomegranate,” fān-mù-guā ∼-wood-melon

“papaya,” etc. are still in use in standard Chinese.

After the Opium Wars (1840–58) major powers in the world began to gain

concessions of their own in major Chinese port cities like Shanghai, Tianjin,

and Guangzhou. They used these strongholds to establish separate spheres

of influence with exclusive trading rights for each power in different parts of

China. The arrival of a large number of foreign traders and English-speaking

sailors brought many English words into Chinese. Chinese traders developed

subsequently a kind of English-based language in order to make deals with

foreign merchants in China. For instance, an elaborate English-based pid-

gin was once the lingua franca among traders of various nationalities in the

market place along the yángjı̄ngbāng5 creek bordering the southern

edge of the British concession in Shanghai. At first, the locals called this kind

of English yángjı̄ngbāng English. As time progressed, yángjı̄ngbāng,

originally the name of the creek where merchants traded in Shanghai, became

the Chinese term for the English word pidgin. In this pidgin, the English word

come, [k’�ʔmo] as a bilabial nasal sound at the end of a syllable, is not

possible in Shanghai dialect. Father was [faʔzo], mother [mɒzo], one
dollar [vənt�ʔlɒ], yes [ji ɒzi] (Chinese does not allow a syllable

to end with a sibilant), now [dis taim] transliterating this time, no as [no],

charter as [ts’ ɒd�], sit down as [siʔt ɒŋ siʔtɒŋ]. As Chinese is a

classifier language, piece, realized as [pisi] in the original yángjı̄ngbāng, is

regularly added to a noun without changing the form of the noun with respect

to plurality, such as [tupisi man] for two men, and [fopisi tebal] for four tables
(Shi 2000: 177–9).

Chinese loan words of foreign origin can generally be divided into three

major kinds, phonemic loans, loan blends, and semantics-based neologisms.

There are many transliterations in standard Chinese that are phonemic

loans from various English words, for example, āmén from amen,

jı̄tā from guitar, báilándı̀ from brandy, jiákè from jacket,
nı́lóng from nylon, dı̄quèliáng from Dacron, bı̆jı̄nı́ from bikini,

shāfā from sofa, tŭsı̄ from toast, sānmı́ngzhı̀ from sandwich,

qiăokèlı̀ from chocolate, mălāsōng from marathon, pūkè from
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poker, kèlóng from clone, sèlā shālā from salad, bùdı̄ng
from pudding, dı̄shı̀ from taxi, bāshı̀ from bus, and módēng from

modern.

There are also many loan blends, words that are jointly formed by loaned

and native morphemes, such as kă-chē car-car for truck, jı́pŭ-chē
jeep-∼ for sports-utilities vehicle, mótuō-chē motor-∼ for motorcycle,

huáĕrzı̄-wŭ waltz-dance for waltz, mı́nı̆-qún mini-skirt for

mini-skirt, wēihuà-bı̆ng wafer-cookies for wafer cookies, sūdă-
bı̆ng soda-∼ for crackers, bı̆sà-bı̆ng pizza-∼ for pizza, pı́-jiŭ beer-

liquor for beer, xiāngbı̄ng-jiŭ champagne-∼ for champagne, jiŭ-bā
liquor-bar for bar, shuı̆-bā water-∼ for a bar that serves soft drinks only,

and băi wūlóng display-wrong “make mistakes” with wūlóng standing

for wrong.

Sometimes a borrowed word takes on a life of its own leading to an inno-

vation that changes the original form and meaning beyond recognition. For

example, the combination of the English words handsome and maid first

gave rise to a Cantonese word [ham ʃøy mui] meaning prostitute (Gao

and Liu 1958). Later, the word handsome was metaphorically extended, as

a phonemic loan, to become the neologized Cantonese word [hamʃɐ p]

meaning “pornographic.” Ultimately, [ham] as a bound root in Cantonese,

which rhymes with the word meaning salt, takes on the meaning of porn
as in [hamp’in] porn movies, [hamtʃyʃɐu] porn-pig-hand for an
(indecent) touching hand that has very little to do with the original meaning

represented the English word handsome.

The English word typhoon gives rise to a round-trip phonemic loan in

standard Chinese. Originally, typhoon is a Chinese word loaned into English

transliterating the Cantonese word for dà-fēng “gusty wind,” but a modern

Chinese word táifēng is a phonemic loan from the English loan typhoon,

thus making the original Cantonese complete a round-trip journey back

into the language with a related yet different meaning.

Starting in the seventeenth century, a systematic study of the Chinese lan-

guage was undertaken by the Jesuits who were then engaging in missionary

activities in China. Later on, Chinese priests, diplomats and students returning

from Europe began to publish travel reports in Chinese about their experi-

ences in Europe and America, as well as Chinese translations of important
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Western books. For example, within the Confucian tradition, xiăo-xué
and dà-xué designate the body of knowledge a child should acquire

and the body of knowledge a gentleman-scholar should possess respectively.

However, according to Masini (1993: 16), neologisms like xué-xiào
study-revise “school,” xiăo-xué small-study “elementary school,”

zhōng-xué middle-study “middle school,’ dà-xué great-study “univer-

sity” can be found used as such as early as the eighteenth century in a travel

report introducing the school system in Portugal by a Chinese Jesuit after an

extensive visit of Europe and Latin America.

In the nineteenth century, China began to be exposed to Western philoso-

phy and various academic disciplines on a large scale, generating a multitude

of phonemic loans and neologisms that were not simply a matter of translit-

eration. In the course of translating Western words into Chinese, European

missionaries and the Japanese played the most significant roles in forging

neologisms in the Chinese language. Many neologisms were first adopted

by missionaries through utilizing traditional Chinese morphemes. Further-

more, most of these morphemes became popular in Japan first and then were

reintroduced back into Chinese as the Chinese people developed a better

understanding of Western ideas in the twentieth century. For example, the

compound word mı́nzhŭ people-host for democracy was first used as

such in China in the nineteenth-century missionary translations. However,

during the May 4th movement, at the beginning of the twentieth century, the

most common Chinese rendition standing for democracy was a phonemic

loan démòkèlāxı̄, or dé-xiānshēng democracy-Mr. for short,

in spite of the fact that the word was already at the time commonly used

in Japanese. Later on, this exported Chinese neologism returned to China

as mı́nzhŭ for democracy is now the standard word in all Chinese-speaking

communities. This process occurred with many other words including:

dàishù “algebra,” diànchı́ “battery,” guóhuı̀ “parliament,” rı̀bào
“daily newspaper,” lı́hūn “divorce,” yı̀wù “obligation,” rùkŏu
“import,” dı̀qiú “earth,” yı̄yuàn “hospital,” jı̀nkŏu “entrance,”

wénxué “literature,” huı̀yı̀ “meeting,” shı́yóu “petroleum,”

dòngwù “animals,” tèquán “privilege,” quánlı̀ “right,” zhŭquán
“sovereignty,” diànbào “telegraph,” jiāoyı̀ “trade,” and so on and so

forth (Liu 1995).
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Other Sino-Japanese-European loanwords, or Japanese neologisms trans-

lating European words that are written in Chinese characters, were also

borrowed into Chinese extensively such as chōuxiàng “abstract,”

guănggào “advertisement,” lı̆ngkōng “airspace,” yı́nháng “bank,”

ái “cancer,” mı́nfă “civil code,” jiànzhù “architecture,” jùlèbù
“club,” gāocháo “climax,” xiāodú “disinfect,” yuánsù “ele-

ment,” tı̆cāo “gymnastics,” gōngchŏng “factory,” nóngchăng
“farm,” cáizhèng “finance,” wèishēng “hygiene,” gōngyè
“industry,” jùtóu “tycoon,” guójı̀ “international,” mı̆ “meter,”

qı́ngbào “information,” zhı̆shù “index number,” mı́nzú “race,”

yı́ngyăng “nutrition,” chéngkè “passenger,” zhéxué “philos-

ophy,” zhèngcè “policy,” xiàozhăng “schoolmaster,” bàogào
“report,” xuéqı̄ “semester,” jiàndié “spy,” jùchăng “theater,”

zhēnkōng “vacuum,” bănhuà “woodcut,” niándù “annual,”

yèwù “vocation,” and xuānshı̀ “vow” (Liu 1995).

Chinese also has many Sino-Japanese loanwords that are of Japanese ori-

gin, such as chănghé “occasion,” chăngmiàn “scene,” fúwù
“service,” dàbĕnyı́ng “headquarters,” mùbiāo “goal,” fānzhēn
“direction,” kèfú “overcome,” jùlı́ “distance,” nèiróng “con-

tent,” zhı̄bù “local chapter,” chùnŭzuò “literary debut,” jı́tuán
“group,” zōngjiào “religion,” shŏuxù “procedures,” qŭdı̀ “out-

law,” and yàodiăn “gist” (Gao and Liu 1958).

Many Chinese words like wén-huà “culture” that were at first used by

Chinese literati at different times denoting different meanings were adopted

in Japanese to translate European words and later found their way back into

Chinese to represent different ideas relating to essential aspects of modern

life in the twentieth century. These include juéduı̀ “absolute,” kuàijı̀
“accountant,” huódòng “activity,” xı́ngzhèng “administration,”

shēnqı̆ng “apply,” suànshù “arithmetic,” xuéshı̀ “bachelor,”

pòchăn “bankruptcy,” jı̄dı̀ “base,” yı́ngyè “in business,” zı̄bĕn
“capital,” shı̀jı̀ “century,” liútōng “circulation,” guómı́n “cit-

izen,” gúdiăn “classical,” xiànfă “constitution,” huı̀huà “con-

versation,” pı̄pı́ng “criticize,” zuòwù “crop,” jı̄ngjı̀ “econ-

omy,” xı̄wàng “hope,’ réndào “humanity,” zhı́dăo “guidance,”

xiăngxiàng “imagine,” gèrén “individual,” zhı̄shi “knowledge,”
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dı̀zhŭ “landlord,” jiĕfàng “liberation,” shı̀chăng “market,”

jı̄nglı̆ “manager,” yùndòng “movement,” fāngfă “method,”

zı̀rán “nature,” lèguān “optimistic,” gōngyuán “park,” shı́dài
“era,” liúxı́ng “popular,” jı̀nbù “progress,” găizào “reform,”

gònghé “republic,” gémı̀ng “revolution,” fĕngcı̀ “satire,” zı̀wŏ
“self,” yănshuō “speech,” tóujı̄ “speculation,” guăngchăng
“square,” lı̆lùn “theory,” sı̄xiăng “thought,” shı́jiān “time,”

chuántŏng “tradition,” jiāotōng “traffic,” cāngkù “warehouse,”

yı̀zhı̀ “will,” and shı̀jiè “world” (Liu 1995).

In the twentieth century, the Japanese language also enriched Chinese mor-

phology by loaning various formants into the language, such as a prefix like

“anti-” in făn-dăng “anti-party,” făn-huá “anti-China,” făn-
gémı̀ng “counter-revolution,” a bound root like găn “feeling” in méi-
găn pretty-∼ “aesthetic feeling,” hăo-găn good-∼ “favorable impres-

sion,” mı́n-găn sensitive-∼ “sensitivity,” xı̀ng-găn sex-∼ “sexy,” a

bound root like yán “-itis” such as năo-yán brain-∼ “encephalitis,”

cháng-yán intestine-∼ “enteritis,” guānjié-yán joint-∼ “arthritis,”

fèi-yán lung-∼ “pneumonia,” a suffix like huà “-ization” such as

zı̀-dòng-huà self-move-∼ “automation,” tuı̀-huà retreat-∼ “degenera-

tion,” yı̄-bān-huà one-so-∼ “generalization,” lı́xiăng-huà ideal-

∼ “idealization,” xiàndài-huà modern-∼ “modernization,” a nominal-

izing suffix like xı̀ng “quality” such as ŏurán-xı̀ng chance-∼ “con-

tingency,” chuàngzào-xı̀ng create-∼ “creativity,” xı́guàn-xı̀ng
habit-∼ “habituality,” bı̀rán-xı̀ng inevitable-∼ “inevitability,”

kĕnéng-xı̀ng possible-∼ “possibility,” lı̆-xı̀ng theory-∼ “reasoning,” and

yòuhuò-xı̀ng seductive-∼ “seductiveness.”

Neologisms for European words, particularly those that were created in the

last fifty years or so, frequently have different forms in mainland China and

Taiwan, as a result of the political separation in China. For example, in spite of

the differences in dialectal pronunciation, “America” and “massage”

are pretty much the same in mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan as they

are neologisms officially adopted before 1949 when the People’s Republic

was founded in the mainland. However, as a former colony where Chinese

sovereignty was restored only in 1997 after about 150 years of British rule,

Hong Kong Cantonese is marked by a large number of phonemic loans from
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Table 6.2 Chinese terms for European words in three Chinese
communities,6 adapted from Shi 2000: 82–83.

Mainland China Hong Kong Taiwan English

show

biăoyăn/yănchū [ʃou/piujin] xiù/biăoyăn

size

chı̆cùn/chı̆mă [ʃaiʃi] chı̆mă

sofa

shāfā [ʃɔfa] shāfā

motor

diàndòngjı̄/mădá [mɔta] mădá

card

kăpiàn [k’a] kăpiàn

cream

năiyóu [keinim] năiyóu

jumbo jet

dàxı́ng kèjı̄ [tʃɐmpoukei] zhēnbăo jı̄/dàxı́ng kèjı̄

sashimi

shēngyúpiàn [jyʃaŋ/ts’iʃɐn] shāxı̄mı̆

massage

ànmó [ɔnmɔ] ànmō/măshājı̄

guided missile

dăodàn [toutan/feitan] fēidàn

laser

jı̄guāng [løyʃε] léishè

vitamin

wéishēngsù [weit’amiŋ] wéitāmı̀ng

disco

dı́sı̄kē/bēngdı̀ [tikʃikou] dı́sı̄ēke

Bush

bùshı́ [pouʃ y] bùxı̄

Nixon

nı́kèsōng [neihɐ kʃøn] nı́kèsēn

America

mĕiguó [meikuɔk] mĕiguó

ice cream

bı̄ingqı́lı́n [ʃikou] bı̄ngqı́lı́n

English. Although Chinese neologisms in mainland China and Taiwan in

many ways have much more in common than those in Hong Kong, they do

differ from each other in translating European words that came into being

within the last fifty years or so, such as missile, laser, vitamin, disco, Bush,
and Nixon. Given the political separation between the two sides of the Taiwan
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Straits, it is inconceivable that these linguistic terms can be standardized into

common words across all Chinese-speaking communities. Table 6.2 shows

how various words of European origin are standardized in these three Chinese-

speaking communities.

6.3 Neologisms and morpheme-syllable script

Chinese neologisms either coined by the European missionaries or adopted

from Japanese are marked by one common feature, i.e., Chinese speakers

favor neologisms with formants that shed some light on the semantics of a

newly coined word more than phonemic loans that simply transliterate the

sounds of a European word in the original language. Phonemic loans are

plenty, such as the English OK and bye-bye that are now commonly used

by many and understood by nearly all Chinese. Shi (2000: 189) observes

in a 1903 Chinese dictionary, xı̄nĕryă published in Shanghai that the

ratio between Chinese words that are semantically motivated Japanese loaned

words, including missionary-Chinese loans and those of Japanese coinage,

and Chinese words that are phonemic loans from Japan is 2728:21 (or 130:1).

In another dictionary xiàndài hànyŭ xı̄ncı́ xı̄nyŭ cı́diăn
“A dictionary on new Chinese words and expressions” (Yu 1994), among the

7,655 words of foreign origin, there are only sixty-five phonemic loans (Shi

2000) making up only 0.89% of the total number of loans. Even Cantonese,

which has supposedly adopted the most English phonemic loans of any dialect,

still has semantically motivated loans like [ʃi-kou] ice-cake for ice cream,

in spite of the fact that standard Chinese in mainland China and Taiwan adopts

a loan blend bı̄ng-jı̄lı́n ice-cream. Other than Chinese words of Sanskrit

origin, many previously phonemic loans now have been replaced by terms that

contain semantically more salient morphemes. For example, the phonemic

loan démókèlāxı̄ for democracy has been replaced by mı́nzhŭ people-

host, sàiyı̄nsı̄ for science by kē-xué discipline-study, pàisı̄ for

pass by yuè-piào month-ticket, màikèfēng for microphone by

huà-tóng word-tube, télùfēng for telephone by diànhuà electric

word, and dı́sı̄kē for disco by bēngdı̀ burst-ground.

There are also exceptions to the replacement trend as phonemic loans

like luóji “logic” have replaced the semantically more salient neol-

ogism lúnlı̆-xué theory-science, shāfā “sofa” replacing
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ān-lè-yı̆ safe-happy-chair, and mùsı̄lı́n “Muslim” replacing huı́-
jiào-tú Muslim-religion-student. It remains to be seen if these exceptions,

taken together with generally accepted English words Okay, Bye-bye, Daddy,
Mommy, etc. and the large number of phonemic loans in Hong Kong, sug-

gest that as more and more Chinese people become bilingual in Chinese and

English, English phonemic loans will increase in the future.

In many cases, the sounds in the original language are still a very rele-

vant factor in Chinese involving cross-cultural communication. As a mat-

ter of fact, some of the most successful Chinese neologisms for European

words are frequently semantic and phonemic at the same time, such as

mı́-nı̆-qún charm-you-skirt for mini-skirt (loan blend), nı́-hóng-dēng
neon-rainbow-light for neon light (loan blend loan), kù cool for cool,

tuō-kŏu-xiù cast-mouth-pretty for talk show, wéi-shēng-
sù/ wéi-tā-mı̀ng (the latter is more commonly used in Hong Kong and Tai-

wan, whereas the former is basically a mainland China usage) sustain-life-

ingredient/sustain-other-life for vitamin, gāo-lù-jié high-expose-clean

for Colgate, qı̄-xı̆ seven-happiness for 7up, xuě-bı̀ snow-jade for

Sprite, kěkŏu-kělè tasteful-delightful for Coca Cola, and

băi-shı̀-kělè hundred-matter-delightful for Pepsi Cola. etc. There are two Chi-

nese short forms for AIDS; whereas one, àizı̄-bı̀ng Aids-illness, com-

monly used in mainland China is a loan blend with a phonemic part plus

a Chinese morpheme representing illness, the one commonly used in Hong

Kong and Taiwan is a loan blend that is semantic and phonemic at the same

time, ài-zı̄-bı̀ng love-arise-illness. In the latter case, the morpheme ài
“love” suggests that this is a disease that has something to do with sex.

However, the more dominant factor in Chinese is semantic motivation. An

important part of coining a new word necessitates the selection of charac-

ters for the word. Unlike European languages that have their scripts directly

related to the speech sounds of a language, Chinese script (see chapter 4) is a

logographic system with each grapheme (or character) simultaneously encod-

ing sounds and meaning at the level of syllable. In other words, each Chinese

character signals a string of sounds (a syllable) and a morpheme at the same

time. It was observed in chapter 5 that Chinese script also functions as a very

useful means in disambiguating homophonous morphemes. As far as coin-

ing new words is concerned, the selected characters for a new word always

carry with them the meanings that have always been associated with them. In
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translating a foreign word, carefully selected characters can help reveal the

meaning of a new word. For this reason, semantically revealing coinages are

more favored than pure phonemic loans. The best Chinese words for various

things foreign, particularly brand names for imported commercial products,

become those that are a phonetically similar representation in Chinese of the

original form and that are also semantically most revealing.

Consistent with the semantic implications of Chinese script, there is a set

of Chinese characters commonly used by the media in transliterating names

of foreigners who do not have a Chinese name. For example, the Chinese

names for Clinton is kèlı́ndùn in China and kēlı́ndùn in Taiwan.

A Chinese reader of this name would instantly recognize it as the name of

a foreigner. As a matter of fact, a more Chinese-like name such as

guōlı́ndōng which resembles the English sounds in Clinton more would not

be as appropriate because it does not identify the person as foreign. Just

imagine what an American would think upon reading a headline Chinese
President Jimmy Zimmer arrives in Washington for a three-day state visit in

an American newspaper! Even if Jimmy Zimmer may bear a strong phonetic

resemblance to a Chinese President’s name, who would think that this is a

serious piece of news, given the cultural expectation in the United States?

Some examples of Chinese transliterations for foreign names are: sūshān
for Susan, nánxı̄ for Nancy, xı̄lālı̆ for Hilary, láolā for Laura,

yı̄lı̀shābái for Elizabeth, yuēhàn for John, wēilián for William,

qiáozhı̀ for George, dàwěi for David, āndélŭ for Andrew,

fēilı̀pŭ for Philip, bùshı́ for Bush, lı́nkěn for Lincoln, bèikè for

Baker, pŭjı̄ng for Putin, bàowēiěr for Powell, làisı̄ for Rice,

gēěrbāqiáofū for Gorbachev, ānnán for Annan, xı̄lākè
for Chirac, as well as many other names of various nationalities.

The corresponding shortened forms for many internationally well-known

names are, like most Chinese neologisms, semantically based in nature. There

is no Chinese acronym for the United Nations like the English UN. Fur-

thermore, * liánguó makes no sense in Chinese. UN must be rendered

in its entirety, liánhé-guó alliance-state “United Nations.” There is a

Chinese short form for UNESCO, liánhé-guó jiào-kē-wén
zŭzhı̄ UN-ESC-organization in which ESC is represented by the initial sylla-

bles jiào-kē-wén standing for the disyllabic words, jiàoyù kēxué
wénhuà “education, science, culture” respectively. The shortened form WHO
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for World Health Organization shı̀jiè-wèishēng-zŭzhı̄ world-

health-organization is shı̀-wèi world-health in Chinese. The United States
of America is měilı̀jiān hézhòngguó America-United States, but

USA in Chinese is měi-guó beautiful-state.

Place names, in general, follow the sounds of the names in the original

language, as most place names do not carry any specific meaning. Examples

include: jiālı̀fūnı́yà for California, éluósı̄ for Russia,

fălánxı̄ for France, lúndūn for London, mòsı̄kē for Moscow,

mădélı̆ for Madrid, xı̄njiāpō for Singapore, lı̀mă for Lima,

jı̄nshı̀dùn for Kingston, and niŭyuē for New York. The shortened form for

France is a loan blend fă-guó with a Chinese morpheme-guó standing

for a country. Similarly the shortened name yı̄ngguó for the United King-
dom liánhé wángguó (a semantic coinage) is a loan blend with yı̄ng-
following the sounds of the word English.

However, there are a few place names that are formed mostly in accord with

semantics such as Lake Placid, pı́ng-jı̀ng-hú peace-quiet-lake, Salt Lake
City, yán-hú-chéng salt-lake-city, Buffalo, shuı̆niú-chéng buffalo-

city, Littlerock, xiăo-shı́-chéng little-rock-city. The Chinese name for

San Francisco jiù-jı̄n-shān old-gold-hill is totally semantic reflecting

the fact that it used to be the port city where many Chinese immigrants arrived

during the Gold Rush, and eventually became the largest Chinese-speaking

community in the USA at the end of the nineteenth century. Occasionally,

characters with suitable meanings are used to transliterate a place name such as

yı̄-sè-jiā ripple-color-beautiful for Ithaca in upstate New York,

yōu-shān-mĕi-dı̀ distinguished-hill-beautiful-place for the scenic Yosemite in

California. There are also place names that are semantic and phonemic in

Chinese such as shèng-diégē saint-Diego for San Diego, shèng-
héxı̄ saint-Jose for San Jose, and shèng-āndōngnı́ào saint-Antonio

for San Antonio, in which shèng as a morpheme meaning “saint” for San
is both phonemic and semantic, and the rest of each name is phonetic. Some

places inside the territory of China which contain a large population of an

ethnic group are still named phonetically after the pronunciations in their

non-Han language such as hūhéhàotè for Huhehot (the capital city

of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region), lāsà for Lhasa (the capital city

of the Tibetan Autonomous Region), and wūlŭmùqı́ for Urumqi (the

capital city of the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region).
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6.4 Summary

Pertaining to the interface between Chinese language and culture, this chap-

ter reviews various Chinese expressions in relation to various cultural under-

pinnings associated with different philosophies, cultural beliefs, and foreign

influences. For example, addressing each other as brother and sister is consis-

tent with the Confucian teaching about all within the four seas are brothers.
Many of the idiomatic expressions commonly used in everyday speech actu-

ally originated from the influential religious beliefs in Buddhism and Daoism.

The cultural beliefs in associating various human feelings with different body

parts also explain why internal organs such as liver, gall, intestine, and lungs,

make up such a large number of words in many Chinese idioms represent-

ing different kinds of feelings metaphorically. Moreover, another body part,

face, is metaphorically used to highlight two social desires, to be socially

respected and to maintain high moral standards, as are marked by various

Chinese expressions in relation to face.

Chinese loaned words of foreign origin are divided into three major cate-

gories, phonemic loans, loan blends, and semantics-based neologisms. Cor-

responding to the logographic writing system, in choosing between phonemic

loans and semantics-based neologisms, Chinese in general favors semantics-

based coinage such as the terms for telephone, democracy, etc. However, the

most successful neologisms for European words are those that are semantic

and phonemic at the same time such as mı́-nı̆-qún charm-you-skirt for mini-
skirt. It is first of all a loan blend as qún is not a transliteration for skirt,
whereas mı́-nı̆ is also phonemic as they truly transliterate mini- in English.

However, the selection of the two Chinese characters to represent mini-
may be a most important factor for its success as they mean “to charm you”

in Chinese.
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notes

1. Translation is mine.
2. Translation by James Legge, Confucian Analects 153.
3. No idioms relating to internal organs are found in the water category.
4. Such a distinction between liăn and miàn-zi in standard Chinese needs not exist in

the language of other Chinese dialects. For example, in Cantonese there is only one
word miàn encompassing both meanings.

5. yángjı̄nbāng creek no longer exists in the City of Shanghai, but it was once
situated around the current yánān dōnglù near the Bund before it dried up.

6. Many examples in this table are taken from Shi (2000).
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In the previous chapters, the nature of the Chinese sound system, morphology,
writing and their interface with culture have been introduced. However, words
in a sentence are much more than simply a sequence but are patterns and reg-
ularities. The study of syntax is about the organization of words into phrases,
and subsequently phrases into sentences. In this chapter, we will discuss lex-
ical categories, phrase-structure rules, negation, sentence types and various
related issues in Chinese syntax that will enhance a student’s knowledge of
Chinese grammar.

Generally speaking, words in a language can be listed in a dictionary;
the better the dictionary, the more comprehensive its listing of words. How-
ever, unlike words, sentences are not finite in number, and thus can never be
thoroughly listed through compiling a dictionary of sentences. For example,
adding wŏ qı̆ng “I invite” to a sentence like (7.1a) tā hē jiŭ “he
drinks wine” will result in a new sentence I invited him to drink wine. Sim-
ilarly adding bàba yào “Dad wants” to (7.1b) generates still another
new sentence Dad wanted me to invite him to drink wine in (7.1c). There-
fore, sentences in a language are not finite in number and thus can never be
thoroughly listed in any sensible way.

(7.1) a.
tā hē jiǔ
3rd drink wine
“He drinks wine.”

b.
wŏ qı̆ng tā hē jiŭ
1st invite 3rd drink wine
“I invited him to drink wine.”

147
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c.
bàba yào wŏ qı̆ng tā hē jiŭ
papa want 1st invite 3rd drink wine
“Dad wanted me to invite him to drink wine.”

d. *
jiŭ hē tā
wine drink 3rd

In spite of the infinite possibilities, Chinese speakers of the same dialect can
understand and communicate with each other using sentences that they may
never have heard before. This ability, or linguistic competence, of a native
speaker to understand totally new sentences generated with the vocabulary
of the language, therefore, can never be described adequately in a dictionary.
In this chapter we will discuss the linear order, lexical categories, semantic
roles, hierarchical structure, and phrase-structure rules in Chinese syntax.
These rules can be considered to enable Chinese speakers to produce and
understand grammatical sentences in natural discourse.

7.1 Linear order, lexical categories, subcategorization, and
semantic roles

The most remarkable feature of syntax is the linear order of words in a sen-
tence. In a language like Chinese that has very little morphology comparable
to the relatively large set of English morphemes (-ion, -ly, -ness, -ed, -ing,
etc.), word order is particularly important in defining different types of words.
For example, if the words in (7.1a) were scrambled to become (7.1d) *
jiŭ hē tā and spoken without any pause, it would not be a meaningful, or gram-
matically correct, sentence. Moreover, for the lack of a richer morphology,
the restricted word order can be used to identify parts of speech, or lexical
categories. For example, the word order in the sentences of (7.2) shows that
wŏ, dı̀di, hēi mă, and bái mă belong to the same lexical category
because, as we observe from (7.1d), Chinese word order is not free. The flex-
ibility of these words in occurring at the beginnings, or ends, of the sentences
in (7.2) must then be due to some common syntactic property. The sentences
in (7.2) also show that words of this kind can be placed either before or after
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another kind of word like qı́ “ride,” tı̄ “kick,” and păo “run” that
regularly make up these grammatical sentences. Therefore, the linear order
of words in (7.1) and (7.2) demonstrates that there are, at least, two mutually
exclusive Chinese lexical categories that we may name, following linguistic
tradition, as nouns and verbs.

According to this method, Chinese lexical categories, traditionally known
as parts of speech, can be defined in terms of the linear order of words in
grammatical sentences. The syntactic property of a noun dictates that a noun
can occur either before or after a verb. Following this logic, hēi “black”
and bái “white” are then words of still another kind as they regularly occur
in front of a noun. They thus are members of a third lexical category that is
commonly known as adjectives.

(7.2) a.
wŏ qı́ hēi mă
1st ride black horse
“I ride a black horse.”

b.
dı̀di qı́ bái mă
brother ride white horse
“My younger brother rides a white horse.”

c.
bái mă tı̄ hēi mă
white horse kick black horse
“The white horse kicks the black horse.”

d.
hēi mă păo le
black horse run CRS
“The black horse has run (away).”

e. *
wŏ qı́
1st ride

Without an appropriate context, the sentence in (7.2e) sounds incomplete
and is, thus, ungrammatical because the syntactic property of the verb qı́
“ride” requires a preceding noun and a following noun to form a grammatical
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sentence. Every verb in a language’s lexicon, traditionally known as dictio-
nary, has a subcategorization frame (the number of nominals that a verb must
co-occur with), i.e., a transitive verb is subcategorized for two arguments,
and an intransitive verb is subcategorized for one argument. For example,
păo “to run” in (7.2d), as an intransitive verb, is subcategorized for one argu-
ment, thus allowing a sentence to be grammatical with just a noun preceding
it. Nevertheless, the transitive verb qı́ “to ride” in the sentence (7.2e) is not
grammatical because there is not a clearly preceded referent, or antecedent, in
the context that can function as the second argument. Since sentences (7.2a)
and (7.2b) have the two subcategorized arguments required for a transitive
verb, they are correct. The sentence in (7.2e) is ungrammatical, if there is
not a clearly preceded referent, or antecedent, in a given discourse. A ditran-
sitive verb is a verb that is subcategorized for three arguments, such as the
verb gĕi “to give” in (7.3), which has three arguments (three nouns), wŏ “1st
person pronoun,” lăo-zhāng “Old Zhang,” and sān-bĕn shū “three books.”
The suffixal -le in (7.3) is a morphologically bound morpheme that can only
be attached to a verb. As no noun can be marked by -le as a suffix, it then
becomes a verbal marker that signals the verbal status of all of the lexical
items that can co-occur with it grammatically.

(7.3)
wŏ gĕi -le lăo-zhāng sān-bĕn shū
1st give -PFV old-zhang three-CL book
“I gave Mr. Zhang three books.”

The subcategorization frame of a verb determines if it can be used as a
one-place predicate (a clause with one argument) such as păo “to run,” a
two-place predicate (a clause with two arguments) such as qı́ “to ride,” or a
three-place predicate (a clause with three arguments) such as gĕi “to give” in
the above sentences.

There is an underlying semantic relationship between each argument of a
clause and its predicate, or its verb. In any language, the argument(s) within
a given clause can be understood as participants playing roles within the
semantic confine of the event, or situation, represented by the verb of a given
clause. Therefore, the participant before a verb can have an agent role, i.e.,
a deliberate initiator of an action. For example, wŏ “I” in (7.2a) and dı̀di
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“younger brother” in (7.2b) are both deliberate initiators in the events of
riding a horse.

The arguments hēi mă “black horse” and bái mă “white horse” placed after
the two-place predicate qı́ “to ride” in (7.2a and b) respectively are said to
play a patient role, i.e., a participant that is somehow affected by the action
of an event. With a three-place predicate like the verb gĕi “to give” in (7.3),
wŏ as an deliberate initiator of the event of giving plays an agent role, the last
argument sān-bĕn shū “three books” plays a theme role, and the argument in
the middle lăo-zhāng plays the role of recipient.

The participant Zhāng Sān in (7.4a) plays a role as an experiencer of the
one-place predicate gāoxı̀ng “to be happy,” as it does not imply an action
that would affect an experiencer. The argument jiā “home” in (7.4b) plays the
role of goal because home is not affected in the same way as the two-place
predicates in (7.2). Jiā “home” represents the point toward which the agent
is moving.

(7.4) a.
zhāng sān gāo-xı̀ng le
Name Name high-excite CRS
“Zhang San is (now) happy.”

b.
zhāng sān huı́ jiā le
Name Name return home CRS
“Zhang San has gone home.”

c.
zhāng sān shı̀ gāo-xı̀ng le
Name Name be high-excite CRS
“Zhang San is (now truly) happy.”

d.
zhāng sān bú gāo-xı̀ng le
Name Name NEG high-excite CRS
“Zhang San is (now truly) unhappy.”

e.
zhāng sān shı̀ zhōngguó rén
Name Name be Chinese person
“Zhang San is Chinese.”
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Arguments can be an agent (causer) that initiates some action, an experi-
encer that experiences some psychological state, and a patient (or theme) that
undergoes the effect of some action, a recipient that receives the theme, or a
goal towards which something moves (Radford 1997).

While a copular verb must be used in an English sentence with an adjective
as its main predicate, a Chinese adjective can function like an intransitive
verb or as a sentence’s main predicate. For example, in English a copular,
or a linking verb, must be used when an adjective takes up the predicate
position. Without a copular like is, *He happy is not acceptable in English. In
contrast, a Chinese adjective such as the one in (7.4a) gāoxı̀ng “happy” takes
up the predicate position without a copular. In other words, most adjectives in
Chinese are subcategorized as one-place predicates. The copular, shı̀, such as
the one in (7.4c), is optionally used when the following adjectival predicate
needs to be emphasized. However, in negation of the adjectival predicate, the
copular is normally not used. When the main predicate is a nominal such as
zhōngguó rén “Chinese person” in (7.4e), a copular must be used either in a
positive or in a negative sentence.

A Chinese adjective can be marked by a relative marker de, written as ,
placed in front of the noun it modifies. Therefore, hēi mă “black horse” can
also be rendered as hēi de mă with the same meaning. The toneless de is
then a phrasal clitic indicating that the following noun has a modifier before
it. Furthermore, adjectives can be divided into two kinds, scalar and absolute.
A scalar adjective such as hăo “to be good” denotes a property that can be
calibrated in degrees and can be modified by an adverb like hěn “very” in
(7.5a). An absolute adjective denotes a property that cannot be calibrated and
normally cannot be modified by the degree adverb as is exemplified by the
ungrammatical sentence in (7.5b).

(7.5) a.
zhè-ge dá’àn hěn hăo
DEM-CL answer very good
“This answer is very good.”

b. *
zhè-ge dá’àn hěn cuò le
DEM-CL answer very wrong CRS
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c.
zhè-ge dá’àn cuò le
DEM-CL answer wrong CRS
“This answer is wrong.”

7.2 Other lexical categories

In addition to verbs, nouns, and adjectives, Chinese lexical categories include
adverbs, auxiliaries, prepositions, pronouns, classifiers, determiners (for
more discussion on pronouns, classifiers, determiners please refer to sec-
tions 7.3–7.5), and a set of sentence-final particles (see chapter 4). Members
of these lexical categories in a sentence are related through the subcatego-
rization frame of the sentence’s predicate in the lexicon. In order to generate
a clause, there must be a verb subcategorizing a certain number of arguments
to make up the necessary participant(s) for a meaningful event or situation.
Therefore, the subcategorized positions discussed in the last section are called
argument positions. However, lexical categories like adverbs, auxiliaries, and
prepositions are essentially modifiers of a clause. A syntactic clause, as long
as there is the necessary verb with its subcategorized argument positions
filled, will be grammatical even without the optional modifiers. Thus, the
optional positions in a clause are commonly referred to as non-argument
positions.

Typically, a Chinese adverb follows the noun at the beginning of a clause
but precedes the verb of the clause such as tiāntiān “everyday” and dōu “all”
in (7.6). Li and Thompson (1981: 321–55) observe that time and attitude
adverbs are movable and can be placed to the beginning of a clause mod-
ifying the entire clause such as tiān-tiān “everyday” in (7.6b) and xiănrán
in (7.6d). Other movable attitude adverbs include yěxŭ “perhaps,”
dàgài “approximately,” jiūjı̀ng “in the end,” yuánlái “originally,”

tūrán “suddenly,” and qı́shı́ “in fact.”

(7.6) a.
tā tiān-tian dōu shàng bān
3rd day-day all up shift
“He goes to work every day.”
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b.
tiān-tian tā dōu shàng bān
day-day 3rd all up shift
“Every day he goes to work.”

c. *
dōu tā tiān-tian shàng bān
all 3rd day-day up shift

d.
tā jı̄n -tiān xiănrán hěn gāo-xı̀ng
3rd this -day obvious very high-excited
“She is obviously very happy today.”

e.
xiănrán tā jı̄n -tiān hěn gāo -xı̀ng
obvious 3rd this -day very high -excited
“Obviously she is very happy today.”

However, not all adverbs are movable, and some can never occupy the
position in front of the sentence-initial noun. For example, dōu “all” in (7.6c)
as an adverb interacting with various pragmatic factors in the discourse
cannot occur in the sentence-initial position. Other non-movable adverbs
include yòu “again,” jiù “then,” jı̄ngcháng “frequently,” and
( ) cháng(chang) “often.”

Typically manner adverbs marked by the adverbial clitic de are movable
such as those in (7.7a and b). However, at times a sentence with a moved
adverb may sound awkward such as the one in (7.7d), when it is not marked
by a degree adverb hěn “very” and a pause between the moved adverb and
the modified sentence.

(7.7) a.
tā-men jı̀ng -jı̀ng -de zŏu le
3rd-PL quiet -quiet -AD walk CRS
“They left quietly.”

b. ,
jı̀ng -jı̀ng -de tā-men zŏu le
quiet -quiet -de 3rd-PL walk CRS
“Quietly, they left.”
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c.
tā zhèn -dı̀ng -de shuō-le jı̆ -jù huà
3rd calm -decided -AD say-PFV several -CL sentence
“He calmly said a few sentences.”

d. *
zhèn-dı̀ng -de tā shuō-le jı̆ -jù huà
calm-decided -AD 3rd say-PFV several-CL sentence

e. ,
hěn zhèn -dı̀ng -de tā shuō-le jı̆ -jù huà
very calm -decided -AD 3rd say-PFV several -CL sentence
“Very calmly, he said a few sentences.”

Chinese auxiliaries, like adverbs, occur in front of a verb. However, unlike
the adverbs, they are not movable such as the one in (7.8c). Furthermore, an
auxiliary like néng “to be able” can occur all by itself such as in (7.8b) to
answer the question in (7.8a).

(7.8) a. , ?
tā néng shuō liúlı̀ -de zhōngwén, nı́ néng ma
3rd can speak fluent -REL Chinese, 2nd can Question
“He can speak fluent Chinese, can you?”

b. /
néng / wŏ yě néng
can / 1st also can
“(Yes, I) can.” or “(Yes) I can too.”

c. *
néng tā shuō liúlı̀ -de zhōngwén
can 3rd speak fluent -REL Chinese

Other Chinese auxiliaries include nénggòu “can,” kéyı̆ “permis-
sion,” găn “dare,” kěn “be willing,” huı̀ “will/know how,” etc. Li
and Thompson (1981) argue that some of the modal meanings are frequently
expressed by adverbs like yı̄dı̀ng “must” such as the one in (7.9d) that does
not allow the A-not-A question type, *yı̄dı̀ng-bu-yı̄dı̀ng in (7.9c), whereas all
the auxiliaries should be able to do so grammatically as is exemplified in
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(7.9). An auxiliary normally occurs after an adverb such as the sentence in
(7.9e).

(7.9) a. ?
wŏ néng-bu-néng qù
1st can-NEG-can go
“Can I go?”

b. ?
wŏ kéyı̆-bu-kéyı̆ qù
1st may-NEG-may go
“May I go?”

c. *
wŏ yı̄dı̀ng-bu-yı̄dı̀ng qù
1st must-NEG-must go

d.
wŏ yı̄dı̀ng qù
1st must go
“I must go.”

e.
wŏ yı̄dı̀ng huı̀ qù
1st must will go
“I definitely will go.”

Chinese phrases with prepositions typically occur in front of the verb of a
clause marking an optional part of a verb phrase, as a clause can be gram-
matically correct without it (7.10a). Therefore, prepositions function to mark
the relationship between the predicate of a clause and participants of an event
in addition to the subcategorized arguments. As they are not subcategorized
by the verb in the lexicon, phrases with prepositions in the preverbal position
are thus also known as adjuncts, optional participants of an event needed in
communication in accordance with the judgment of a speaker. For example,
the preposition zài “at” in (7.10b) marks the noun jiā “home” as a loca-
tive phrase indicating the place where the event of watching movies actually
happened.
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(7.10) a.
tā zuótiān kàn -le liăng-ge diàn -yı̌ng
3rd yesterday see -le two-CL electric -shadow
“He watched two movies yesterday.”

a.
tā zuótiān zài jiā kàn -le liăng-ge diàn -yı̌ng
3rd yesterday at home see -le two-CL electric -shadow
“He watched two movies at home yesterday.”

c. ?
tā zài-bu-zài jiā
3rd at-NEG-at home
“Is he at home?”

d.
tā zài xué -xiào
3rd be-at learn -school
“He is at school.”

e. ?
tā zài-bu-zài jiā kàn diàn -ying
3rd at-NEG-at home see electric -shadow
“Is he watching movies at home?”

It is necessary to note that nearly all of the so-called prepositions in Chinese
can function as full-fledged verbs as well. For example, in (7.10c and d)
zài functions as the verb. Just like any other verb, zài is able to serve as
an element in forming an A-not-A question (more about A-not-A questions
later in section 7.7.1). Such a verbal property is retained even if the word
evolves into a preposition-like element such as in (7.10e). For this reason,
Li and Thompson (1981) also identify the so-called prepositions in Chinese
as coverbs, a linguistic form that behaves not completely like a verb, yet not
completely like an English preposition, such as with, at, in, and on, that is
totally distinct from any English verb.

Other Chinese prepositions in the adjunct position that resemble the locative
zài include the comparative bı̆ “than” in (7.11a), the source marker cóng
“from” in (7.11b), the directive dùi “toward” in (7.11c), the comitative gēn

“with (someone)” in (7.11d), the ablative lı́ “apart from” in (7.11e), the
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benefactive tı̀ “for (someone)” in (7.11f), the instrumental yòng “with
(something)” in (7.11g), and so on and so forth.

(7.11) a.
tā bı̆ wŏ gāo
3rd than 1st tall
“He is taller than me.”

b.
tā cóng yı̄ngguó lái
3rd from England come
“He comes from England.”

c.
tā duı̀ wŏ shuō zhōngwén
3rd toward 1st speak Chinese
“He speaks Chinese to me.”

d.
wŏ gēn nı̆ qù zhōngguó
1st with 2nd go China
“I’ll go to China with you.”

e.
zhōngguó lı́ rı̀běn hĕn jı̀n
China from Japan very near
“China is very near Japan.”

f.
wŏ tı̀ tā gōngzuò
1st for 3rd work
“I work for him.”

g.
tā-men yòng méi-qı̀ lú -zi zuò fàn
3rd-PL use coal-air stove -SUF make rice
“They cooked their meals with a gas stove.”

7.3 Constituency

To gain a precise understanding of Chinese syntax, it is necessary to study the
hierarchical nature of different parts of a sentence. A Chinese clause is not
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made up only of bare nouns and bare verbs, as other constituents frequently
modify them, forming a category larger than the lexical categories covered
in sections 7.1 and 7.2. For example in (7.2) it is shown that nouns like mă
“horse” can be modified by adjectives like hēi “black” or bái “white” and fill
up an argument position together. This larger unit of noun and adjective is
commonly called a noun phrase with the noun mă functioning as the head
and the adjectives functioning as the modifiers. In other words, for a simple
noun phrase like hēi mă “black horse,” there are two levels in which two
smaller constituents, an adjective and a noun, together construct a Chinese
noun phrase (NP). The rule in (7.12b) is a phrase-structure rule stipulating
the word order of the constituents of a Chinese noun phrase. Furthermore,
the bracket around ADJ in (7.12b) describes the fact that an adjective such as
hēi “black” in (7.12a) is an optional constituent within the noun phrase. It is
perfectly correct to simply say mă păo-le “The horse has run (away),”
in which a bare noun mă assumes the argument position without an adjective
for the one-place predicate păo “to run” in (7.15a).

(7.12) a.

b. NP → (DP) (ADJ) N
c. DP → DET (NCL)
d. DP → NCL
e. NCL → (numeral) CL

As the example in (7.14) demonstrates, an NP can be a bare noun and all
the constituents in front of the head noun are optional. Furthermore, within
the category DP, the NCL, composed of a numeral and a classifier, is not
obligatory either as it is correct to say nà mă “that horse” without the NCL.
Within the current framework, the category DET has only two members, i.e.,
the two demonstratives zhè “this” and nà “that.” Within the NCL, the
category numeral is optional as it is also perfectly correct to say nà pı̄ mă
“that horse” with just the classifier (CL). Nevertheless, the NP rules in (7.12)
also predict that the string *nà yı̄ mă is ungrammatical because the category
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CL, standing for classifiers, is an obligatory constituent of the NCL phrase,
even though DP is an optional category at a certain level of an NP. Finally, a
Chinese NP can be realized with both DET and NCL (7.12c) or simply just
the NCL (7.12d), as it is also possible to say just the string măi pı̄ mă
buy CL horse “buy a horse” without a demonstrative.

(7.13)

Moreover, Sproat and Shih (1991) observe that adjectives of different kinds
modifying a noun directly without a relative marker de follow a certain order
in standard Chinese that is specifically marked in the lexicon. Adjectives
indicating quality and size must precede adjectives relating to shape, and
adjectives relating to shape must precede adjectives indicating color.

(7.14) a. SIZE → COLOR → NOUN
*

dà hēi mă hēi dà mă
big black horse black big horse
“a big, black horse”

b. SIZE → SHAPE → NOUN
*

xiăo fāng zhuō fāng xiăo zhuō
small square table square small table
“a small, square table”

c. QUALITY → SIZE → NOUN
*

hăo dà mā dà hăo mā
good big Mom big good Mom
“good aunt”
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d.
hēi de dà de mă
black REL big REL horse
“a horse that is black and big”

The example in (7.14d) shows that such a word-order restriction does not
apply once the adjectives are marked by the relative marker indicating that
the noun mă “horse” is modified by two adjectival phrases.

(7.15) a.

b. S → (NP) VP

The phrase structure rule in (7.15b) describes the constituent structure of
a Chinese S (a clause) which allows an optional NP in its initial position.
The bracket around the initial NP demonstrates that the argument position
before a verb is optional in Chinese. An English S obligatorily requires the
argument position before a verb to be filled by an NP as it is unacceptable for
an S to have the argument position there unfilled, such as “*left” existing as
a complete sentence. A grammatical English sentence should be something
like He left. In contrast, it is perfectly acceptable to say păo-le “(He) left” in
Chinese, as long as the context is clear. For this reason, Li and Thompson
(1981) claim that Chinese is a topic-prominent language, whereas English is
a subject-prominent language.

The constituent structure of the Chinese verb phrase (VP) can then be
described in (7.16), in which different VPs are needed on account of different
subcategorization frames for various verbs. For verbs like păo “to run” which
is subcategorized for one argument (Vi), the phrase-structure rule in (7.16b)
does not allow them to be followed by an additional NP. For transitive verbs
(Vi) like kàn “to see”, the phrase-structure rule in (7.16c) allows them to
have one following NP. But for ditransitive verbs (Vdt) like gěi “to give” that
are subcategorized for three arguments, the phrase structure rule in (7.16d)
permits them to be followed by two NPs.
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(7.16) a.

b. VP → Vi

c. VP → Vt NP
d. VP → Vdt NP NP

It was noted in the above discussion that a Chinese phrase with a preposition
typically occurs in front of a verb. Therefore, the phrase structure rule in
(7.16b) for a Chinese VP should then be expanded to (7.17a) to account for the
adjunct position for the Chinese PPs (prepositional phrases). The constituent
structure of a PP is then composed of a preposition and a noun phrase.

(7.17) a. VP → (PP) VP
b. PP → PREP NP
c.

The rule in (7.18a) describes the syntactic position of Chinese auxiliaries
noted as typically occurring in front of a verb.
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(7.18) a. VP → AUX VP
b.

The phrase structure rule in (7.19a) describes the preverbal position for
Chinese adverbs.

(7.19) a. VP → ADV (AUX) VP
b.

In summary, phrase-structure rules are modeled after a language user’s
knowledge of how to generate grammatically correct sentences in accordance
with the categorical information listed in the lexicon. The same rules can be
used again and again to produce an infinite number of sentences in a language.

Furthermore, a sequence of identical words can be said to be structurally
ambiguous when Chinese phrase-structure rules allow more than one reading.
For example, the sequence yào chăo fàn “want fry rice” can be analyzed
in two ways: if NP[chăo-fàn]NP is treated as an NP, then the sequence means to
want fried-rice. If the same string of sounds VP[chăo NP[fàn]NP]VP is analyzed
as a VP with the constituent structure V NP, the meaning of the sequence is
changed to, to want to fry rice.

Some verbs of displacement can be subcategorized for a following prepo-
sitional phrase. For example, in (7.20b) there is a postverbal, locative PP zài
zhuō-shàng. Note that unlike the preverbal PPs that are mostly optional, PPs
in this position are obligatory as *fàng běn shū without a postverbal PP
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does not make sense. Therefore, it is necessary to have still another rule for
the Chinese VP as is given in (7.20a).

(7.20) a. VP → V (NP) PP
b.

7.4 Selectional restrictions

In the process of producing grammatical sentences, other than the subcate-
gorization frames in the lexicon and phrase structure rules, words are subject
to different selectional restrictions based upon their semantic compatibility.
A good example of this fact might be the co-occurrence constraints exist-
ing between various Chinese classifiers and the nouns that they modify. In
counting, all concrete nouns in standard Chinese must be used with a numeral-
classifier construction. The structure is comparable to the English mass noun
water that is normally paired with a counter such as a drop of water or a glass
of water. Similarly, Chinese nouns are restricted to a number of classifiers
depending on their semantic compatibility, i.e., the size and shape between
the entity denoted by a given noun and semantics of a classifier must agree.
For example, in (7.21) zhı̄ as a classifier denotes a round-shape thing, tiáo
is used for a rope-like thing, and bĕn for a book-like thing, etc. Perhaps the
untoned ge , as the most commonly used classifier, is somewhat exceptional
in that it no longer carries a clear sense of shape other than functioning as a
counter. Otherwise, semantically incompatible classifiers and nouns cannot
go together, such as: * sān běn qiú, * , sı̀ zhı̄ shé * wŭ běn
shū, in which there is a semantic clash between the classifier and the noun.

(7.21)

yı̄-ge xı̄-guā liăng ge rén sān zhı̄ qiú sı̀ tiáo shé wǔ běn shū
a-CL west-melon 2-CL human 3-CL ball 4-CL snake 5-CL book
“a water-melon” “two people” “three balls” “four snakes” “five books”
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Most commonly used classifiers, probably because of their fundamental
sensitivity to the size and shape of the entities they modify, can be modified
by adjectives such as dà “big” and xiăo “small” for emphasis like in (7.22)
when the numeral is one.

(7.22)
yı́-dà-ge xı̄-guā yı̀-xiăo-běn shū yı́-dà-kuài jiān-bı̆ng
1-big-CL west-melon 1-small-CL book 1-big-CL fry-cake
“a big water-melon” “a small book” “a big pancake”

Otherwise, the most common position for adjectives is to follow the classifiers
like those in (7.23).

(7.23)

jı̆-ge dà xı̄-guā sān-běn xiăo shū liù-kuài dà jiān-bı̆ng
several-CL big west-melon 3-CL small book 6-CL big fry-cake
“several big water melons” “three small books” “six big pancakes”

The numeral-classifier construction and the plural xiē “several” that is
insensitive to size and shape are generally in complementary distribution and
cannot co-occur, as is exemplified in (7.24).

(7.24) *
măi xiē yú/shū măi jı̆-tiáo yú măi xiē-tiăo yú
buy some fish/book buy several-CL fish buy several-CL fish
“buy some fish/ books” “buy several fish”

Still another good example of semantic incompatibility may be the restric-
tion between a Chinese preposition and its following noun. It was noted in
chapter 4 that certain prepositions such as the locative marker zài and the
source marker cóng require a location-denoting noun to follow them, as
is exemplified by the data in (7.25). For a non-spatial noun, an additional
locative particle is needed to change it into a location-denoting one, thus
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satisfying the selectional restriction that is defined as a specificity condition
in chapter 4.

(7.25) a. *
tā cóng bàozhı̆ kàn-dào zhè tiáo xı̄n-wén
3rd from newspaper-up see-arrive DEM CL new-hear

b.
tā cóng bàozhı̆-shàng kàn-dào zhè tiáo xı̄n-wén
3rd from newspaper-up see-arrive DEM CL new-hear
“He read the news from the newspaper.”

7.5 Chinese pronouns and demonstratives

Chinese pronouns and demonstratives share some common features, although
they have distinctively different grammatical functions. They are discussed
together here because they both can be used to represent a noun phrase.

There are two first-person pronouns including the singular wŏ and a
colloquial inclusive pronoun zán (meaning you and I together), both of
which can be marked by the suffix -men signaling plurality. When the
inclusive first-person pronoun is marked by the plural marker, such as , it
is pronounced as zá-men.

There are two second-person pronouns, the regular one nı̆ and the polite
form nı́n . However, only the regular second-person pronoun can take the
plural marker -men.

The most common third-person pronoun is tā written differently covary-
ing with factors in gender and animacy, such as “third-person, male,”
“third-person, female,” “third-person non-human (including inanimate).”
However, in natural speech they are not used as much as their counterparts
in English. Chinese speakers tend to repeat the name of an entity rather
than use a third-person pronoun. Overuse of pronouns tends to be a com-
mon, undesirable feature characteristic of compositions written by beginning
Chinese-language students. Furthermore, it is extremely uncommon to use a
third-person pronoun to refer to a non-human entity. The default manner in
referring to such an entity is either to repeat the noun representing it or to
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add a Chinese determiner (or demonstrative), such as nà “that” or zhè “this.”
Thus, nà māo refers to “that cat” or zhè māo refers to “this cat.” (
can also be written as .) The two demonstratives nà “that” and zhè “this”
have colloquial counterparts realized as nèi for “that” and zhèi for “this,” or
the rhotacized forms, zhèr and nàr .

The third-person pronoun tā can be followed by the plural marker -men
. Therefore, tā-men indicates plural male human, tā-men indicates

plural female human, and tā-men indicates plural non-human. The plural
marker for the Chinese demonstratives are -xiē , thus, nà-xiē “those”
and zhè-xiē “these,” or the more colloquial nèi-xiē “those” and zhèi-
xiē “these.” However, the rules governing pronouns and demonstratives
are not the same. In (7.12b and c) it was stipulated that the rules for a DP
are, first of all, NP → (DP) (ADJ) N and then, DP → DET (NCL). That is,
as nà “that” and zhè “this” are the only members of the category DET, it can
precede a noun (7.26a), an adjective (7.26b), and a classifier (7.26c).

(7.26) a.
nà rén zŏu le
DEM person walk CRS
“That person left.”

b.
nà hăo rén zŏu le
DEM good person walk CRS
“That good person left.”

c.
nà ge hăo rén zŏu le
DEM CL good person walk CRS
“That good person left.”

However, Chinese pronouns normally cannot assume the head position of an
NP with a modifier such as the NP in (7.27c), although a pronoun can stand
for the entire NP such as in example (7.27b) where the pronoun tā can be
interpreted as standing for the entire NP jiějie de péngyŏu “sister’s friend.”
Furthermore, a pronoun can be used as a modifier of a noun such as the
example in (7.27d).
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(7.27) a.
zhăo jiějie de péngyŏu
find sister REL friend
“find your sister’s friend”

b.
zhăo tā
find 3rd
“find him”

c. *
zhăo jiějie de tā
find sister REL 3rd

d.
zhăo tā péngyŏu
find 3rd friend
“find his friend”

In light of the data in (7.27), additional NP rules in (7.28a and b) are necessary
to properly account for the syntactic distribution of the Chinese pronouns,
represented by PRO.

(7.28) a. NP → PRO
b. NP → PRO N
c. NP → DET

The NP rule in (7.28c) is needed to account for the fact that the determiner
can stand for an entire noun phrase similar to the pronoun such as those
in (7.29).

(7.29) a.
wŏ jiù yào zhèi-xiē
1st only want DEM-PL
“I want only these.”

b.
wŏ jiù yào zhèi
1st only want DEM
“I want only this.”
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There is only one Chinese reflexive pronoun zı̀jı̆ . A reflexive pronoun
normally requires its antecedent to exist within the sentence in which it occurs.
Like the other pronouns discussed above, it can occur alone representing the
entire NP such as the one in (7.30a) or take up a modifier position in front of
a noun such as the one in (7.30b). However, unlike the other pronouns, the
Chinese reflexive pronoun can occur immediately after a regular pronoun to
emphasize the reflexive demonstrated by those in (7.30c and d).

(7.30) a.
tā dă zı̀jı̆
3rd hit self
“She hit herself.”

b.
tā dă zı̀jı̆ năo-dài
3rd hit self brain-pocket
“He hit his own head.”

c.
tā zı̀jı̆ dă zı̀jı̆
3rd self hit self
“She hit herself.”

d.
tā dă tā zı̀jı̆
3rd hit tā self
“He hit himself.”

The reciprocal element comparable to the English reciprocal pronoun each
other is bı̆cı̆ . Bı̆cı̆ are two morphemes that are demonstratives in
classical Chinese and occur most frequently in the adverb position such as in
example (7.31). A similar adverb hùxiāng “mutually” can easily replace
the reciprocal adverb bı̆cı̆ .

(7.31) ( )
tā-men bi-ci zūnzhòng (dùi-fāng)
3rd-PL that-this respect (face-side)
“They respect each other.”
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7.6 Negation

There are four semantically distinctive Chinese negators: bù , bié , méi
, and méi(yŏu) . Bù is the most commonly used, as it can be placed in

front of an adverb as in (7.32a), an auxiliary as in (7.32b), a preposition as
in (7.32c), or a verb as in (7.32d), depending on what the speaker wants to
negate. Note that in (7.32c) the PP falls into the scope of negation, whereas
the PP in (7.32d) does not. Other uses of the negator bù to form the Chinese
interrogative will be discussed in section 7.7.

(7.32) a.
wŏ bù yı́dı̀ng lái
1st NEG certainly come
“I am not certain that I would come.”

b.
wŏ bù néng lái
1st NEG can come
“I cannot come.”

c. ,
tā bú zài túshūguăn kàn shū, tā nàlı̆ gōngzuò
3rd NEG at library see book, 3rd at there work
“He is not reading in the library but is working there.”

d. ,
tā zài jiā bú kàn shū, zhı̆ kàn diàn-shı̀
3rd at home NEG see book, only see electric-view
“At home, he does not read but only watches TV.”

Furthermore, only bù can be used when the speaker wants to negate a habitual
situation such as the one in (7.32d), an ongoing situation such as the one in
(7.32c), an intention such as the one in (7.32b), or a future event such as the
one in (7.32a). To negate a completed event, the negator méi(yŏu) must be
used instead such as those in (7.33).

(7.33) a.
tā zuótiān bù lái
3rd yesterday NEG come
“He did not (plan) to come.” “*He did not come yesterday.”
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b.
tā zuótiān bù lái
3rd yesterday NEG come
“He did not come yesterday.”

The negator méiyŏu can be used without yŏu as is exemplified in example
(7.33b). Furthermore, the negator for existential sentences such as the one in
(7.34b and d) may look exactly the same as the negator for completed events
in (7.33), although méiyŏu normally cannot be shortened to méi like those in
(7.33) if yŏu functions as the predicate of an existential sentence such as the
one in (7.34e).

(7.34) a.
shù-shàng zhăng-zhe hĕn-duō pı́ngguŏ
tree-up grow-IMP very-more apple
“Many apples grow on the tree.”

b.
shù-shàng méi zhăng-zhe hĕn-duō pı́ngguŏ
tree -up NEG grow-IMP very-more apple
“Many apples grow on the tree.”

c.
wŏ yŏu hĕn-duō shū
1st have very-more book
“I have many books.”

d.
wŏ méi yŏu hĕn-duō shū
1st NEG have very-more book
“I do not have many books.”

e. *
wŏ méi hĕn-duō shū
1st NEG very-more book

Finally, the negator bié is primarily used in unrealized situations such as
the negative command in (7.35a) or the negative request in (7.35b).
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(7.35) a. !
nı̆ bié tı̄ng shōu -yı̄n -jı̄
2nd NEG listen receive -sound -machine
“You do not listen to the radio!”

b. ?
qı̆ng nı̆ bié shuō huà
please you NEG say word
“Please would you not speak?

7.7 Sentence types

There are three major sentence types in Chinese: the declarative, the interrog-
ative, and the imperative. The discussion on Chinese syntax has been mostly
about the declarative which is characterized by a string of words regulated
by the phrase structure rule S → (NP) VP. In natural discourse, the declar-
ative occurs much more frequently than the other two types and, therefore,
constitutes the most important basis for the syntactic study of a language. As
all of the clauses discussed so far were declarative, I assume that we all have
now gained a fairly good knowledge of this sentence type and so I will not
elaborate on this sentence type further.

7.7.1 Interrogative

The interrogative is generally characterized as a way to request information
from listeners. There are four main types of interrogatives, plus a derived tag-
question type, in Chinese: the wh-word question, the disjunctive question, the
A-not-A question, and the particle question. The wh-question type refers to
questions marked by words like what, where, which, how, who in which the
letters wh are used. To form a wh-question in Chinese, a speaker only needs
to replace the constituent that is in question with a wh-word, such as shénme

“what,” shéi, or shuı́, “who,” zěnme(yang) “how,” wèishénme
or gànmá “why,” duōshăo “how much/many,” jı̆-CL -CL

“how many,” něi-xiē “which ones,” něi-CL “which one,” and năr or
nălı̆ “where.” The wh-word shénme “what” can take up either the
entire NP position (7.36a) or the modifier position of a NP (7.36b and c).
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(7.36) a. ?
nı̆ shuō shénme
2nd speak what
“What did you say?”

b. ?
nı̆ shuō shénme huà
2nd speak what word
“What language do you speak?” or “What words do you say?”

c. ?
shénme dōngxı̄ zhème hăochı̄
what thing this good-eat
“What stuff is so tasty?”

In like manner, shéi, or shuı́, “who” can do the same thing in (7.37).

(7.37) a.
nı̆ shuō shéi
2nd speak who
“Who did you say?”

b. ?
shéi shuō nı̆ ne
who speak 2nd Prt
“Who is talking about you?”

c.
shéi jiā yŏu yóuyŏng-chı́
who home has swim-pool
“Whose home has a swimming pool?”

The wh-words, zěnme(yang) “how,” wèishénme and gànmá
“why,” function to ask questions in relation to either an S (7.38a) or a

VP, as exemplified in (7.38).

(7.38) a. ?
tā zěmeyang le
3rd how CRS
“How is he?”
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b. , ?
tā méiyŏu chē, zěnme qù
3rd NEG car, how go
“He does not have a car. How can (he) go?”

c. ?
nı̆ gànma qù
2nd why go
“Why did you go?”

d. ?( )
nı̆ gànshénme qù
2nd why go
“Why did you go?”

e. ?
nı̆ wèishénme bù tı̄ng hua
2nd why NEG hear word
“Why did you not listen?”

Chinese wh-word duōshăo “how much/many” is used to ask questions
about quantity. As, with the exception of the classifier xiē marking plurality,
there is no mass/count distinction among Chinese non-human nouns, duōshăo

can occur in front of a noun meaning either “how much” (7.39a) or “how
many (7.39b). Duōshăo also functions as something like a pronoun without a
definite number to answer a question with duōshăo such as the one in (7.39c).
Duō is also used as a degree adverb that can occur directly in front of a
monosyllabic adjective to make it into an emphatic nominal such as the one
in (7.39d). Similar examples include duō-huài “so bad,” duō-gāo “so
tall,” and duō-nán “so difficult.”

(7.39) a. ?
nı̆-men yŏu duō-shăo qián
2nd-PL have more-less money
“How much money do you have?”

b. ?
nı̆-men yŏu duō-shăo rén
2nd-PL have more-less person
“How many people do you have?”
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c. ,
nı̆-men yào duō-shăo, wŏmen gěi duō-shăo
2nd-PL want more-less, 1st-PL give more-less
“We will pay any amount that you ask for.”

d.
zhèyàng yŏu duō-hăo a
DEM have more-good PRT
“This is so good.”

e. ?
nı̆ fù-qı̄n jı̄n-nián yŏu duō-dà
2nd father to-year have more big
“How old is your father this year?”

However, if the number is small and can be easily counted, then jı̆-CL -CL
(7.40a) “how many” is more likely to be used.

(7.40) a. ?
nı̆ háizi jı̄n-nián yŏu jı̆ suı̀
2nd child to-year have several CL
“How old is your child?”

b. ?
nı̆ xiàn-zài yŏu jı̆ ge háizi
2nd now-at have several CL child
“How many children do you have now?”

Wh-words like něi-xiē “which ones,” něi-CL “which one,” năr
and năli “where” are all variants of the demonstrative nà and can be
used as question words in the data in (7.41).

(7.41) a. ?
něi -xiē rén xiăng tiào wŭ
DEM-PL person want jump dance
“Which of these people want to dance?”

b. ?
něi -xiē rén xiăng tiào wŭ
DEM-CL person want jump dance
“Which person wants to dance?”
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c. ?
něi -ge xiăng tiào wŭ
DEM-CL want jump dance
“Which person wants to dance?”

d. ?
nă-r/lı̆ yŏu huā mài
DEM have flower sell
“Where are flowers sold?”

e. ?
nı̆ qù nă-r/lı̆
2nd go DEM
“Where are you going?”

Disjunctive questions present a respondent with a couple of options to
choose from when answering them. In Chinese this type of question is marked
by the connector háishı̀ “or” as revealed by the data given in (7.42). The
phrasing options for this question include: two VPs, a positive one and a
negative one such as the one in (7.42a), or two VPs with different nouns
along with a repeated shared verb such as the one (7.42b). In (7.42c) the
disjunctive parts are the nouns in front of the verb. The alternative can also
be the temporal adverbs, such as the one in (7.42d), or PPs, such as the one
in (7.42e).

(7.42) a. ?
nı̆ qù háishi bú qù
2nd go or NEG go
“Are you going or not?”

b. ?
nı̆ zuò chuán háishı̀ zuò huŏ-chē
2nd sit ship or sit fire-car
“Would you go by ship or by boat?”

c. ?
jı̄n-tiān zhāng lăoshı̄ jiāo háishı̀ lı̆ lăoshı̄ jiāo
to-day Name teacher teach or Name teacher teach
“Is Mr. Zhang teaching today or is Mr. Li teaching today?”
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d. ?
lăo zhāng jı̄n-tiān dào háishı̀ mı́ng-tiān dào
old Name to-day arrive or bright-sky arrive
“Does Mr. Zhang arrive today or tomorrow?”

e. ?
nı̆ zài zhè-r shuı̀ háishı̀ zài nà-r shuı̀
2nd at DEM sleep or at DEM sleep
“Are you sleeping here or there?”

A particle question is formed by adding a sentence-final question particle
like ma to an otherwise declarative sentence such as those in (7.43). (For
other possible particles, please refer to section 4.1.1.)

(7.43) a. ?
wŏ gāi qù ma
1st should go PRT
“Should I go?”

b. ?
nı̆ chı̄ -guò fàn le ma
2nd eat-EXP rice CRS prt
“Have you eaten yet?”

c. ?
nı̆ măi cài ma
2nd buy vegetable PRT
“Are you buying a vegetable?”

Particle questions are somewhat equivalent to English yes/no questions such
as the translations given in (7.43). However, in answering the Chinese yes/no
question, one usually does not answer with the English equivalent of a yes,
duı̀ or shı̀ . For a positive short answer, one can simply repeat the verb
or the auxiliary verb. So for (7.43a) an appropriate short answer is sim-
ply gāi “should.” For a more complete answer, one can repeat either just
the verb phrase, gāi qù “should go” or the entire S with some adjustment
with the pronoun, nı̆ gāi qù “you should go.” So for (7.43c), any of the
following answers are appropriate: măi “buy,” măi cài “buy vegetable,” or
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wŏ măi cài “I am buying a vegetable.” For a negative answer, one can add
the negative bù to the above, such as bù măi, bù măi cài, or wŏ bù măi
cài.

The so-called A-not-A question, which is functionally equivalent to the
particle question, is formed by adding the negator bù and repeating the verb
such as those in (7.44–7.46). However, the A-not-A question has a more
elaborate system in formation. For example, in (7.44) the negator is added after
the verb phrase chı̄ yú “eat fish” as is exemplified by (7.44a). Nevertheless, it
is possible to repeat the verb without repeating the patient argument yú “fish”
such as in (7.44b). Finally, the most elliptical A-not-A is simply to insert a
negator bù without repeating the VP such as (7.44c).

(7.44) a. ?
tā chı̄ yú bu chı̄ yú
3rd eat fish NEG eat fish
“Does he eat fish?”

b. ?
tā chı̄ bu chı̄ yú
3rd eat NEG eat fish
“Does he eat fish?”

c. ?
tā chı̄ yú bù
3rd eat fish NEG
“Does he eat fish?”

The data in (7.45) show how the A-not-A question type works with an
auxiliary verb. The sentence in (7.45b) shows that a yes/no question can
be formed with the A-not-A pattern by adding a negator and repeating the
following VP. Despite this, it is not possible to repeat the verb only with an
auxiliary because this pattern is grammatically incorrect as demonstrated by
(7.45c). An A-not-A question can also be formed with only a negator for a
VP with an auxiliary such as the one in (7.45d). Finally, one can also repeat
the entire VP with the auxiliary to form an A-not-A question such as the one
in (7.45e).
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(7.45) a. ?
tā néng chı̄ yú ma
3rd can eat fish PRT
“Can he eat fish?”

b. ?
tā néng bu néng chı̄ yú
3rd can NEG can eat fish
“Can he eat fish?”

c. * ?
tā néng chı̄ bu chı̄ yú
3rd can eat NEG eat fish

d. ?
tā néng chı̄ yú bù
3rd can eat fish NEG
“Can he eat fish?”

e. ?
tā néng chı̄ yú bu néng chı̄ yú
3rd can eat fish NEG can eat fish
“Can he eat fish?”

In forming an A-not-A question with disyllabic verbs, one can repeat the entire
VP such as in (7.46a), repeat the verb in (7.46b), repeat the first syllable of
the verb like (7.46c), or simply add the negator without repetition of the VP
like (7.46d).

(7.46) a. ?
nı̆ xı̆huān yı̄ngguó bu xı̆huān yı̄ngguó
2nd like England NEG like England
“Do you like England?”

b. ?
nı̆ xı̆huān bu xı̆huān yı̄ngguó
2nd like NEG like England
“Do you like England?”
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c. ?
nı̆ xı̆-bu-xı̆huān yı̄ngguó
2nd like NEG like England
“Do you like England?”

d. ?
nı̆ xı̆huān yı̄ngguó bù
2nd like England NEG
“Do you like England?”

Furthermore, the A-not-A question type is not limited only to the verb phrases.
It is also possible to form yes/no questions for PPs with the similar A-not-A
patterns such as those in (7.47a–c). Additional examples of A-not-A questions
are given in (7.47d) for a PP with an instrumental case and in (7.47e) for a
PP with a benefactive case.

(7.47) a. ?
tā zài zhōngguó dúshū bu zài zhōngguó dúshū
3rd in China study NEG in China study
“Is he studying in China?”

b. ?
tā zài bu zài zhōngguó dúshū
3rd in NEG in China study
“Is he studying in China?”

c. ?
tā zài zhōngguó dúshū bu
3rd in China study NEG
“Is he studying in China?”

d. ?
tā yòng bu yòng diàn-năo xiě zhōngwén
3rd with NEG with electric-pocket write Chinese
“Does he write Chinese with a computer?”

e. ?
nı̆ tı̀ bu tı̀ tā dài diăn dōng-xı̄
2nd for NEG for 3rd bring some east-west
“Are you going to bring him some stuff?”
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It is also possible to form an A-not-A question with the negator méi for a
completed event such as the one in (7.48a) and an existential sentence such
as the one in (7.48b).

(7.48) a. ?
nı̆ kàn méi kàn-guò zhè běn shū
2nd see not see -pass DEM CL book
“Have you read this book?”

b. ?
nı̆ yŏu méi yŏu rén-mı́n-bı̀
2nd have not have people-money
“Do you have Chinese money?”

But when the negator happens at the end of a sentence, the full form méiyŏu
must be used as in (7.49).

(7.49) a. ?
nı̆ kàn -guò zhè běn shū méiyŏu
2nd see -pass DEM CL book not
“Have you read this book?”

b. ?
nı̆ yŏu rén-mı́n-bı̀ méiyŏu
2nd have people-money not
“Do you have Chinese money?”

7.7.2 Imperative

Generally speaking, the imperative refers to a sentence expressing a command.
An imperative is most commonly addressed to listeners such as those in (7.50).
An imperative sentence frequently does not have a sentence-initial NP which
assumes the listener to be the agent of the S. Moveover, when the context is
clear, an imperative can also be composed of only an adverbial element such
as the one in (7.50d).

(7.50) a. !
nı̆ guò lái
2nd pass come
“You, come!”
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b.
guò lái
pass come
“Come!”

c.
kuài diăn zŏu
fast point walk
“Move quickly!”

d.
kuài diăn
fast point walk
“Move quickly!”

The directness of the imperative can be softened by adding a verbal element
like qı̆ng “to invite,” or máfán “to trouble” at the beginning of the S
such as (7.51). An imperative command can also be softened by a phrase like
yı̄diăn “a little bit” or yı̄xià “once” such as in (7.51b).

(7.51) a.
qı̆ng kuài diăn
invite fast point
“Please be quick.”

b.
kuài yı̄diăn
fast a-point
“A bit quicker.”

c.
qı̆ng guò lái
invite pass come
“Please come!”

d.
máfán guò lái yı̄-xià
trouble pass come one-down
“Could you come over once?”

An imperative can also take the first person as the agent of the S, such as
giving oneself a command as shown by the example in (7.52a). In addition, a
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sentence-final particle ba can be added to an imperative to solicit agreement
from the listener, thus making it a very gentle command such as in (7.52b).

(7.52) a. !
wŏ qù
1st go
“(Telling oneself) go!”

b.
wŏ-men yı̄qı̆ zŏu ba
1st-PL together go PRT
“Let us go together.”
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Chapter 7 defines lexical categories in terms of linear word order. However,

Chinese word order is far from rigid. In this chapter, Chinese nominalization,

the relative clause, adverbials, serial-verb constructions, and prepositional

phrases will be introduced with reference to the word-order flexibility trig-

gered by various discourse/pragmatic factors. At the end of this chapter, the

relationship between the Chinese serial-verb constructions and prepositional

phrases will be discussed.

Chinese is said to be a topic-prominent language (Li and Thompson 1981),

i.e., sometimes a sentence begins with a nominal representing a topic that

refers to something about which a speaker assumes the listener has some

knowledge. The rest of the sentence is a description of the topic, commonly

known as a comment. For instance, the sentence in (8.1a) has a normal Chinese

word order, with the agent in front of the verb and the affected undergoer after

the verb. However, the affected undergoer pı́ngguŏ “apple” in (8.1b) is fronted

to take up the topic position without the need of any morphological change in

Chinese. But the selectional restrictions of the words in the sentence do not

allow it to be ambiguous. When the selectional restriction allows, the sequence

jı̄ chı̄ le in (8.1c) has a topic-comment structure and allows a different reading

depending on context, either “The chicken has eaten” or “The chicken was

eaten.”

(8.1) a.

wŏ chı̄ pı́ngguŏ

1st eat apple

“I eat apple.”

b.

pı́ngguŏ wŏ chı̄

apple 1st eat

“Apple, I do eat.”

184
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c.

jı̄ chı̄ le

chicken eat CRS

“The chicken has eaten.” Or “The chicken was eaten.”

The derivation of a specific reading for a sequence whose word order has

been shifted due to pragmatic factors can be even more complicated. For

instance, the example in (8.2) is structurally ambiguous and has two different

readings depending on specific structural analysis. The two NPs, tā and sheı́,
at the beginning of the sentence can be analyzed as having different functions

prescribed by the Chinese phrase-structure rules and discourse factors. The

NP tā can be analyzed either as the doer of the event (for reading b) or as

the undergoer (for reading a) of the event, given the Chinese phrase-structure

rules in the previous chapter:

S → (NP) VP,

VP → V (NP), etc.

(8.2)

tā shéi dōu pà

he who all fear

a. “Everybody is afraid of him.”

b. “He is afraid of everybody.”

That is, for reading (8.2b), the structural analysis is S[NP[tā]NP NPi[shéi]NPi

VP[dōu V[pà]V NPi[ ]NPi ] VP ]S, and for reading (8.2a), NPi[tā]NPi S[NP[shéi]NP

VP[dōu V[pà]V NPi[ ]NPi ]VP]S. The phrase-structure tree highlighting the

constituent structure for reading (8.2a) is shown in figure 8.1:

        S 

NP    VP

      N  ADV V  NP

Topicalized NPi[ta]NPi S[NP[shéi]NP VP[dou  V[pa]V NPi[  ]NPi  ]VP]S
¯¯ `

Figure 8.1 Phrase structure tree for (8.2a)
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Furthermore, for reading (8.2a), tā as an undergoer is fronted (or topicalized)

from its more common, postverbal position after pà because of its pragmatic

importance as a topic in the immediate discourse. In Chinese the sentence-

initial position, commonly referred to as the primary topic of a sentence, is

more closely related to the topic-prominence of a participant (Li and Thomp-

son 1976, 1981, Van Valin and LaPolla 1997) in a given discourse. In this

case, shéi functions as the doer of the event. However, the derivation of read-

ing (8.2b) shows that the NP represented by tā can also be analyzed as the

doer of the event, and shéi as the NP after the V as the undergoer. Moreover,

shéi is fronted from the postverbal position to the secondary topic position

right in front of the verb for emphasis, “afraid of everyone,” implying this

meaning in a given discourse.

The phrase-structure tree for reading (8.2b) is shown in figure 8.2:

S 

NP     VP 

N ADV V  NP 

S[NP[ta]NP NPi[shéi]NPiVP[dou  V[pa]V NPi[  ]NPi ]VP ]S¯¯ `

Figure 8.2 Phrase structure tree for (8.2b)

Therefore, the basic Chinese word order can be altered as long as it is prag-

matically motivated and syntactically well formed. In this chapter, various

common Chinese constructions are introduced in relation to their different

discourse functions.

8.1 Nominalization

The grammatical process through which a verb phrase, or a sentence, is turned

into a noun phrase is known as nominalization. For example, with some

morphological changes an English sentence such as He destroyed the city can

be nominalized into a noun phrase such as his destruction of the city (he →
his and destroy → destruction). Similarly, Chinese nominalization involves
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the placement of a clitic de after an otherwise verb phrase, or sentence, such

as in (8.3).

(8.3) a. (VP) (NP)

kàn dı̀an-yı̆ng kàn dı̀an-yı̆ng de

see electric-shadow see electric-shadow NOM

“to see a movie” “those who saw a movie”

b. (V) (NP)

chı̄ chı̄ de

eat eat NOM

“to eat” “food” or “those who eat”

c. (PRO) (NP)

nı̆ nı̆ de

2nd 2nd NOM

“you” “yours”

Note that the nominalizer de can also be placed after a pronoun turning it

into a nominal like the English mine, yours, his, hers or theirs such as the

second-person pronoun in (8.3c). Furthermore, Chinese nominalization reg-

ularly deletes one of the two arguments for a transitive verb, as is exemplified

by (8.3a) kàn dı̀an-yı̆ng de in which the doer is not specified. Sometimes, both

arguments of a transitive verb can be omitted, giving rise to an ambiguous

noun phrase, the meaning of which can only be determined by context. For

example, kàn de in (8.3b) can mean either book(s) or the person(s) who read

such as those in (8.4a).

(8.4) a. ?

nı̆ yŏu kàn de ma

2nd have look NOM question

“Do you have (any book) to read?” or “Do you have (anyone

who wants) to read?”

b. ?

xiăng chı̄ de dōu zŏu le

want eat NOM all walk CRS

“Those who want to eat have all left!”
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8.2 Relative clauses

A relative clause refers to a clause that modifies a noun, which, in turn, is

commonly referred to as the head noun of the relative clause. In Chinese, the

phrase-structure rule for a relative clause can be rewritten as:

NP → (DP) S de (ADJ) N.

Note that the adjective modifying the head noun must be placed right after the

relative marker de such as the one in (8.5a). Furthermore, the argument in a

relative clause that is coreferential with the head noun must be omitted, such

as gāng măi de mă “the horse that was just bought” in (8.5b–d) where

the head noun mă “horse” is coreferential with the undergoer of the verb măi
“to buy” in the relative clause and thus omitted within the clause np[s[gāng
măi npi[ ]npi de]s npi[mă]npi]np. Although the relative clause, represented by S

de in the above rule, normally occurs after a DP such as the one in (8.5c), for

emphasis it can also occur before the DP yı̄-pı̄ in (8.5d).

(8.5) a.

nı̆ de bái mă

2nd NOM white horse

“your white horse”

b.

bàba gāng măi de mă

father just buy NOM horse

“the horse that father just bought”

c.

yı̀-pı̄ gāng măi de mă

one-CL just buy NOM horse

“a horse that was just bought”

d.

gāng măi de yı̀-pı̄ mă

just buy -NOM one-CL horse

“a horse that was just bought”

The head nouns of the relative clauses in (8.3) through (8.5) function either

as the doer or the undergoer of the verb in the relative clauses. However, the

head nouns may explicitly or implicitly also refer to entities situated in the
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non-argument position of a relative clause. When it refers to a non-argument

explicitly, a pronominal element must be placed after a preposition such as

in the examples in (8.6), in which the head nouns rén (8.6a) and túshūguăn
(8.6b) are coreferential to the benefactive tā (8.6a) and the locative nà-lı̆ (8.6b)

respectively.

(8.6) a.

wŏ tı̀ tā huà huà de rén

1st for 3rd draw picture NOM person

“the person, for whom I drew the picture”

b.

tā zài nà-lı̆ kàn shū de túshūguăn

3rd at there see book NOM library

“the library where she read”

However, the examples in (8.7) show that when a relative clause does not

contain a prepositional phrase, the head nouns such as yuányı̄n “reason”

(8.7a) and túshūguăn/dı̀fāng “library” (8.7b) implicitly mean that the head

noun is coreferential to a non-argument that is empty in the relative clause.

That is, a non-argument such as a locative phrase zài túshūguăn is implied in

the relative clause without words represented by the parenthesis [tā ( ) kàn
shū]de in (8.7b).

(8.7) a.

wŏ huà huà de yuányı̄n

1st draw picture NOM reason

“the reason that I drew the picture”

b.

tā kàn shū de túshūguăn/dı̀fāng

3rd see book NOM library/place

“the library/place where he read”

8.3 Cleft sentences

In Chinese, nominalization is also related to cleft and pseudo-cleft sentences

(Paris 1979) that are marked by the optional nominalizer de at the end of a
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sentence. Although cleft sentences are not frequently used, they are, neverthe-

less, a sentence type that can focus on a certain part of the sentence motivated

by communication needs in a given discourse. The examples in (8.8) are var-

ious Chinese cleft sentences, also known as shı̀ . . . (de) constructions (Li

and Thompson 1981). This type of sentence emphasizes different parts of an

otherwise simple declarative sentence like tā zuótiān măi-le cài “he bought

(some) food yesterday.” Usually the verb to be, shı̀, is placed right in front

of the constituent to be emphasized such as shı̀ zuótiān “to be yesterday” in

(8.8a), shı̀ măi -le cài “to buy food” in (8.8b), and shı̀ zài shānjı̆ngchéng “to

be in Mountain View” in (8.8c). Note that the nominalizer de at the end of the

sentence is frequently omitted, leaving behind shı̀ as the most conspicuous

focus marker.

(8.8) a.

tā shı̀ zuótiān măi cài de

3rd be yesterday buy vegetable NOM

“It was yesterday that he bought (some) food.”

b.

tā zuótiān shı̀ măi -le cài

3rd yesterday be buy PFV vegetable

“What he did was to buy food yesterday.”

c.

tā zuótiān shı̀ zài shānjı̆ngchéng măi cài de

3rd yesterday be at Mountain View buy vegetable NOM

“It was in Mountain View that he bought food yesterday.”

To emphasize the undergoer that follows the verb, it must be separated from

the verb and placed after the verb to be. For example, the verb to be shı̀
functions as a link between two equivalent noun phrases such as zuótiān măi
de and cài in (8.9b).

(8.9) a. *

tā zuótiān măi -le shı̀ cài de

3rd yesterday buy PFV be vegetable NOM

b.

zuótiān măi de shı̀ cài

yesterday buy NOM be vegetable

“It was food that we bought yesterday.”
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Still another type of construction that may be called pseudo-cleft construction

is shown in the examples in (8.10) in which the focus after the verb to be shı̀
appears in the form of a relative clause.

(8.10) a.

măi cài shı̀ wŏ-men yı̄nggāi zuò de shı̀

buy vegetable be 1st-PL should do NOM matter

“Shopping for food is the matter that we should attend to.”

b.

zuótiān shı̀ wŏ-men măi cài de shı́jiān

yesterday be 1st-PL buy vegetable NOM time

“Yesterday was the time when we bought food.”

c.

Shānjı̆ngchéng shı̀ wŏ măi cài de dı̀fāng

Name be 1st buy vegetable REL place

“Mountain View is the place where I buy food.”

8.4 Adverbials

It was noted in chapter 7 that Chinese adverbs are typically placed immediately

in front of the verb in a VP. Some of these adverbs are able to be moved to

precede the sentence-initial noun phrase for various pragmatic reasons, but

some are fixed. This syntactic property is exhibited by the Chinese adverbial

clauses in the following subsections.

8.4.1 The word order and semantics of some common Chinese adverbs

Chinese adverbs yĕ “also,” yòu “also,” jı̀u “then,” cái “then” and

dōu “all” are non-movable adverbs, with the exception of jı̀u, occurring right

in front of the verb after the sentence-initial NP. Furthermore, the semantics

of these adverbs are often related to the semantic assumption that might be

expected of the constituents of a sentence by the speaker (Biq 1989). For

example, yĕ generally points to the similarity between two values that are in

contrast in a given context. In (8.11a) the doers, wŏ and tā, of the activity of

fish eating are in contrast. But in the rest of the examples in (8.11) different

constituents are in contrast, such as the undergoers fish and meat in (8.11b),
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the times yesterday and today in (8.11c) and the degree of readiness between

the two dishes, fish cooking and meat cooking, in (8.11d).

(8.11) a. ,

wŏ chı̄ yú, tā yĕ chı̄ yú

1st eat fish, 3rd also eat fish

“I ate fish, and so did he.”

b. ,

wŏ chı̄ yú, yĕ chı̄ ròu

1st eat fish, also eat meat

“I ate both fish and meat.”

c. ,

tā zuótiān chı̄ yú, jı̄ntiān yĕ chı̄ yú

3rd yesterday eat fish, today also eat fish

“He ate fish yesterday, and he ate fish again today.”

d. ,

yú zuò-hăo le, ròu yĕ chā-bù-duō le

fish make-good CRS, meat also less-not-more CRS

“The fish is cooked, and the meat is also about done.”

The examples in (8.12) show a special construction denoting extremity (Biq

1989). The constituent inside (lián) . . . yĕ/dōu is the focus of the sentence

representing a certain extreme value. Note that the parenthesis around lián
marks it as an optional element, and the slash between yĕ/dōu signals that

only one of these is needed in each occurrence. The example in (8.12a) is an

emphatic statement of the poor appetite of the doer implying that someone’s

appetite is so bad that the person involved does not even want to eat fish and

meat that fall into his extreme category: the kind of food that he likes most. On

the other hand, the example in (8.12b) implies that even the doer is a person

who is most likely to eat things that other people would be unwilling to eat.

(8.12) a.

tā jı̄ntiān lián yú ròu yĕ bù xiăng chı̄

3rd today even fish meat also not want eat

“Today he does not even want to eat fish and meat.”
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b.

lián tā dōu bù xiăng chı̄

even 3rd also not want eat

“Not even he wants to eat.”

As compared to yĕ in the above cases that highlights the similarity of a

semantic value, yòu depicts the accumulation of relevant properties of the

same entity (Biq 1987).

(8.13) a.

tā yòu lái le

3rd also come CRS

“He came again.”

b.

tā lái le yòu lái

3rd come PFV also come

“He came again and again.”

c.

tā yòu huı̀ chàng gē yòu huı̀ tiào wŭ

3rd also can sing song also can jump dance

“He can sing and dance.”

The semantics of the adverbs cái and jiù appear to be complementary to

each other. Generally speaking, cái signals exclusive focusing implying that

there is only one situation in which the speaker would agree to go in (8.14b),

while jiù in (8.14a) marks simple focusing (Biq 1987), implying a general

focal point but not an exclusive condition.

(8.14) a.

nı̆ qù wŏ jiù qù

2nd go 1st then go

“I will go if you go.”

b.

nı̆ qù wŏ cái qù

“I will go only if you go.”
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However, in a different context cái such as the one in (8.15b) suggests a sense

of lateness of the event that should have taken place sooner. In (8.15a) its

implication is simply to focus on the imminence of an activity.

(8.15) a.

tā mı́ngtian jiù lái

3rd tomorrow then come

“He is coming tomorrow.”

b.

tā mı́ngtian cái lái

3rd tomorrow then come

“He will not come until tomorrow.”

In this context, such as the sentence in (8.16) the meaning of lateness is not

allowed by the adverb măshàng “immediately,” only jiù that does not imply

a focus on lateness can be employed.

(8.16) a.

wŏ măshàng jiù lài

1st immediately then come

“I will come immediately.”

c. *

wŏ măshàng cái lài

1st immediately then come

Unlike other adverbs in this group, jiù as a focus marker can be placed right

in front of the constituent in focus such as the pronoun in (8.17a), in front of

the PP in (8.17b), or right in front of the verb. The constraint is that it cannot

be placed after the main verb of the sentence.

(8.17) a.

jiù tā cóng mĕiguó lái le

then 3rd from USA come CRS

“Only he (and nobody else) came from the USA.”

b.

tā jiù cóng mĕiguó lái le

3rd then from USA come CRS

“He will come from the USA soon.”
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c.

tā cóng mĕiguó jiù lái le

3rd from USA then come CRS

“He then came from the USA.”

d.

tā jiù zuótiān cóng mĕiguó lái le

3rd then yesterday from USA come CRS

“It was yesterday that he came from the USA.”

The position for the adverb dōu is fixed to the position immediately preced-

ing the verb of the sentence. However, its scope of modification is backward

looking. That is, it can only place a focus on an element preceding it giving

rise to a necessary word-order change for a focused constituent that is nor-

mally postverbal. The focus is placed on shéi in (8.18a), on zhèxiē huà in

(8.18b), on wŏ in (8.18c), and on shénme huà in (8.18d), all of which occur

before the verb shuō in (8.18).

(8.18) a. !

shéi dōu huı̀ shuō zhèxiē huà

who all can say DEM-CL word

“Anyone can say these words!”

b. !

zhēxiē huà shéi dōu huı̀ shuō

DEM-CL word who all can say

“These words, anyone can say them!”

c. ?

tā dōu shuō-le xiē shénme huà

3rd all say-PFV CL what word

“What did HE (stress) say?”

d.

tā shĕnme huà dōu shuō-le

3rd what word all say-PFV

“He said everything.”

Other adverbs that have a fixed preverbal position include lăo “always,”

cháng “often,” and zuı̀ “most.” Chinese superlative is expressed through
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placing the adverb zuı̀ “most” in front of the predicate it modifies such as

those in (8.19).

(8.19) a.

tā zuı̀ tānxı̄n

3rd most greedy

“He is the most greedy.”

b.

wŏ-men zuı̀ xı̆huān zhōngguó de xiăo-chı̄

1st-PL most like China REL small-eat

“We like Chinese (local) delicacies most.”

Adverbs, known as backward-linking adverbs (Li and Thompson 1981),

that connect ideas expressed in the preceded clause, are normally placed at

the beginning of a sentence. They are bı̀ngqiĕ “moreover,” érqiĕ
“furthermore,” kĕshı̀ “but/however,” dànshı̀ “but/however,” huòzhĕ

“or,” suŏyı̆ “therefore,” yı̄nwèi “because,” etc.

(8.20) a. ,

tā hĕn cōngmı́ng suŏyı̆ dúshū dú de hĕn hăo

3rd very clever, therefore study-book study POT very good

“He is very smart; therefore, he studies very well.”

b. ,

tā hĕn cōngmı́ng dànshı̀ dúshū hĕn bù nŭlı̀

3rd very clever, but study-book very not effort

“He is very smart; but he did not work hard (studying).”

c. ,

tā hĕn cōngmı́ng ĕrqiĕ dài rén yòu tèbié hăo

3rd very clever, furthermore treat people also special good

“He is very smart; furthermore, he treats people so kindly.”

Some of these adverbs have a more flexible word order, such as jı̄ngcháng
“frequently,” lăoshı̀ “always,” and háishı̀ “nevertheless/still” which

can be placed either at the beginning of a sentence or right in front of the

verb with a different scope of modification such as the examples in (8.21)

demonstrate.
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(8.21) a.

háishı̀ nı̆ qù hăo

still 2nd go good

“It is still better for YOU to go.”

b.

nı̆ háishı̀ qù hăo

2nd still go good

“It is still better for you to go.”

When it is used to form an alternative question, háishı̀ means something like

“or” in conjoining two clauses such as in (8.22).

(8.22)
wŏ qù hăo háishı̀ bú qù hăo

1st go good or not go good

“Should I go or not?”

8.4.2 Adverbial clauses

There are three types of adverbial clauses: (i) an adverbial clause with an

adverbial connector; (ii) an adverbial clause that appears like a relative clause

before the main clause; and (iii) a common adverb that marks both clauses. The

semantics of these adverbial clauses are forward-linking (Li and Thompson

1981), commonly corresponding to a backward-linking adverb in the main

clause. The connectors of the first type such as those in (8.23) include adverbs

like búdàn “although” used together with a backward-linking adverb érqiĕ
“also” in the main clause; suı̄rán “although” together with háishı̀

“still” in the main clause; and yı̄nwèi “because” together with suóyı̆
“therefore.” Note that the examples in (8.23) also show that the adverbial

connector can be placed either at the beginning (8.23b) of the sentence or

right in front of the VP (8.23a).

(8.23) a. ,

tā búdàn hĕn rènzhēn, érqiĕ yĕ hĕn nŭlı̀

3rd not-only very serious, also also very effort

“He is not only very serious but also works very hard.”
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b. ,

búdàn tā hĕn rènzhēn, érqiĕ rén-rén dōu hĕn nŭlı̀

not-only 3rd very serious, also people-people all very effort

“Not only is she very serious but everyone else also works hard.”

Other connectors like jı̀rán “since,” rúguŏ “if,” jiărú “if,” and

zhı̆yào “if only,” co-occur with jiù/yĕ in the main clause in form-

ing a conditional adverbial clause indicating hypothetical or counterfactual

situations.

(8.24)

a. ,

nı̆ rúguŏ bú gàosù tā, tā jiù bú huı̀ zhı̄dào zhè-jiàn shı̀

2nd if not tell 3rd, 3rd then not may know DEM-CL matter

“If you do not tell him, he then may not know this business.”

b. ,

rúguŏ tā bú qù, wŏ jiù méi bànfă le

if 3rd not go, 1st then not way CRS

“If he does not go, I then have no way (to do it).”

The second type renders the adverbials in the form of a NP with a relative

clause marked by an adverbial connector, typically used to indicate time (dāng
/zài ) . . . de shı́hòu “when,” (dāng /zài ) . . . yı̆qián “before,”

(dāng /zài ) . . . yı̆hòu “after,” as well as conditionals (rúguŏ /jiărú
/zhı̆yào ) . . . de huà “if.” The adverbial connectors such as dāng and

zài at the beginning of the clause can be deleted.

(8.25)

a. ,

dāng wŏ huı́ jiā de shı́hòu, lù-shàng chū-le chē-huò

when 1st return home REL time, road-up happen-PFV car-crash

“When I returned home, (there was) a traffic accident on the road.”

b. ,

zài wŏ huı́ yı̆hòu lù-shàng chū-le chē-huò

at 1st return home after road-up happen-PFV car-crash

“After I returned home, (there was) a car accident on the road.”
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c. ,
jiărú wŏ huı́ jiā de huà, nı̆ jiù hùi bù hăo-hăo
if 1st return home REL word, 2nd then may not good-good

gōngzuò le
work CRS

“If I went home, you would not work very hard.”

The type of adverbial, beginning with a similitude marker such as tóng
/gēn /xiàng and ending with a nominal-like element such as yı́yàng

/nàyàng in (8.26) tóng /gēn /xiàng . . . yı́yàng /nàyàng
‘like,’ indicates similarity between two entities such as wŏ-men “we” and nı̆
“you,” as shown in (8.26a).

(8.26) a.
wŏ-men gēn nı̆ yı́yàng gāoxı̀ng
2nd-PL with 2nd one-like happy
“We are just as happy as you.”

b.
wŏ-men méiyŏu xiàng nı̆-men nàyàng bù jı̄jı́
1st-PL NEG like 2nd-PL DEM-like NEG active
“We are not as inactive as you.”

c. ,
gēn lı̆sı̀ yı́yàng, wŏ-men yě hěn bú xiăng qù
with Name one-like, 2nd-PL also very NEG want go
“Just like Lisi, we do not want to go either.”

The third group of adverbials involves two adverbs that must be repeated
right in front of the two verbs in the two clauses, such as yòu . . . yòu . . .
“both” (8.27a), yuè . . . yuè . . . “the more . . . the more . . .” (8.27b) and
yı̄biān . . . yı̄biān . . . “while” (8.27c).

(8.27) a.
zhè-piān wénzhāng yòu chòu yòu cháng
DEM-CL article also stink also long
“This article is both malodorous and long.”
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b.
yuè kàn yuè fá wèi
more look more lack taste
“The more one reads, the more one becomes bored.”

c.
wŏ zhı̆ hăo yı̀biān kàn yı̀biān tı̄ng yı̄nyuè
1st only good while read while listen music
“I could only read it while listening to music.”

8.5 Serial-verb constructions

Serial-verb constructions refer to sentences that comprise two or more verb
phrases in a series, permitted by the Chinese phrase-structure rule: VP → VP
VP. However, some of the verbs taking the initial V position are somewhat
grammaticalized (i.e., have lost a great deal of verbal properties and changed
into a grammatical marker of some kind) and behave less and less like a full
verb. The following discussion begins with the initial verbs that behave like
full verbs and concludes with those that behave least like verbs.

8.5.1 Three types of serial-verb constructions

There are three types of serial-verb construction discussed in this section,
one with flexible word order and the other two with rigid word order. The
examples in (8.28) show that the placement of the two verb phrases in a series
is sometimes flexible (8.28a and b). Such flexibility is accompanied by the
possibility for either verb to take a perfective marker -le (8.28c and d) or to
be negated (8.28e and f).

(8.28) a.
tā zài chúfáng lı̆ hē kāfēi kàn bào
3rd at kitchen in drink coffee look paper
“He is drinking coffee and reading the newspaper in the kitchen.”

b.
tā zài chúfáng lı̆ kàn bào hē kāfēi
3rd at kitchen in look paper drink coffee
“He is reading the newspaper and drinking coffee in the kitchen.”
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c.
tā zài chúfáng lı̆ kàn -le bào hē kāfēi
3rd at kitchen in look PFV paper drink coffee
“He read the newspaper and drank coffee in the kitchen.”

d.
tā zài chúfáng lı̆ kàn bào hē-le kāfēi
3rd at kitchen in look paper drink-PFV coffee
“He read the newspaper and drank coffee in the kitchen.”

e.
tā zài chúfáng lı̆ bù hē kāfēi kàn bào
3rd at kitchen in NEG drink coffee look paper
“He is not drinking coffee and reading the newspaper in the
kitchen.”

f.
tā zài chúfáng lı̆ hē kāfēi bú kàn bào
3rd at kitchen in drink coffee NEG look paper
“He is drinking coffee (but) not reading the newspaper in the
kitchen.”

Therefore, the syntactic relationship between the two VPs in this type of
serial-verb construction is perhaps parallel to each other.

In the second type of serial-verb construction shown by the examples in
(8.29), there is no word-order flexibility, because word order seems to be
constrained by the natural order of the sequence of real-world events (8.29a–
c). Thus, the relationship between the two verb phrases is not parallel like
the first type but is consecutive in nature. Note that the aspect marker can
still be affixed to the first verb or the second verb, making clear the verbal
status of the two verb phrases in this serial-verb construction. The placement
of a perfective marker -le may imply that the verb with it, such as shàng-le
in (8.29a) and shuı̀-le in (8.29b), should then be treated as the main verb of
the sentence. It is interesting to note that when the second verb is marked by
the perfective marker, the sentence is not complete without the sentence-final
le indicating a currently relevant state. This type of consecutive serial-verb
construction is complemented by the fact that qù “to go” and lái “to
come,” function as purposive markers, which can occur between the two
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verb phrases such as in the example in (8.29d). In this case the VP after the
purposive lái is the focused VP indicating the cause.

(8.29) a.
tā-men shàng-le lóu shuı̀ jiào
3rd-PL up-PFV floor sleep
“They went upstairs to sleep.”

b.
tā-men shàng lóu shuı̀-le jiào le
3rd-PL up-PFV floor sleep-PFV sleep CRS
“They went upstairs and slept.”

c. *
tā-men shàng lóu shuı̀jiào
3rd-PL sleep up-floor

d.
tā-men shàng lóu qù/lái shuı̀jiào
3rd-PL up floor go/come sleep
“They went upstairs in order to sleep.”

The consecutive serial-verb construction normally allows the initial verb
to take the progressive marker indicating the common aspectual nature of the
VPs in the series. Nevertheless, the second verb cannot normally take the
progressive marker alone such as in (8.30b).

(8.30) a.
bàba zài sòng jiějie shàng xué
father PROG send sister up school
“Father is sending sister to school.”

b. *
bàba sòng jiějie zài shàng xué
father send sister PROG up school
“Father sister to school.”

The third type of Chinese serial-verb construction results from a syntactic
constraint which does not allow a stative complement to follow the undergoer
NP after a transitive verb, thus giving rise to the phenomenon of reduplicating
the verb so that it appears that the undergoer NP and the stative complement
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each immediately follows a verb. That is, English sentences like He plays
the game well (8.31a) or He had the essay done (8.31b) are not possible in
Chinese because the sequences the game well or essay done are not allowable
after a verb. (Note that de in (8.31a) is a clitic indicating a potential result.)

(8.31) a. *
tā dă qiú de hăo
3rd hit ball get well
“He played the game well.”

b. *
tā xiě lùnwén hăo le
3rd write essay write good CRS
“He had the essay done.”

Instead, in Chinese the verb is duplicated to avoid a sequence of two com-
plements, thus giving rise to a surface serial-verb construction like those in
(8.32).

(8.32) a.
tā dă qiú dă de hăo
3rd hit ball hit get well
“He plays the (ball) game well.”

b.
tā xiě lùnwén xiě hăo le
3rd write essay write good CRS
“He had done the essay.”

However, perhaps as an exception to such a constraint on verbal complements,
verbal reduplication is not necessary if the second complement is a phrase
expressing duration, frequency, or a goal such as those in (8.33c and 8.34c).
Note that the duration and frequency can either be treated as a modifier (8.33b
and 8.34b) of a noun or as a complement of the duplicated verb (8.33a and
8.34a).

(8.33) a.
tā dă qiú dă le hăo jı̆ nián le
3rd hit ball hit PFV good several year CRS
“He has been playing the ball game for several years.”
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b.
tā dă le hăo jı̆ nián de qiú le
3rd hit PFV good several year REL ball CRS
“He has been playing the ball game for several years.”

c.
tā dă le qiú hăo jı̆ nián le
3rd hit PFV ball good several year CRS
“He has been playing the ball game for several years.”

(8.34) a.
tā xiě lùnwén xiě le hăo jı̆ cı̀ le
3rd write essay write good several time CRS
“He has written the essay several times.”

b.
tā xiě le hăo jı̆ cı̀ de lùnwén le
3rd write PFV good several time REL essay CRS
“He has written the essay several times.”

c.
tā xiě le lùnwén hăo jı̆ cı̀ le
3rd write PFV essay good several time CRS
“He has written the essay several times.”

Once the verb is duplicated, aspect markers can only appear with the second
verb of the series such as those in (8.33a) and (8.34a), but not with the first
verb as seen in (8.35).

(8.35) a. *
tā dă le qiú dă hăo jı̆ nián le
3rd hit PFV ball hit good several year CRS

b. *
tā xiě le lùnwén xiě hăo jı̆ cı̀ le
3rd write essay write good several time CRS

In all of the above examples, the two VPs share a common doer. When the
doers of the two VPs vary, the second doer must be marked by a causative
marker (see section 8.5.2 for details about the causative) gěi “to give,”
ràng “to let,” jiào “to call,” qı̆ng “to invite,” etc. If the two VPs share a
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common undergoer such as the book in (8.36a), the undergoer must be omitted
after the second verb.

(8.36) a.
wŏ măi běn shū gěi tā kàn
1st buy CL book give 3rd look
“I bought a book for him to read.”

b.
wŏ măi běn shū ràng tā sòng rén
1st buy CL book let 3rd sent people
“I bought a book for him to give someone.”

8.5.2 Causative construction

Causative construction is another type of serial-verb construction. Chinese
verbs such as gěi “to give,” ràng “to let,” jiào “to call,” and qı̆ng “to
inivite,” are full-fledged verbs in modern Chinese (8.37).

(8.37) a.
tā gěi –le wŏ hěn duō dōngxi
3rd give PFV 1st very much stuff
“He gave me a lot of stuff.”

b.
tā jiào–le wŏ
3rd call-PFV 1st
“He invited me.”

c.
tā ràng-le wŏ hăo jı̆ fēn
3rd let-PFV 1st good several point
“He yielded several points to me.”

However, these verbs can be used as a sort of causative marker in a serial-verb
construction indicating the NP between two verbs functioning simultaneously
as the undergoer (or affected) of the initial verb and the doer (or agent) of the
second verb such as those in (8.38). Traditionally in Chinese linguistics, this
type of construction is known as a pivotal construction. Most can co-occur
with an aspect marker like the perfective -le in (8.37). However lı̀ng “to
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order,” shı̆ “to make,” and ràng “to let” cannot, such as in (8.38b), thus
giving away the grammatical status of these three as less prototypical verbs
than the others in the causative construction.

(8.38) a.
wŏ zuótiān qı̆ng/rang/gěi/jiào tā kàn diàn-yı̆ng
1st yesterday invite/let/give/call PFV 3rd look electric-shadow
“I invited/let/allowed/made him (to) watch a film yesterday.”

b. /*
wŏ zuótiān qı̆ng/*ràng/gěi/jiào -le tā kàn diàn-yı̆ng
1st yesterday invite/let/allow/invited 3rd look electric-shadow
“I invited/made him (to) see a movie yesterday.”

8.6 Prepositions

In Chinese, there is no preposition that behaves like the English in, at, on, over,
toward, etc. that generally do not have a nominal or verbal function. Nearly
all Chinese prepositions can be used as full-fledged verbs, motivating some
(e.g. Li and Thompson 1981) to call them coverbs instead of prepositions.

Chinese prepositions are all originally the first verbs in a series that have
been changed into grammatical markers signaling various semantic functions
of the non-arguments. Syntactically, they behave like an adverbial modifying
the following VP, i.e. VP → PP VP. However, not all the PPs are the same
as some have more word-order flexibility than others.

8.6.1 Flexible prepositional phrases

All of the prepositions that can be placed either at the beginning of a sentence
in (8.39) or immediately before the main verb of a sentence in (8.40) are
included in this section such as yòng “with” indicating instrumental case, tı̀

“for” indicating benefactive case, and gēn “with” indicating associative
case.

(8.39) a.
wŏ yòng bǎ xiăo dāo dăkāi -le xı̀n-fēng
1st use CL small knife open -PFV letter-close
“I opened the envelope with a small knife.”
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b.
tā tı̀ nı̆ zuò-le hěn duō shı̀
3rd replace 2nd do-PFV very much things
“He did many things for you.”

c.
wŏ gēn nı̆ qù zhōngguó
1st follow you go China
“I will go to China with you.”

(8.40) a.
yòng bă xiăo dāo wŏ dăkāi -le xı̀n-fēng
use CL small knife 1st open-PFV letter-close
“I opened the envelope with a small knife.”

b.
tı̀ nı̆ tā zuò -le hěn duō shı̀
replace 2nd 3rd do-PFV very much things
“He did many things for you.”

c.
gēn tā wŏ qù -guò zhōngguó
follow 3rd 1st go-EXP China
“I went to China with her.”

The fundamental structural function of these prepositions is to add a non-
argument before the main verb of a sentence, VP → PP VP. Many of these
prepositions can still function as a verb in simple sentences (8.41). For this
reason, some linguists treat these prepositions as coverbs instead (Li and
Thompson 1981).

(8.41) a.
tā de wénzhāng yòng-le hěn duō diăngù
3rd REL article use-PFV very much quotation
“His article made use of many literary quotations.”

b.
jiàoliàn ràng zhāngsān tı̀ -le lı̆sı̀
coach let name replace PFV name
“The coach let Zhangsan substitute for Lisi.”
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c.
wŏ jiù gēn-zhe nı̆
1st then follow-IMP 2nd
“I will then follow you.”

Even though many of these prepositions cannot take on aspectual markers
like the verbs in a serial-verb construction, some of them can form frozen
preposition-like compounds. This type of sentence has an aspect marker that
functions as a fused element such as the imperfective marker -zhe in gēn-zhe

“with,” yán-zhe “along,” àn-zhe “according to,” and the perfective
marker -le in wèi-le “for,” etc. in (8.42).

(8.42) a.
wŏ gēn-zhe nı̆ qù zhōngguó
1st follow-IMP 2nd go China
“I will go to China with you.”

b.
tā wèi-le hái-zi làngfèi-le hěn duō qián
3rd do-PFV child waste-PFV very much money
“He wasted a lot of money on the children.”

c.
wŏ-men yán-zhe hăi-biān sànbù
1st-PL trim-IMP sea-edge walk
“We walk along the seashore.”

d.
wŏ zhı̆hăo àn-zhe lăobăn de yı̀sı̀ cóng tóu zài
1st only follow-IMP boss REL meaning from head again

zuò yı́ biàn
do one CL

“I could only redo (the project) in accordance with the boss’s
opinion.”

Some additional members of this group are: gěi “for,” duı̀ “toward,”
wăng “toward,” xiàng “toward,” cháo “toward,” cóng “from,” and
yóu “from.”
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Normally, the negators of the VPs like bù or méiyŏu can either immediately
precede the prepositions such as (8.43a) and (8.43c) or follow the PP, but
before the verb, such as (8.43b) and (8.43d). In the latter case the negation of
the verb is more emphatic.

(8.43) a.
wŏ méiyou yòng dāo qiē xı̄guā
1st NEG with knife cut watermelon
“I did not cut the watermelon with a knife.”

b.
wŏ yòng dāo méiyou qiē xı̄guā
1st with knife NEG cut watermelon
“I did not cut the watermelon with a knife.”

c.
tā bù gěi wŏ xiě xı̀n
3rd NEG for 1st write letter
“He has not written any letters to me.”

d.
tā gěi cónglái wŏ bù xiě xı̀n
3rd for 1st forever NEG write letter
“He never writes any letters to me.”

8.6.2 The comparative, passive, and bă constructions

In addition to the similarity of having a verbal origin like the above preposi-
tions, the constructions discussed in this section differ from those in section
8.5.2 for their inflexible word order. They must immediately precede the VP
but must follow the optional NP at the beginning of a sentence. Moreover,
their constraints on negation demonstrate that they are more closely connected
to the following verbs than the prepositions in the last section.

8.6.2.1 Comparative
The Chinese comparative is marked by bı̆ which is placed right in front
of the standard it is to be compared with. For example, tā in (8.44a) is used as
the standard against which nı̆ is compared. Furthermore, this preposition is
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not movable (8.44b) like those in section 8.6.1 above and must be placed right
in front of the VP. It can only be used as a verb in modern Chinese meaning
“to compare/match” such as the one in (8.44d).

(8.44) a.
nı̆ bı̆ tā gāo
2nd compare 3rd tall
“You are taller than him.”

b. *
bı̆ tā nı̆ gāo
compare 3rd 2nd tall

c.
tā bı̆ nı̆ tı̄ng-huà
3rd compare 2nd listen-word
“He heeds advice better than you.”

d.
nı̆ gē tā měi fă bı̆
2nd with 3rd Neg. way compare
“In no way can you be compared to him.” Or “In no way can
you match him.”

Furthermore, negators like bù or méi(yŏu) are placed in front of the compar-
ative preposition but cannot precede the verb immediately such as the one in
(8.45c), unless the verb is further marked by an adverb gèng “even more”
such as in (8.45d).

(8.45) a.
tā bù bı̆ nı̆ tı̄ng-huà
3rd NEG compare 2nd listen-word
“He does not heed advice better than you.”

b.
tā méiyŏu bı̆ nı̆ tı̄ng-huà
3rd NEG compare 2nd listen-word
“He has not heeded advice better than you.”

c. *
tā bı̆ nı̆ bù tı̄ng-huà
3rd compare 2nd NEG listen-word
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d.
tā bı̆ nı̆ gèng bù tı̄ng-huà
3rd compare 2nd even-more NEG listen-word
“He heeds advice even worse than you.”

8.6.2.2 Passive
A preposition is commonly placed in front of a doer/agent as the indicator of
passive voice in Chinese. The most common prepositional, passive marker is
bèi as shown in (8.46a), although many Chinese causative markers such as
ràng “to let,” gěi “to give,” and jiào “to call” can be used interchangeably
like in the examples in (8.46). Bèi , unlike other passive markers, a verb
meaning “to suffer/to receive” in Old Chinese, has practically lost all of its
ability to function as a verb in modern Chinese (Sun 1996). Furthermore, the
Chinese passive of one of these markers almost always implies a sense of
adversity, or misfortune.

(8.46) a.
dı̀di tiān-tiān dōu bèi māma mà
brother day-day all PASS mother scold
“Little brother is scolded by mother every day.”

b.
tā zuótiān ràng lăoshı̄ pı̄pı́ng le
3rd yesterday let teacher criticize CRS
“He was criticized by the teacher yesterday.”

c.
zhè xiăo-hái zěme lăo gěi rénjiā qı̄fù
DEM little-child how always give other bully
“How come this child is always bullied by the others?”

d.
wŏ yòu jiào tóng-xué xiào le
1st again call common-study laugh CRS
“I was laughed at by fellow students again.”

e.
wŏ yòu bèi xiào le
1st again PASS laugh CRS
“I was laughed at by fellow students again.”
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The sentence in (8.46e) shows that bèi and gěi , unlike the other passive

markers such as jiào , and rang , can occur without an object in front of the

verb, thus behaving less like a preposition and more like a passive particle.

Negators such as měi-(yŏu) or bù can only occur before the passive

marker.

(8.47) a.

tā bú zài jiào tóng-xué xiào le

3rd NEG call common-study laugh CRS

“He was no longer laughed at by fellow students.”

b.

tā zuótiān méiyŏu bèi māma mà

3rd yesterday NEG PASS mother scold

“Little brother was not scolded by mother yesterday.”

8.6.2.3 The bă construction
The functions of the Chinese bă construction are a much-debated topic

in Chinese linguistics and encompass many different views (Huang, Li, and

Li 2004, Li and Thompson 1981, Liu 1997, Sun 1997). There is not another

language in the world that has a phenomenon similar to the bă construction. Bă
was originally used as a verb meaning “to hold/to take” in Middle Chinese.

Although in modern Chinese it retains this original function only in some

idiomatic expressions such as the examples in (8.48), it has changed into

a preposition-like element that has some co-occurrence constraints on the

following noun and predicate which often puzzle linguists and students of

Chinese.

(8.48) a. !

bă -zhù chē-bă lòu

hold-stay car-handle CRS+FW

“Hold car-handle tightly!”

b.

jı̄ntiān wŏ bă mén

today 1st hold door

“I (will) guard the door today.”
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As a preposition, it takes up the syntactic position with a nominal before

the verb resembling the comparative bı̆ and the passive bèi . However, a

comprehensive review of various theories and related issues that have been

proposed in the field will lead us far beyond the scope of an introductory

book on Chinese linguistics. In what follows, the focus will be on some of

the distributional constraints of the bă construction. The primary function of

the bă construction is to signal a change of state resulting from some activity.

There are also some other derived uses that require the verb to be overtly

marked to signal that the event is ended.

This construction can be traced back to some of the uses of the Old Chi-

nese yı̆ involving sentences with three arguments that resemble the modern

Chinese sentences in (8.49). The nominal in (8.49a) yı̄-běn shū “a book” is

affected, resulting from its being torn into two pieces. A third person tā in

(8.49b) is, perhaps mistakenly, taken to be a good person. In (8.49c), rénqı́ng
“favor” as a generic noun is taken by someone to be an important matter.

All of the nominals marked by bă can be taken as some kind of undergoer

affected by the event.

(8.49) a.

tā bă yı̀-běn shū sı̄-chéng liăng bàn

3rd take one-CL book tear-form two half

“He tore a book into two pieces.”

b.

wŏ bă tā dāngzuò shı̀ hăo-rén

1st take 3rd regard be good-person

“I took him to be a good person.”

c.

tā bă rénqı́ng kàn de hěn zhòng

3rd take favors see get very heavy

“He considers favors to be very important.”

This three-argument structure constitutes the basis for the newer modern

Chinese two-argument bă construction that indicates a resultant state without

the argument position after the verb. The major features of the construction

consist of three related phenomena: (i) the nominal after bă is typically an

affected undergoer; (ii) the nominal after bă must be semantically specific
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(8.49a, 8.50a), generic (8.49c), or definite (8.49b, 8.50b); and (iii) the pred-

icate of the event must indicate a change of state and, for this reason, a verb

without implying an end of the event is not allowed. Phenomenon (ii) of the

bă construction does not allow the nominal after bă to be non-specific. For

example, the sentences in (8.50a) have a transitive verb măi “to buy” that

is subcategorized for two arguments which do not allow a non-specific NP

after bă. Following Tsao’s (1987) hypothesis that bă is a topic marker that

is correlated to shared information of the speaker and hearer at the moment

of speech, the ungrammatical sentence in (8.50a) can then be explained in

terms of the general property of a non-specific NP that typically refers to an

entity that is not already shared by the speaker/hearer. That is, it is practically

impossible to use the bă sentence to indicate a change of state involving some-

thing that does not exist in a given discourse. Whereas the non-bă sentence in

(8.49b) allows a non-specific NP a book as the undergoer of the event, the bă
sentence with the same nominal in (8.50a) is incorrect because it is not a topic

shared by the speaker and hearer. Furthermore, if the bare noun shū “book”

in (8.50c) is interpreted as definite like the one marked by a demonstrative in

(8.50d), the bă sentence becomes grammatically acceptable.

(8.50) a. *

tā bă yı̀-běn shū măi le

3rd take one-CL book buy CRS

b.

tā măi-le yı̀-běn shū le

3rd buy-PFV one-CL book buy CRS

“He bought a book.”

c.

tā bă shū măi le

3rd take book buy PFV

“He bought that book.”

“*He buys books.”

d.

tā bă nà-běn shū măi le

3rd take DEM-CL book buy PFV

“He bought that book.”
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Note that the bă- sentence in (8.50c), though grammatically correct, still does

not allow an indefinite reading such as *He buys books. Once again, the

explanation follows from its function in marking the change of state resulting

from the action of the event on a given entity, i.e., in this case, the book. The

referential constraint signifies that the referent of the nominal marked by bă
must exist in the discourse, because it makes no sense to present a resultative

state of an entity that does not exist in the discourse.

The sentences in (8.51) show that a sense of total affectedness of the under-

goer can be manifest as a necessary completion of the event, thus a change

of state. In (8.51a), the bă-sentence imposes the necessary completion of the

event of drinking the soup. Therefore, the cancellation of such an implication

by the sentence kěshı̀ méi hē wán “but (he) did not finish (it)” in (8.51a) leads

to a grammatically incorrect sequence. On the other hand, the example in

(8.51b) shows that such a cancellation is possible for a non-bă-sentence, as,

like the bă construction, it does not contain the same implication of necessary

completion.

(8.51) a. * , *

tā bă tāng hē le, kěshı̀ méi hē wán

3rd take soup drink CRS, but NEG drink finish

b. ,

tā hē le tāng le, kěshı̀ méi hē wán

3rd drink PFV soup CRS, but NEG drink finish

“He drank the soup, but he did not finish it.”

Although the bă construction originally requires the predicate of a bă-
sentence to be semantically bounded by a resultative state, in modern Chinese

there appears a derived use in which the predicate is simply bounded by a

perfect marker (or CRS) or a counter. The end of the sentence in (8.52a) is

explicitly signaled by the perfect-aspect marker -le, thus indicating a new

state resulting from the implementation of the event. The sentence in (8.52b)

is ungrammatical because such a resulting state is unavailable with a pro-

gressive marker zài which focuses on the ongoing state of an activity rather

than reaching the endpoint of an event. The sentence in (8.52c) is accept-

able because the phrase, onto the bookshelf, provides the destination point of

the movement of the theme, book, as the resulting location. The example of
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(8.52d) with the event with a counter yı̄ “one,” took a brief look, describes a

certain state of affairs that is bounded, i.e., a brief look necessarily includes an

initial point and an endpoint. The sentence in (8.52e), representing the most

common type of the modern bă construction (Zhang 2002: 35) with a resul-

tative compound kàn-wán read-finish “to finish reading” also contains a

resulting state finishing reading.

(8.52) a.

tā bă shū kàn le

3rd take book see CRS

“He read the book.”

b. *

tā bă shū zài kàn

3rd take book PROG see

c.

tā bă shū fàng dào shū-jià shàng

3rd take book place arrive book-shelf up

“He placed the book onto the bookshelf.”

d.

tā bă shū yı́ fàng jiù zŏu le

3rd take book one release then walk PFV

“He let the book go and left (immediately).”

e.

nı̆ bă shū kàn-wán

2nd take book see-finish

“You finish reading the book.”

However, it is necessary to note that even though the event play the Blue
Danube necessarily contains an event with an endpoint, the sentence in

(8.53a) is still not acceptable. The reason is perhaps due to the fact that

the predicate is composed of a non-resultative compound yăn-zòu play-play

“to play.” In this case, an additional marking such as the perfect marker -le
in (8.53b) indicating a newly attained situation, i.e., a change of state is then

attained.
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(8.53) a. *

yuè-duı̀ bă lán-sè duōnăo-hé yăn-zòu

music team take blue-color Name-river play-play

b.

yuè-duı̀ bă lán-sè duōnăo-hé yăn-zòu le

music team take blue-color Name-river play-play CRS

“The orchestra played the Blue Danube.”

In short, the sentence with a bă construction usually has a predicate that

implies a resultant state that is temporally bounded by an endpoint. The exam-

ples in (8.54) are some additional sentences showing how the bă construction

differs from the Chinese sentences without bă. In (8.54a), there is a transi-

tive verb bō “to peel” that takes up three arguments, they, orange, and skin.
Although it seems to have non-bă alternatives, the awkwardness of the alter-

natives given in (8.54b) and (8.54d) suggests that the bă sentences of this kind

are not equivalent to their non-bă alternatives.

(8.54) a.

tā-men bă júzi bō –le pı́

3rd-PL take orange peel PFV skin

“They peeled the skin off the orange.”

b. ?

tā-men bō júzi bō –le pı́

3rd-PL peeled orange peel PFV skin

“They peel the skin off the orange.”

c.

jiào-liàn bă qiú-duı̀ fēn-chéng liăng bàn

teach-train take ball-group divide-form two half

“The coach divided the team into two halves.”

d. ?

jiào-liàn fēn qiú-duı̀ fēn-chéng liăng bàn

teach-train divide ball-group divide-form two half

“The coach divided the team into two halves.”

Still another kind of the bă construction involves verbal compounds

with two intransitive verbs, such as kū-hóng cry-red in (8.55) that clearly
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demonstrate that the bă sentence is not directly derived from a non-bă sen-

tence as the undergoer yănjı̄ng “eyes” after bă cannot be an argument sub-

categorized as an undergoer by intransitive verbs like kū “to cry,” hóng “to

(become) red.”

(8.55)

tā bă yănjı̄ng dōu kū-hóng le

3rd take eye all cry-red CRS

“He cried (so much) that his eyes are all red.”

8.7 Summary

This chapter has provided a brief description of various Chinese verb phrases

in relation to Chinese phrase-structural rules and the word-order variations

triggered by pragmatic needs. Chinese nominalization involves the formation

of noun phrases relating to the clitic, relative marker de , noun-phrase modifi-

cation, relative clauses, cleft sentences and pseudo-cleft sentences. Addition-

ally, the importance of adverbials functioning to modify a VP, or a sentence,

was discussed. Serial-verb construction which relates to Chinese verb phrases

in series has no morphological marking such as the English infinitive to. Some

of the serial-verb constructions are parallel in nature as their relatively free

word order suggests, although others are ordered consecutively. The Chinese

prepositional phrases that arise from the serial-verb constructions are usually

of different kinds because of their different word-order constraints. Whereas

some of these constructions can be placed at either the beginning of the sen-

tence or right in front of the VPs, some have rigid word-order because of their

closer tie with the verbs that follow them, and function as the main predicate

of the sentence.

Furthermore, members of given lexical categories may have different word

orders and morphologies depending on their grammatical properties and vari-

ous discourse factors. A more comprehensive coverage of word-order flexibil-

ity and the theoretical significance and related issues of these phenomena calls

for a deeper discussion of various theories and further analyses of Chinese

structures. However, given the goal and the limit on the length of this book,

interested readers who desire a more detailed description of these construc-

tions should refer to the books and articles given in the reading list. It is hoped
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that the current chapter has provided some useful information for students of

the Chinese language and a start for those who would like to develop a deeper

understanding of Chinese grammar.
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Appendix 1 Phonetic symbols

All symbols have been taken from the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).

1.1 Consonants

IPA Description Pı̄nyı̄n (Standard
Chinese spelling
system)

[p] unaspirated bilabial voiceless plosive b
[ph] aspirated bilabial voiceless plosive p
[m] bilabial nasal m
[f] labio-dental voiceless fricative f
[t] alveolar unaspirated voiceless plosive d
[th] alveolar aspirated voiceless plosive t
[n] alveolar nasal n
[l] alveolar lateral l
[ts] dental unaspirated voiceless affricate z
[tsh] dental aspirated voiceless affricate c
[s] voiceless dental fricative s
[ts�] unaspirated voiceless retroflex zh
[ts�h] aspirated voiceless retroflex ch
[s�] voiceless retroflex sh
[ɹ] voiceless postalveolar approximant r
[tç] unaspirated palatal affricate j
[tçh] aspirated palatal affricate q
[ç] palatal fricative x
[k] unaspirated velar voiceless plosive g
[kh] aspirated velar voiceless plosive k
[x] velar fricative h
[ŋ] velar nasal ng
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1.2 Vowels

IPA Description Pı̄nyı̄n (Standard Chinese spelling
system)

[a] low-front open a
[ε] front mid e
[ə] central mid e
[o] mid-back rounded o
[i] high front i/yi
[u] high-back rounded u/wu
[y] high-front rounded ü/yu

1.3 Tone marks (placed above a vowel)

Pitch description pitch values

� high-level tone 55
´ high-rising tone 35

low-rising tone 214	

` falling tone 51

 nasalization

1.4 Additional IPA symbols used to describe various sounds
that do not exist in Standard Chinese

IPA Description

[ʃ] postalveolar fricative
[ʔ] glottal plosive
[ɔ] mid-back rounded vowel
[�] mid-back vowel
[ø] mid-front rounded vowel
[ɐ] low-central vowel
[ɒ] low-back rounded vowel
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1.5 A phonetic chart of the symbols representing Chinese
vowels used in this book

�

ɒ

ɔ

o

u

ε

a

ə

ɐ

ø

i y
Front 

close-high

close-mid

open-mid

open-low

Central Back

[y, ø, u, o, ɔ, ɒ] represent rounded vowels, i.e., with lip-rounding in pronun-
ciation. The features close vs. open refer to the degree of the opening of the
mouth in pronunciation.



Appendix 2 Capitalized abbreviations

AD adverb
ADJ adjective
ADV adverbial phrase
ASP aspect
AUX auxiliary
BA a special Chinese preposition
C consonant
CL classifier
CRS currently relevant state
DEM demonstrative
DET determiner
DIM diminutive
DP determiner phrase
EX expected (to be confirmed positively)
EXP experiential aspect
F final endpoint
FW friendly warning
I initial endpoint
IMP imperfective aspect
INC inchoative
M medial
N nasal consonant or noun, depending on context
NCL numeral classifier
NEG negative
NOM nominal
NP noun phrase
NUM numeral
O syntactic object
PASS passive particle

223
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PFV perfective marker
PL plural
POS possessive
POT potential
PP prepositional phrase
PREP preposition
PRO pronoun
PROG progressive aspect
PRT particle
Q question particle
REL relative marker
RF reduce forcefulness
S a clause
SA solicit agreement
SUF suffix
V vowel or verb, depending on context
VP verb phrase
VV diphthong
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a/ya , see sentence-final particles
adjective, 88, 90–2, 98, 149, 159, 160, 165,

174
absolute adjective, 152
adjectival verb, 152–3
scalar adjective, 152

adverb, 8, 191–7
cái , 191, 193–4
dōu , 191, 195
hĕn , 152, 154
jiărú , 198
jı̀rán , 198
jı̀u , 191, 193–4
lăo , 195
manner, 90, 154
movable, 153
nonmovable, 154, 191
rúguŏ , 198
yĕ , 191
yòu , 191
zhı̆yào , 198
zuı̀ , 195–6

adverbial clause, 191, 197–9
backward-linking, 196, 197
búdàn . . . érqiĕ , 196, 197
conditional, 198
forward-linking, 197
suı̄rán . . . háishı̀ , 197
yı̄nwèi . . . suóyı̆ , 196, 197

affix, 45–6, 50, 56
prefix, 56–8
infix, 60–4
suffix, 58–60

agent, see semantic role
A-not-A question, see negation
Altaic, 2, 18, 19, 133, 134
Analects, 15, 146
àn-zhe , 208
argument, 150–3, 161
aspect, 64

delimitative aspect, 93, 95
experiential, 64, 68–70, 85, 122, 124, 228
imperfective, 64

perfect, 74, 80–1, 215, 216
perfective, 8, 47, 64–9, 73, 80–1, 200, 201,

205, 208
auxiliary, 153, 155–6, 162, 170, 177, 178–9

bă construction, 209, 212–18
backward-linking, see adverbial clauses
báidú , 7
báihuà, , see vernacular Chinese
bĕifānghuà, , 6

Southwestern, 29, 30
Mandarin, 1, 6, 7, 20, 29–30, 100, 219, 225,

226, 227, 228
Northern Chinese, 6, 9, 29, 30, 34
Northern dialects, 29
Northern proper, 29
Northwestern, 29, 102
River variety, 29

bié , see negation
bı̆huà , see stroke
borrowing, see six principles
borrowings, 133, 144
bronze script, see Chinese script
bù , see negation
búdàn . . . érqiĕ , see adverbial

clauses
Buddhism, 17, 120–1
bùshŏu , see initial radical
Buyi, 2

cái , see adverb
Canton, 9, 31
Cantonese, see Yue
causative construction, 205–6, also see

passive
gěi , 204, 205, 211
ràng , 204, 205, 211
jiào , 204, 205, 212
qı̆ng , 205

Central States, see Zhōngguó
cháng , see adverb
Changsha, 7, 30
Chinese civilization, 4, 5, 13, 101

229
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Chinese characters, 20, 101, 138
grapheme , 102, 103, 104, 105, 107, 110,

116
phonetic graph , 102, 105, 106, 113
signific graph , 102
simplified standard character, 104, 107, 110,

111, 113
complexed character, 114

Chinese script, ix, 12, 26–8, 31, 34, 103–7,
111, 142, 143

bronze script , xiv, 14–15, 103
clerical script , 103–4, 105, 107
oracle-bone script , xiv, 14, 101, 103,

104, 105, 106, 107, 115
seal script , 103, 104
standard script , 104, 107, 110, 114

chū- , 58
cı́ , 46
classifiers, 87, 88–9, 153, 160, 164–5
cleft sentence, 189–91, 218
clerical script, see Chinese script
clitic, 49, 74, 75, 82, 85, 86, 87, 88, 92, 95, 96,

99, 152, 154, 187, 203, 218, 226
comparative, see preposition
complexed character, see Chinese character
compound indicative, see six principles
compounding, 49–56, 60, 97, 99, 105
Confucius, 15, 16, 23, 116–18, 120, 126, 128,

132, 137, 145, 146
consonant, 5, 34, 35

alveolar, 22, 35, 36, 38
dental, 35, 36
labial, 22, 35, 36, 38
palatal, 22, 36
retroflex, 22, 36
velar, 22, 36

consonant cluster, 35
constituency, 158–64, 172, 185, 190, 191, 192,

194, 195, 219, 226
culture, vi, xi, 7, 23, 24, 27, 74, 101, 109, 112,

115, 116, 122, 126, 128, 134, 138, 143,
147, 225

currently relevant state, see perfect

Daoism, 121–2, 145
dàqı̄ngguó “the Qing Empire,” 3, 6
devotion, 120, 124
de , 75, 85, 90, 97–8, 160–1, 187–91
de- , 63
-de , 96, 98–9
-de- , 53, 60–3
derivational morpheme, see morpheme
determiner, 153, 167, 168

demonstrative, 82, 160, 166, 167, 169, 175,
214

dialects, also see Northern dialects, Southern
dialects

Gan , 6, 7, 30, 32
hànfāngyán , 6
Kejia , 6, 7, 30, 32–3
Mandarin, see bĕifānghuà
Min , 6, 7, 30, 31, 32, 102
Northern Chinese, see bĕifānghuà
Xiang , 6, 7, 30–1
Wu , 6, 30, 32, 102
Yue , 6, 8, 9, 30, 31, 102

diăn , see dot
disjunctive question, see interrogative
dōu , see adverb
dot, see stroke

-er , see rhotacization
Europeanization, 25
explanatory, see six principles

fān- , 134
făn- , 139
yángjı̄ngbāng , see pidgin
final, ix, 22, 34, 35, 36–7, 38, 106
first tone, see tone
five elements, ix, 124, 125
forward-linking, see adverbial clauses
fourth tone, see tone

Gan , see dialects
Glide, 34, 37, 38
-găn , 139
gěi , see causative construction
gēn-zhe , 208
grapheme, see Chinese character
Guangzhou, ix, 7, 9, 10, 31, 102, 135
-guo , 64, 68–70
guóyŭ , see national language, zhōngwén
guóyı̄n , 20
guóyŭ luómăzı̀ , see spelling

Hakka , see Kejia
Han , 2, 5, 6, 8, 17, 19, 20, 28, 29, 102, 107
Han dynasty, viii, xiii, 5, 15, 17, 31, 102, 103,

104, 107
hànfāngyán , see dialects
hànyŭ , see zhōngwén
hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n , see spelling
hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n orthography, 12, 26, 34,

also see spelling
hàn-zı̀, , see Chinese character
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head noun, 188
héng , see horizontal line
héngpiĕ , see horizontal stroke with a left

falling line
héngzhé , see horizontal stroke with a

turn
Hong Kong, 2, 9–10, 26, 28, 31, 34, 114, 130,

139, 140, 142
horizontal line , see stroke
horizontal stroke with a left falling line ,

see stroke
horizontal stroke with a turn , see stroke
hú- , 134
Hu Shi, 24, 27
huá , 13
-huà , 59, 139
huăyŭ , see zhōngwén
Hui , 2, 3
huı̀yı̀ , see compound indicative

idiographic, see six principles
imperative, 79, 130, 172, 181–3
imperial examination system, 17, also see kējŭ
infix, see affix
inflectional morpheme, see morpheme
initial, 22, 34, 36
initial, radical, 109, 111
International Phonetic Alphabets (IPA), 34,

35
interrogative, 97, 170, 172–81

disjunctive question, 172, 173, 174, 175,
176

wh-question, 172
yes/no question, 76, 77, 78, 177, 178

jiā- , 129
jiăjiè , see borrowing
jiănzı̀biăo , see radical guide
jiăntı̆zı̀ , see simplified standard

character
jiào , see causative construction
jiărú , see adverb
jı̀rán , see adverb
jı̀u , 154, 193, 194, 198

kăishū , see standard script
kāngxı̄ zı̀diăn , 106, 110
Kazakh, 2, 3
Kejia (Hakka), see dialects
kējŭ , 17
kè-qı̀ , 132
kinship terms, 89–90
Korean, 2, 3

Latinization, 27, 112
lăo , see adverb
lăo- , 56–7
lexical category, 147, 148–58, 218
le , see sentence-final particles
-le , 150, 151, 200
left- and right-falling stroke , see

stroke
left-falling line , see stroke
lı̆ , see social propriety
liăn , 126–8
linear order, 148, 149
lı̀ng- , 129
lı̀shū , see clerical script
literary language, 21, 24, 27
literary pronunciation, 7
liùshū, see six principles
loan blend, 134, 135, 141, 142, 144, 145
locative particles, 75, 81–8
locative phrase, 82
logographic, 8, 23, 27, 101–2, 142, 145
formulaic expression, 131

Manchu, 2, 3, 19, 29
Mandarin, see bĕifānghuà
Mao Zedong, 4, 21, 26, 27, 112
medial, 34, 35, 36, 37
méi(yŏu) , see negation
méiyŏu , see negation
Meixian , 7, 33
-mén
Mesopotamia, 101
metaphor, 51, 55, 60, 63, 98, 99, 115, 122–5,

136, 145, 226, 228
metonymy, 122, 123, 124
miàn-zi , 126–8
Miao , 2, 3
Middle Chinese, xiv, 14, 17–19, 31, 110, 133,

212
Middle Kingdom, see Zhōngguó
Min see dialects, Southern Min
modern Chinese, see national language
Mongol, 2–3, 19, 64, 134, 144
monosyllabic, 42, 49–50, 64, 73, 90–4, 174,

226
morpheme, 28, 45

bound, 45–9
definition, 45
derivational, 45, 56–64
free, 45
inflectional, 64

morpheme-syllable script, 141–4
morphology, see morpheme
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nà , see right falling line
Nanchang, 7, 32
national language, 6, 19, 20–8, 145, 227

see guānhuà, modern Chinese, standard
Chinese

guóyŭ , 6, 34
pŭtōnghuà , ix, 6–10, 11, 21–6, 32,

112
negation, 152, 170–2

A-not-A question, see interrogative
bié , 56, 98, 170, 172
bù , 40, 62–3, 77, 78, 87, 99, 116, 121,

127–8, 170, 178–80
méi(yŏu) , 83, 92, 123–7, 170–1, 174,

181, 198, 209, 215
preposition, 209
comparative, passive, and bă construction,

209
neologism, 115–16, 135, 145
new cultural movement, 23–5
nominalization, 59, 139, 186–7, 189–91, 218,

227
non-Han, 2, 6, 144
North China, 5, 25, 31
Northern dialects, 21–5, 28–30
Northern proper, see bĕifānghuà
Northwestern, see bĕifānghuà
numeral classifier, 67, 159–60, 164–6

Old Chinese, xiv, 14, 15–17, 23, 49, 99, 117,
213

oracle-bone script, see Chinese script

passive, 25, 211–12, 213
bèi , 211–12
ràng , also see causative construction
gěi , also see causative construction
jiào , also see causative construction

phonemic loan, 135, 137, 145
phonetic graph, see Chinese character
phrase structure rules, 12, 147, 158–64, 172,

185–8, 200
NP, 159–64, 167–9, 172, 181, 185–8, 191,

198, 202, 205, 209, 214
VP, 161–4, 172, 173, 176, 178–9, 185–7,

191, 197, 200–18
PP, 162–4, 170, 176, 180, 194, 206–19

pictographic, see six principles
piĕ , see left falling line
piĕnà , see left and right falling stroke
pidgin, 135
politeness, 126–33, 145, 225, 227, 228
population, 2, 12, 26, 30

popular graphic form, 110
predicate, 62, 71, 72, 80, 96, 150–3, 156, 159,

171, 196, 212, 214, 215, 216, 218
prefix, see affix
preposition, 82–7, 153, 156–8, 162–4, 165,

170, 189, 206–18
bı̆ , see comparative
cóng , see source under semantic role
dùi , see directive under semantic role
gēn , see comitative under semantic role
lı́ , see ablative under semantic role
tı̀ , see benefactive under semantic role
yòng , see instrumental under semantic

role
zài , see locative

progressive, 45, 64–5, 71–2, 202, 215
pronoun, 64, 66, 94, 150, 153, 166–9, 174,

177, 187, 194
prosodic word, 97–100
pseudo-cleft, 191, 218
pı̄nyı̄n , see hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n
pŭtōnghuà , see national language

Qiègyùn , 17
Qin dynasty, viii, xiii, 4, 5, 16, 103, 110
Qı́ng dynasty, xiii, 3, 4, 6, 7, 19–20, 23, 27,

29–30, 106, 110
qı̌ng , see causative construction

radicals guide, 109–10
reduplication, 49, 75, 88–95, 203
ràng , see causative construction
relative clause, 66, 184, 188–91, 198
relative marker, 75, 98, 152, 160–1, 188–91
resultative, 52–6, 60–4, 66, 70, 71, 73, 74, 79,

93–4, 99
attainment resultative, 52, 54, 61, 73, 99
directional resultative, 99
non-restrictive resultative, 52, 60, 62, 93, 99
restrictive resultative, 52–3, 55, 62

rhyme book, 17–21
right-falling line, see stroke
rising line, see stroke
River variety, see bĕifānghuà
romanized script (system), 19, 21–2, 23, 34–6,

109, 112
rhotacization, 38, 58
rúguŏ , see adverb
rújiā , see Confucius
rúxué , see Confucius

scalar adjective, see adjective
seal script, see Chinese script
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second tone, see tone
selectional restriction, 87, 164–6, 184
semantic-phonetic compound, see six

principles
semantic roles, 148–58

agent, 152, 181–2, 184, 205, 211
ablative, 157
benefactive, 158, 180, 189, 206
comitative, 157
directive, 157
experiencer, 151, 152
goal, 151, 152, 203
instrument, 158, 180, 206
locative, see locative phrase
patient, 151, 152, 178
source, 157, 165
theme, 151, 152, 215
undergoer, 184–6, 188, 190–2, 202, 205,

213–18
semantic-semantic compound, see compound

indicative
sentence-final particles, 75–81, 153, 183

a/ya , 76, 78–9
ba , 77, 79, 183
la , 81, 94
lai-zhe , 81
le , 8, 40, 64–8, 69, 80–1, 90, 121, 149,

151–3, 154, 167, 173, 177, 187, 192–3,
195, 201–2, 203, 205–8, 211, 212,
214–18

lou , 81
ma , 76, 77, 177, 187
ne , 70, 72, 76–7
ou , 79, 81
zhe , 70–2, 79

serial-verb construction, 184, 200–6, 208,
218

Shang dynasty, xiii, 14–15, 101, 103
Shanghai, ix, 6, 9–10, 60, 135, 141
shortened forms, 4, 143–4
shù , see vertical line
shùgōu , see vertical stroke with a hook
Shuōwén Jiĕzı̀ , 15, 103, 105, 110
signific graph, see Chinese character
simplification, 26, 28, 106, 110–13
simplified standard characters, see Chinese

character
Singapore, 6, 13, 28, 32, 34, 106, 113, 144,

227
Sino-Japanese-European loanword, 137–41
Sino-Japanese loanword, 138
Sino-Tibetan, ix, 5, 13, 14, 49, 226

see Tibeto-Burman languages

Sinitic, 5, 8–10
see Sino-Tibetan

six principles , 104–7
borrowing , 104, 107
compound indicative , 104, 105
explanatory , 104, 107
idiographic , 102, 104, 106
pictographic , 104, 106, 107, 115
semantic-phonetic compound , 104,

105–7
social propriety , 117
Southern dialects, 9–10, 30–3, 40
Southern Min, see Min
Southwestern, see bĕifānghuà
spelling, 1, 19, 21–3, 26, 34–40, 109, 112

guóyŭ luómăzı̀ , 21
hànyŭ pı̄nyı̄n , 1, 21–3, 26, 34, 112
tōngyòng pı̄nyı̄n , 23

standard Chinese, 6, 8–10, 11, 22, 31, 34–44,
49, 59–60, 106, 135–6, 141, 160, 225

see guānhuà, Mandarin, modern Chinese,
pŭtōnghuà

standard pronunciation, 19–21, 24–5, 27–8,
107–12

standard script, see Chinese script
stroke , 19–21, 24–5, 27–8, 107–12

dot , 107–9
horizontal line , 108, 109
horizontal stroke with a left-falling line ,

108
horizontal stroke with a turn , 108
left- and right-falling stroke , 108
left-falling line , 108
right-falling line , 108
rising line , 108
vertical line , 108
vertical stroke with a hook , 108

structurally ambiguous, 163, 185
subcategorization, 150, 152–3, 156, 161–2,

163–4, 214, 218
suffix, see affix
suı̄rán . . . háishı̀ , see adverbial clause
sútı̆zı̀ , see popular graphic form
Suzhou, 7
syllabic terminal, 34, 36, 38
syllable structure, 34, 35

Tai, 2, 133
Taiwan, 4, 6, 22–3, 28, 32, 34, 106, 113, 114,

130, 140–3
third tone, see tone
tı́ , see rising line
Tibeto-Burman languages, 2–3, 13, 134, 144
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tone, see first tone, second tone, third, fourth
tone

falling tone, 39
high-level tone, 39, 40
high-rising tone, 39, 40–4
low-rising tone, 39, 40–4

tone-sandhi, 40–4
tōngyòng pı̄nyı̄n , see spelling
tōngyŭ , 17
topic-comment, 184, 228
topic-prominent, 161, 184
-tou , 60
transliterations, 55, 120, 137, 141–5
Turkic, 2

Uygur, 2–3

vernacular, 21–6
vertical line, see stroke
vertical stroke with a hook, see stroke
vowel, 34–5, 36–40

wéndú , see literary pronunciation
wén-huà , see culture
wényán , 23–7, also see literary language
wénzı̀ , see Chinese characters
wh-question, see interrogative
Wu , see dialects

xı̄- , 134
xià , 13
xiăo- , 57, 118–19, 129–30, 137
Xiamen, 7, 32, 102
xiàndài hànyŭ cı́diăn , 24, 25, 109
Xiang , see dialects
xı̀n , see trust
xiàngxı́ng , see pictographic
-xı̀ng , 139
xı́ngshēng , see semantic-phonetic

compound
-xué , 59, 137

Yan Emperor, 13
-yán , 139
yáng- , 134
yăyán , 15
yán-zhe , 208
yĕ , see adverb
Yellow Emperor, 13
yes/no question, see interrogative
Yi , 2
yı̄nwèi . . . suóyi , see adverbial

clause
yòu , see adverb
Yu , see Cantonese
-yuán , 59

-zhe , 70–2, 77, 171, 208
zhı̆yào , see adverb
zhı̆shı̀ , see ideographic
zhōng , see devotion
Zhōngguó , 4–5, 83

Central States, 4, 15–18, 29
Middle Kingdom, 4–5, 16

zhōngguórén , 2
zhōnghuá mı́ngguó , 3
zhōnghuá rénmı́n gònghéguó , 4,

26
zhōnghuá rénmı́n gònghéguó tōngyòng

yŭyán wénzı̀fă ,
26

zhōngwén , 5
hànyŭ , 5–7, 21–3
huáyŭ , 6
pŭtōnghuà , see national

language
Zhuang , 2, 133
zhuànshū , see seal script
zhuănzhù , see explanatory
zhùyı̄n fúhào , 21–2
zhùyı̄n zı̀mŭ , 20
-zi , 58
zuı̀ , see adverb
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